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CHAPTER ONE 

 1 INTRODUCTION  

1.1. Overview of the Study  

We are living in an increasingly complex, dynamic, and competitive world, where human and 

intellectual capital is becoming the key resource in economic transformation, societal well-

being, and innovation. In response to this, many nations have renewed their interest in 

enhancing the role of higher education (Teferra and Altbachl, 2004) in general and the 

academe in particular toward competitiveness, efficiency, and professional management 

(Agoston and Dima, 2012), which in turn create continuous pressures on public institutions to 

achieve both academic excellence and operational efficiency. 

Since job descriptions of formal contracts can never cover the entire array of 

behaviors that are required for operational efficiency and effectiveness, organizations depend 

on the willingness of employees to be engaged in positive work behaviors beyond the 

minimum requirements, motivation to serve the public interest, commitment, and willingness 

to maintain membership with their employer. To cope with these problems, creating and 

maintaining the social and psychological environment of the work setting, enhancing 

organizational citizenship behaviors (OCBs) and public service motivation (PSM), and 

retaining qualified professionals are believed to be critical managerial challenges for 

practicing organization management.  

Why some individuals are more willing to be involved in OCBs, motivated to serve 

the public interest, and committed to their professional values and willing to remain with the 

organization than others has long been a contentious subject in organization research. In an 

effort to address the question, this study attempted to examine the mechanisms for how the 

public service motivation construct as a whole, individual PSM dimensions, and career 

orientations influence organizational citizenship behavior, which, in turn, is shown to be 

related to the turnover intention of public employees. By doing this, the study contributes to 

organization and public management research in a number of ways. 

First, organization research generally proposes that career orientations affect the 

attitude and behavior of individuals in the organizations. Meanwhile, in contrast to the 

number of studies that explores the antecedents of organizational citizenship behavior, no 

study has investigated the relationship between career orientation dimensions and the two 
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distinct types of OCBs: organization-directed organizational citizenship behavior (OCBO) 

and individual-directed organizational citizenship behavior (OCBI). This study is one of the 

first contributing to this line of inquiry by demonstrating how a specific type of career 

orientation differentially relates to the two distinct types of organizational citizenship 

behaviors. By doing this, the study adds to organization research in that it provides evidence 

to extend career orientations into a three-dimensional model of localism, cosmolocalism, and 

cosmopolitanism with distinct relationships with the two distinct types of OCBs (OCBO and 

OCBI). Second, the study also contributes to public service motivation and organization 

research by illustrating individuals’ motivation to serve the public interest (i.e., PSM) as a 

mechanism that links the career orientation and citizenship behavior of public employees. 

Third, previous public administration research generally emphasized that public service 

motivation has invariant positive outcomes on employees’ attitudes and behaviors. By 

disaggregating the PSM dimensions and integrating the affective and non-affective PSM 

motives framework with self-determination theory (SDT), this study analyzes the relations 

between PSM dimensions, OCBs, and turnover intention of public servants in Ethiopia. In 

this regard, the study contributes to the field by demonstrating the distinctiveness of the PSM 

dimensions (attraction to policy participation, commitment to public interest, self-sacrifice, 

and compassion) in their relationship with OCBs and turnover intention largely in line with 

the congruence between employee values and organization values. In an attempt to 

understand how PSM dimension relates to OCBs and turnover intentions, the study confirms 

the distinctiveness and sufficient independence of the PSM dimensions (Perry and 

Vandenabeele, 2015) as salient predictors of the attitude and behavior of employees. Fourth, 

by building on the thesis that emphasizes the compatibility and incompatibility of the 

relationship between organizational values and professional values of employees, the study 

suggests that the relations between career orientations and turnover intention depends on the 

congruence between employees’ values and characteristics of their work environment.  
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1.2. Conceptual Framework of the Thesis 

 The conceptual framework sections of the thesis provides a brief account of the empirical 

evidence and theories that constitute the relationships among PSM, career orientations (CO), 

OCBs, and turnover intention (TI), which are subsequently explored in more depth under the 

empirical sections in Chapter 2, Chapter 3, and Chapter 4 of the study. 

1.2.1. The relationships between career orientations and organizational citizenship 

behavior: Mediation role of public service motivation 

Organization research shows that OCBs can be caused by various dispositional and attitudinal 

factors. Personality traits such as collectivism and conscientiousness and employees' 

attitudes, such as job satisfaction (Organ and Konovsky, 1989), organizational commitment 

(Bishop et al., 2000), and PSM (Gould-Williams et al., 2015; Kim, 2006; Pandey and Stazyk, 

2008), are found to be antecedents of OCBs in organizations. 

Specifically, in a study conducted in South Korea, Kim (2006) argues that the center 

of attention for PSM is the motivation to serve the interest of others without expecting 

reciprocation of extrinsic rewards. Recently, a pseudo-experimental design research carried 

out by Esteve et al. (2016) reveals that high PSM individuals act in a prosocial way on the 

condition that the other partner in the relationship show prosocial behavior, suggesting 

expectation of reciprocation from the relationship partner. However, empirical evidence has 

shown that increased involvement of professionals in OCBs can result in increasing 

expectations on the side of the recipient of the behavior and thus negatively affect in-role 

behavior in aspects such as research productivity and other career outcomes. Consequently, 

OCB might come at the expense of task behavior (Bergeron et al., 2014; Bergeron, 2007). 

Moreover, organization scholars have long documented the impact of organizational1 

and professional commitment2 on OCBs (Bergeron et al., 2014; Bergeron, 2007) and 

individuals’ decision to stay or leave an organization (Aranya et al., 1982; Bedeian et al., 

1991; Lachman and Aranya, 1986; Rousseau, 2004; Steers, 1977). On the basis of the 

                                                        
1Organizational commitment refers to the relative strength of identification with, involvement in, willingness to 

exert effort, and remain in the organization (Aranya & Ferris,1984). 
2 According to Aranya and Ferris (1984) “professional commitment refers to the relative strength of 

identification with and involvement in a particular profession, as well as the willingness to exert effort on behalf 

of the profession and the desire to maintain membership in it.”  
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different commitment levels toward professional and organizational values and goals, 

sociological researchers (Aryee, 1992; Gerpott et al., 1988; Gouldner, 1957; Grimes and 

Berger, 1970) classify professionals’ career orientations as local career orientation and 

cosmopolitan career orientation. 

Aryee (1992) claims that professionals with the local career orientations are inclined 

to succeed in their organization rather than in the professional community; they will be more 

inclined than those with a cosmopolitan career orientation to engage in organization-directed 

strategies (e.g., opinion conformity), seek recognition, and demonstrate a great deal of 

concern for and loyalty to the goals and values of the organization, which often results in 

pursuit of success by advancing up the managerial hierarchy and achieve prestige and status  

(Allen and Katz, 1986). 

In a nutshell, as a result of differences in perception of professional values and 

organizational values and rewarded activity (Allen and Katz, 1986; Aryee, 1992) and 

exchange referent (Blau, 1964) – that is, either the organization as a whole or individual 

colleagues within it – public employees with cosmopolitan and local career orientations 

engage in OCBs differently. In light of these empirical evidence and arguments, this study 

tests the general proposition that career orientations have a distinct pattern of relationships 

with OCBs of public employees. 

Notwithstanding their differences in terms of level of affiliation either with the 

professional or the organizational values, the behavior of the academics with the 

cosmopolitan and local career orientations is expected to be guided by certain professional 

values linked to the values of the society. In view of this, De Graaf (2011) argues that 

academics as public professionals possess bodies of knowledge that are linked to values of 

the social system. This suggests that their behavior is guided by the public interest, which 

motivates them to serve the common good. 

Public administration scholars argue that public service motivation (PSM) is a 

motivation to serve the interest of others or community (Perry & Wise, 1990) that results in 

organizational citizenship behaviors (Van Loon et al., 2015b; Gould-Williams et al., 2015; 

Kim, 2006; Pandey and Stazyk, 2008; Houston, 2006), which represent discretionary helping 

behaviors that go beyond in-role requirements and which, in the aggregate, promote the 

effective functioning of the organization (Organ, 1988). On the basis of the above empirical 

evidence and theory, the study also claims that career orientations linked to OCBs indirectly 
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through PSM of public servants. Towards this end, the first study will address the following 

questions:   

1. Are career orientations relate to OCBs? If so, does the level of OCBs vary with 

respect to career orientations of public employees?  

2. Does PSM mediate between career orientations and OCBs of public employees? 

1.2.2. PSM dimensions and OCB moderated by gender and age  

Over the last two decades, there seems to be a consensus reached on the multifaceted nature 

of the PSM construct and the fact that PSM dimensions have different antecedents (Kim and 

Vandenabeele, 2010; Pedersen, 2013; Perry, 1996) and consequences (Kim and 

Vandenabeele, 2010) and that each PSM dimension captures a potentially unique form of 

motivations for serving the public interest (Perry, 1996). Following this claim, Perry and 

Vandenabeele (2015) called for PSM scholars to disaggregate PSM into its individual 

dimensions and examine their links with different antecedents and consequences. Recently, 

Gould-Williams et al. (2015) examined the relationship between PSM and OCBs and found 

that PSM significantly predicts OCBs. However, evidence noted the need to carryout 

additional research, as the relations between PSM dimensions and positive work outcomes 

are more complicated and neither direct nor certain (Gould-Williams et al., 2015; Wright and 

Pandey, 2008). Despite the strides achieved, there remain unanswered questions as to how 

each PSM dimension as a salient predictor influences OCBs of public employees. 

Furthermore, despite a few efforts that came up with inconsistent results (Lev and 

Koslowsky, 2012; Organ, 1997), the relation between gender and OCB is a less examined 

area in organization research. Given the deep-rooted traditional belief about the appropriate 

sex roles that inhibits gender equality in family, employment sector, and other social spheres, 

we can expect that females are more likely to encounter burdens of childrearing and other 

home-based responsibilities and face difficulty to engage in OCB that benefit the 

organization. Thus gender more likely plays a moderator role such that the influence of PSM 

on OCB may become stronger and statistically significant for male employees as compared to 

their female counterparts. 

Moreover, regardless of the attempts made to examine the influence of age on OCBs, 

results are inconclusive (Iun and Huang, 2007; Park et al., 2007; Perry and Wise, 1990; 

Wagner and Rush, 2000; Yucel and Bektas, 2012). This study anticipated that age-related 
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associations with OCB likely bring imperative changes in the antecedent variables of OCB 

across the life span of the employees. Consistent with Perry and Wise’s (1990) PSM theory, 

we argue that the influence of PSM dimensions on OCB as a function of age will vary on the 

basis of the PSM motives: affective, normative, and rational motives. 

More specifically, as attraction to public policy-making (APM) has a rational motive, 

namely maximizing one’s own utility (Esteve et al., 2016), the effect of APM on OCB 

decreases when age increases; meanwhile, in view of the fact that commitment to public 

interest (CPI) has a normative perspective, which is helping others out of a sense of 

obligation, the influence of CPI on OCB increases as age increases. And since older 

employees might be engaged in helping behavior out of an affective bonding (affective PSM 

motive) with the organization that involves personal sacrifice for the greater good (Wagner 

and Rush, 2000), the influence of self-sacrifice (SS) and compassion on OCB increases as 

age increases. In general, the second study addresses the following questions: 

1. Do the PSM dimensions affect the OCBs of public employees differently?  

2. Do the demographic factors (i.e., age and gender) moderate between PSM dimensions 

and OCBs? 

1.2.3. Affective and non-affective PSM dimensions and TI: Does OCB mediate and CO 

moderate between PSM dimensions and TI  

Over the last two decades public service motivation (PSM) has been drawing a great deal of 

attention due to the fact that public service motivation3 theory links individuals’ motivation 

and public interest, and the motivation to serve the public interest in turn influences the 

attitude, behavior and emotions of public employees (Moynihan and Pandey, 2007). Evidence 

links PSM with individuals’ collaborative behavior (Esteve et al., 2015), organizational 

citizenship behavior4 (Gould-Williams et al., 2015; Kim, 2006; Pandey and Stazyk, 2008), 

organizational commitment (Crewson, 1997; Perry and Wise, 1990), performance 

(Vandenabeele, 2009), turnover (Steijn, 2008), altruism (Brewer, 2003) and volunteering 

behaviors (Houston, 2006; Lee, 2012).  
                                                        
3 Public service motivation (PSM) refers to a predisposition that motivates an individual to respond to motives 
primarily or uniquely grounded in public institutions or organizations (Perry and Wise, 1990). 
4 Organizational citizenship behavior (OCB) refers to discretionary helping behaviors that go beyond in-role 
requirements and result in beneficial outcomes for the organization as well as employees within it (Bolino et al., 
2002). Williams and Anderson (1991) identified two dimensions of OCB: Organization-directed organizational 
citizenship behavior (OCBO), which is discretionary employee behavior that benefits the organization, and 
individual-directed organizational citizenship behavior (OCBI), which is discretionary helping behavior that 
benefits individuals within the organization.  
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Moreover, PSM scholars claim that high PSM employees are more committed and 

less induced to leave their jobs and the organization they work for than their low PSM 

counterparts (Gould-Williams et al., 2014; Gould-Williams et al., 2015). Evidence also shows 

that employees’ turnover intention5 is influenced by one’s motivation to serve the public 

interest and high PSM individuals are motivated to sacrifice their own interest for the greater 

cause. On the contrary, disaggregating PSM into its four dimensions – self-sacrifice, 

compassion, commitment to public interest, and attraction to public policy-making – Kim 

(2015) reported a positive relationship between self-sacrifice and TI of public servants in 

South Korea, suggesting that high PSM individuals who are willing to sacrifice their interest 

for the good of others are induced to leave the public organizations.  

Organization research underlines that the congruence between employee values and 

organizational values is a critical factor in the outcomes of employee attitudes and behaviors. 

In connection to this, self-determination theory (SDT) posits that the predicted relations 

between work values and job outcomes in organizations is a function of the degree to which 

the work values of the organization support satisfaction of the psychological needs of 

autonomy, competence, and relatedness (Vansteenkiste et al., 2007). Emphasizing the 

compatibility between the employees’ aspiration for public service and characteristics of the 

work environment, Scott and Pandey (2005) argue that, despite the strong motivation and 

ideals of public service, the lack of opportunities to experience valued outcomes first hand 

can lead to dampening down of public service motivation. Furthermore, challenging the 

conventional thesis in regard to the positive outcome of public service motivation, a recent 

study by Van Loon et al. (2015a) demonstrated the downside of PSM. According to Van 

Loon et al. (2015a), when the opportunity to serve the public interest is low, high motivation 

to contribute to public service could result in frustration and subsequent low job satisfaction 

and higher risk of burnout. All these suggest incongruence between motivation to serve the 

public interest and the values of the work environment as a factor that likely induces high 

affective PSM motive individuals to leave the organization. 

Organization research also shows a range of behavioral and attitudinal factors such as 

organizational citizenship behavior (Bolino et al., 2002), intrinsic work motivations (e.g., 

career development), and extrinsic work motivations (e.g., salary) (Kim, 2015) that influence 

public employees’ turnover intention (Chang et al., 2008). Bolino et al. (2002) suggests that 
                                                        
5 Turnover intention (TI) refers to the likelihood that an employee is leaving the organization. 
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OCB lubricates the social machinery of the organization and fosters social capital and 

improves organizational performance. In addition, OCB is claimed to facilitate the 

maintenance of the social and psychological environment of the work setting (Organ, 1988), 

make the organization a more attractive place to work (Bolino et al., 2002), and foster team 

spirit and employee cohesion, which in turn reduce turnover intention (Halbesleben, 2006). 

 Moreover, organization scholars have long documented the impact of career 

orientations (CO) of professionals on OCBs (Bergeron et al., 2014; Bergeron, 2007) and on 

individuals’ decision to stay or leave the organization (Aranya et al., 1982; Bedeian et al., 

1991; Lachman and Aranya, 1986; Rousseau, 2004; Steers, 1977). 

Notwithstanding the available evidence in regard to the relations among PSM 

dimensions, CO, OCBs, and TI, results are inconsistent and less conclusive, warranting 

further empirical effort. On the basis of empirical evidence and theory, we propose that OCB 

mediates between affective and non-affective PSM dimensions, CO, and TI. We also claim 

that CO in turn moderates the relations between affective and non-affective PSM dimensions 

and TI, such that the positive relations between affective PSM dimensions and TI will be 

stronger for the cosmopolitans and the negative relations between the non-affective PSM 

dimensions and TI will be stronger for the locals. 

The third empirical work integrates theories from diverse disciplines – psychology, 

sociology, management, and public administration – and synthesizes the relations among 

PSM, OCB, CO, and TI, thereby shedding some light on our understanding about the relative 

importance of the affective and non-affective PSM dimensions and career orientations of 

public employees in determining TI directly and indirectly through organizational citizenship 

behavior. Toward this end, the study addresses the following questions: 

1. How do the affective and non-affective PSM dimensions affect TI of public 

employees? 

2. Does OCBO affect TI of public employees and mediate between affective and non-

affective PSM dimensions and TI? 

3. Are the relations between cosmopolitan and local career orientations and TI distinct? 

4. Do career orientations moderate between affective and non-affective PSM dimensions 

and TI? 
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In retrospect, through integration of theories from diverse streams of research –  

psychology, sociology, public administration, and management – this study will have broader 

theoretical and empirical significance in filling the theoretical gaps in organization research 

in general and OCB, PSM, and human resource management research in particular; 

enhancing our understanding; and providing a foundation for further research. Figure 1.1 

portrays the conceptual model of the thesis. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Conceptual model of the thesis 
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1.3. Study Context 

This section briefly presents the context of the study in regard to the socio-cultural conditions 

of Ethiopia, structural changes that have been taken place in the higher education sector, the 

academe as an occupational context, and its appropriateness to analyze the relations among 

the study variables. 

Ethiopia is one of the developing Sub-Saharan countries located in the horn of Africa 

with an estimated population of 96.6 million people (Agency, 2015). Figure 1.2 below 

portrays the Ethiopian map and arrows on the map indicate the five study areas.  

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           Figure 1.2: Map of Ethiopia, Source: Central Statistics Agency-Ethiopia  

Organization research shows that the cultural context of the society affects the social 

and organizational environment and the way organizations operate (Den Hartog et al., 1999). 

In connection to this, one can expect that the cultural context in Ethiopia, exemplified by 

large power distance, low individualism, weak uncertainty avoidance, and low masculinity 

(Hofstede, 1983), more likely affects the attitude and behavior of individuals. In this line of 

research, Cohen (2006) demonstrates the influence of cultural dimensions such as 

collectivisms/individualism, power distance (high or low), uncertainty avoidance (high or 

low) and masculinity/femininity on OCBs of employees.  

Study Areas 
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In the last two decades; following the education massification policy (Saint, 2004), 

the Ethiopian educational sector in general and higher education in particular have been 

witnessing huge re-structuring efforts that influence the professional autonomy and discretion 

of academics (Moynihan and Pandey, 2007). In addition to the appointment of senior 

academic management by the government, undergraduate programs are governed through 

strict adoption of the national curricula and syllabus, whereas graduate program curriculum 

design and the development and opening up of new graduate programs is relatively 

decentralized (Tessema, 2009). Besides an increased demand for academics with PhD and 

lecturer positions, the opening up of several new public universities has increased 

administrative posts (headships, deanships, and senior management positions) for senior 

educators. 

Evidence (Saint, 2004) show that these structural changes affect working conditions 

such as involvement in decision-making processes, professional relationships, availability of 

sufficient research and teaching facilities, and salary and remuneration, which often influence 

in-role performance (Tessema, 2009) and an atmosphere of group cohesiveness that 

presumably encourages or discourages employees’ involvement in OCBs (Podsakoff and 

Mackenzie, 1995), motivation to serve the public interest (Moyeniham and Pandey, 2005), 

and  decision to remain with the institutions.  

Among other things, participation in decision-making processes encompasses 

curriculum and instructional methods design, teaching and student performance evolution, 

and measurement processes with which the academics are expected to participate. In one 

hand, involvement in such decisions maintains employees’ morale, motivation, enthusiasm, 

self-esteem, and overall job satisfaction and reduces role conflict (Ballet et al., 2006). On the 

other hand, expecting individuals to participate in local or community policy-making process 

might bring side effects, as professionals might feel overburdened when they are expected to 

be involved in policy decisions, which have no positive impact for the community (Ballet et 

al., 2006). 

Availability of good collegial relationships in the work environment is another 

important work condition used to build shared values, norms, and a collective goal 

orientation (Clement and Vandenberghe, 2000; Hargreaves, 2000). Moreover, a sufficient 

supply of teaching and research facilities is another important element of work conditions in 
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teaching and research institutes that influence the professional and collegial relationships 

(Ballet et al., 2006). 

Change in salary and pay, hiring policy, and evaluation of the academics is another 

outcome of structural change in Ethiopian higher education. Since the higher education 

proclamation, academic staff members were hired on 2-year contract terms and the salaries of 

the academic staff members followed the civil service pay structure. The low salary pay 

structure creates disincentives and encourages brain drain and makes attracting professionals 

difficult for the higher education institutions (Saint, 2004). According to the proclamation, 

performance evaluation is done every semester by students, peers, and supervisors. Contracts 

are renewed every two years and favorable assessments need to be obtained in order to 

continue employment. 

Furthermore, the job descriptions indicate that academics are expected to spend 25 per 

cent of their time in research and publication activities. Over the years the Ethiopian 

academics produced a substantial body of research in various fields including natural 

sciences, engineering and technology, education, social sciences, and agriculture (Saint, 

2004). However, research output and quality in recent years is not well documented and 

expected to be very low. Research funds are mainly provided by donors, especially The 

Netherlands, Sweden, and the United Nations. Following the massive expansion of higher 

education, evidence reveals that the Ethiopian higher education sector is characterized by a 

managerialist approach (Tessema, 2009) that measures teaching via instrumental outcomes 

(Ballet et al., 2006). Deprofessionalization or deskilling, which is a disconnection from 

professional knowledge, skills and attitude, has been manifested in the Ethiopian higher 

education institutions that presumably affects in-role behavior and career outcomes of the 

academics. Despite these constraining factors, it is evident that some educators are able to 

publish in international and refereed journals (Tessema, 2009).  

Restructuring efforts that have been undertaken in the Ethiopian education sector in 

general and the purposes of rules and regulations, hierarchical structures, and reform 

orientation in particular more likely influence motivation to serve the public interest 

(Moynihan and Pandey (2007), OCB, and TI of public employees. Most importantly, the 

influence of reform efforts and their outcomes such as bureaucratic red tape and hierarchical 

structures might be more pronounced in organizations with professional employees, such as 

the academe and research and development professionals, whose aspiration of autonomy and 
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participation in the organization and social affairs contradicts with the notion of bureaucratic 

control.  

The academe as an occupational context is believed to be an appropriate setting to 

measure the relationships among the study variables: OCB, career orientations, PSM, and TI. 

First, OCB is a discretionary helping behavior, and academics have the discretion to decide to 

which type of behavior they allocate their time. In the academic context, besides the three 

core activities of teaching, research, and community service, employees might be involved in 

discretionary citizenship behavior such as providing constructive suggestions, working to 

establish a collegial environment, attending major student events, and working to resolve 

disagreements (Bergeron et a. 2014). Hence, analyzing the factors that motivate academics to 

be engaged in OCBs is appropriate, as these behaviors in aggregate enhance the effective 

functioning of the academic institutions (Organ, 1990). Moreover, allocating discretionary 

time to the most rewarding behavior would have implications on the career outcomes of the 

academics such as research productivity and promotions (Bergeron et al., 2013). Second, the 

cosmopolitan and local career orientations are attitudinal constructs used to predict and 

explain variations in response to the organizational and professional values and goals of the 

academic community (Mulkey et al., 2005). The two occupational groups (locals and 

cosmopolitans) participate in ensuring the functions of higher education by negotiating 

responsibility in the form of local and cosmopolitan career orientations. Therefore, the public 

higher education institutions constitute appropriate organizational settings to analyze the 

career orientations of the academic community and their organizational and professional 

consequences. More specifically, career orientations are relevant because they affect the 

overall performance of the public institutions, influence the career choice of the employees, 

affect employees’ reaction to their work environment, affect decisions to move from one job 

to another, and determine an individual’s view of the future of employee and employer 

relationships (Aryee, 1992; Rynes et al., 1988). Third, the academic context is also an 

appropriate setting to measure the PSM level of employees. As public organizations, the 

academic institutions promote the public interest, which influences the PSM level of the 

academics. In relation to this, Moynihan and Pandey (2007) argued that the motivation to 

serve the public interest will be influenced by the organizational environment in which 

employees find themselves. In addition, while Perry (2000) identified education as a key 

socializing factor that influences an individual’s motivation to serve the public interest, 

Pandey and Stazyk (2008) argue that the higher education system is an important aspect of 
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civil society that provides valuable information regarding the relationships between the 

individual and community and can be expected to influence the public service motivation of 

employees. Fourth, the academic context is also appropriate for analyzing the turnover 

intention of the academic community. The low salary pay structure creates disincentives and 

encourages brain drain, and this makes attracting professionals difficult for the higher 

education institutions in Ethiopia (Saint, 2004). Hence, analyzing academic staff turnover is 

believed to be critical in the academe because its potential deleterious effect on intellectual 

and social capital can be particularly serious for the performance of academic institutions 

(Chang et al., 2008; Oh et al., 2005). 

To recap, socio-cultural conditions and the structural changes and their outcomes on 

work condition of the academics generally affect the context-related attitudes such as job 

satisfaction, pay satisfaction, and organizational commitment, that are often identified as 

antecedents of OCB (Williams and Anderson, 1991), PSM (Moynihan and Pandey, 2007), 

and TI.  
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1.4. Data and Methodology 

This section of the thesis briefly presents the various steps that have been followed to 

systematically address the research questions and test the theories. This section of the study 

encompasses: research design, target population characteristics, measurement scales, data 

validation procedures and psychometric analysis, and data analysis. 

 1.4.1. Research Design 

Professionals in various fields of study have applied either quantitative or qualitative or a mix 

of both quantitative and qualitative (Creswell, 2013) methods, but the relative strengths of 

these approaches have continued to be debated in literature. While some in the field of 

quantitative research methods promote the merit of quantitative approaches over qualitative 

ones (Nunnally and Bernstein, 1994), others demonstrate the superiority of the qualitative 

approach over quantitative ones (Denzin and Lincoln, 2011). Nonetheless, each of the 

approaches has their own merits and demerits, and the suitability of a particular approach 

entirely depends on its fitness for the purpose of the study planned to be undertaken (Cohen 

et al., 2013; Collis et al., 2003).  

This study involves the measurement and testing of hypotheses based on empirical 

examination of the relations between dependent and independent variables. The cross-

sectional survey research design used in this study helps to build quantitative data subject to 

rigorous quantitative analysis. The cross-sectional quantitative approach has been deemed to 

be appropriate in testing the hypothesis, where inferences about the population will be made 

on the basis of the characteristics of the sample drawn from the population. The cross-

sectional survey questionnaire is said to have multiple advantages. First and foremost, since 

the instruments are tested several times, they are standardized and their reliability and validity 

are deemed good. Second, using a survey questionnaire is a low cost, fast, efficient, and 

accurate means of collecting information from the population and applying it to a large 

sample. Third, respondents in this study were allowed to complete the questionnaires based 

on their own convenience, which ensures anonymity and confidentiality of data and in turn is 

believed to minimize the effect of common method bias (CMB). Fourth, the questionnaire 

approach helped to gather data regarding the feeling, opinion, and attitude of respondents, 

which was required to test the proposed theoretical models and hypotheses. However, a 

cross-sectional approach provides aggregated data and tells us about a population at a given 

point in time; but it gives no indication of the sequence of events. As a result, it is impossible 
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to infer direction of causality without investigation of associations between the variables of 

interest (Cohen et al., 2013). According to Kelley et al. (2003), using a survey design has 

limitations. First, data collected using a survey questionnaire is likely to lack details of the 

topic being investigated. Second, securing a high response rate from a survey can be difficult 

to control. Third, the significance of the data for the relevant issues, problems, and theories 

can be neglected if the researcher focuses on coverage.  

In contrast, the longitudinal data gathered using repeated cross-sectional studies 

(trend), prospective longitudinal studies (panel), and retrospective longitudinal studies (even 

history) provide information about what happened to a set of units (people, firms, households, 

etc.) across time (Ruspini, 2002). The longitudinal design is appealing to establish causality 

and to make inferences (Cohen et al., 2013) and helps to construct more complicated 

behavioral models (Ruspini, 2002). More specifically, longitudinal research enables 

researchers to: analyze the duration of the social phenomena (Ruspini, 2002); identify long-

term effects; highlight similarities, differences, and changes over time; and explain changes 

in terms of stable characteristics, e.g. sex, or variable characteristics, such as income (Cohen 

et al., 2013). However, the longitudinal research is not without limitations. The longitudinal 

research can be expensive and time consuming; it suffers from attrition of survey 

participants; small measurement error in a longitudinal study may be compounded over time; 

and it faces a threat to internal validity that stems from the need to test and retest the same 

individuals (Ruspini, 2002). 

1.4.2. Characteristics of the research population  

The primary purpose of this study is to examine the relations among public service 

motivation, organizational citizenship behavior, career orientations, and turnover intentions 

of public employees in Ethiopia. The participants of this study were academics in five public 

universities. The questionnaire was prefaced with an invitation letter explaining the purpose, 

anonymity, and confidentiality of the data. A total of 1,396 self-administered questionnaires 

were distributed, and 754 were returned (a 54% response rate), of which 87.4% of the 

participants were male and 12.6% were female, which is close to the male-female population 

proportion reported in the Ethiopian Ministry of Education statistical annual report (2015). 

According to the Ethiopian Ministry of Education statistical annual report (2015), 

from a total of 23,990 higher education staff members, about 21,547 (89.8%) were male and 

2,443 (10.2%) were female. The report indicated that following an aggressive higher 
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education expansion policy and the affirmative action that has been implemented, the 

academic staff size is expected to be increased in absolute terms while the gender gap is 

expected to be decreased.  

1.4.3. Measurement instruments  

The measurement scales used in this study were applied by other professionals in different 

fields of research and proven to be acceptable in their psychometric properties. It is worth 

noting, however, that the instruments used in this study might not be immune to problems of 

convergence validity, as they are devised and largely applied in the western context. In this 

regard, Vandenabeele (2008), for instance, tested Perry’s (1996) PSM scale and found out 

that, despite the stability of the factor structure, there were certain differences when it was 

applied in the Belgian context, suggesting the need to assess cultural and national neutrality 

for universal applicability of the measures. 

In this study, before the full commencement of the survey, the questionnaire was 

tested by distributing it to group of 35 participants. The respondents were requested and 

encouraged to critically evaluate the contents and design of the instrument. After 

incorporating comments, the questionnaire was refined and prepared with clear instructions 

and easy-to-respond formats. Questionnaires were prefaced with letters that explain the 

purpose of the study and confidentiality of information. 

Since the study used self-report data in all measures, common method bias (CMB) is 

expected to inflate or deflate relationships among the variables. Although the use of multiple 

sources of ratings (e.g., supervisor’s rating of organizational citizenship behavior) is 

recommended, evidence also shows that supervisor rating is not free from errors such as its 

potential impact on compromising the autonomy of respondents, as well as halo and leniency 

effects (Podsakoff et al., 2003) that reduce the quality of the data. In light of these 

considerations, on top of ensuring the anonymity of data, other precautions were taken to 

minimize the potential endogeneity problems, including separating the survey items between 

the independent and dependent variables into different sections of the instrument and 

changing the response formats (Podsakoff et al., 2003) to minimize the effect of common 

scale properties on CMB. As part of the design phase strategy, the willingness and ability of 

the survey respondents has a potential benefit to reduce the effect of CMB (Jakobsen and 

Jensen, 2015). In relation to this, since the respondents are academics with a reasonable level 

of understanding of the purpose of research and ability to answer questions with less 
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ambiguity, they presumably demonstrate willingness and motivation to provide objective 

responses, which will contribute to reducing the effect of CMB.  

Organizational Citizenship Behavior Scale: The organizational citizenship behavior (OCB) 

scale is intended to measure discretionary behavior that is neither in the job description of an 

employee nor recognized in the formal reward system of the organization but in aggregate 

promotes the effective and efficient functioning of the organization (Organ, 1997) and 

benefits individuals with it (Williams and Anderson, 1991). Organizational citizenship 

behavior (OCB) was measured using Lee and Allen’s (2002) scale. Participants rated the 

items using a 5-point Likert scale that ranges from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). 

The confirmatory factor analysis confirmed Williams and Anderson’s (1991) two-

dimensional OCB construct. The organization-directed organizational citizenship behavior 

(OCBO) dimension was measured using four items, including “I offer ideas that improve 

functions of the university/institute” (alpha=0.84), and individual-directed organizational 

citizenship behavior (OCBI) was assessed using three items, including “I willingly give my 

time to help other colleagues who have work-related problems” (alpha=0.65). See Table 1 of 

Appendix I. 

Public Service Motivation Scale: The public service motivation (PSM) is intended to measure 

an individual’s orientation to deliver services with a purpose to do good for others and 

society (Perry and Hondeghem, 2008). PSM was measured using the 24-item scale devised 

by Perry (1996). Participants rated the items using a 5-point Likert scale that ranges from 1 

(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). 

The psychometric analysis confirmed the four dimensions: commitment to public 

interest (CPI), compassion (COMP), attraction to public policy-making (APM), and self-

sacrifice (SS), which corroborate prior empirical evidence (Perry, 1996). The SS dimension 

was measured using seven items that include “I believe in putting duty before self” 

(alpha=.83). The COMP dimension was assessed based on three items including “To me, 

patriotism includes seeing to the welfare of others” (alpha=.68). The CPI dimension was 

assessed using three items including “I unselfishly contribute to my community” (alpha=.73). 

The APM dimension was measured using three items that include “Politics is a good word” 

(alpha=.68). See Table 2 of Appendix I.  
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Career Orientation Scale: Career orientations (CO) were measured using the scale put forth 

by Gerpott et al. (1988). Items were intended to assess respondents’ attribution of importance 

to the various job outcomes. 

The psychometric analysis revealed three dimensions: localism, cosmopolitanism, and 

cosmolocalism (see Chapter 2 for details). Localism was assessed by three items, including 

"importance of advancing to upper levels of management” (alpha=.83). Cosmopolitanism 

was assessed with three items, including "importance of establishing reputation as 

outstanding professional" (alpha=.77). Cosmolocalism was assessed by three items, including 

"importance of improving the reputation of your university or institute in evaluating your 

own research ideas" (alpha=.85). See Table 3 of Appendix III.  

Turnover Intention Scale: Turnover intention was assessed using three items taken from 

Berger and Grimes (1973), which were extensions of Gouldner’s (1957) organization loyalty 

scale. An item from this scale was, “You would not leave your university if a job were 

offered to you at a substantially more prestigious organization” (alpha=.72). These scales 

intended to measure the desire or willingness of the academics to remain with the employer. 

See Table 4 of Appendix I. 

 1.4.4. Data validation procedures and psychometric analysis  

As a priori to the factor analysis, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test of sample adequacy 

and Bartlett’s test of sphericity were carried out. A 0.8903 KMO test result reveals that the 

variables in the study sample are adequate to correlate. Bartlett’s test of sphericity indicates 

matrix is not an identity matrix; i.e., the variables do relate to one another (sig. < 0.001) 

enough to run a meaningful exploratory factor analysis (EFA).  

During the EFA, the factor structure of the constructs was assessed using the principal 

component factoring method and Varimax rotation (Worthington and Whittaker, 2006). 

Moreover, measurement scales with a set of observable variables that represent the 

underlying latent constructs were tested for their internal consistency and validity. The 

Cronbach’s coefficient alpha statistic indicates an acceptable level of internal consistency of 

the sample with an overall scale reliability coefficient for OCB (alpha=0.76), career 

orientation (alpha=0.80), and public service motivation (alpha=0.82) and turnover intention 

(alpha=0.72) that are well above the 0.7 conventional threshold (Cronbach, 1951). 
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Discriminant and convergent validity of the scales were assessed by putting together 

the observable variables that make up the latent variables. The CFA showed each of the items 

loaded distinctly on their own component with item loadings greater than 0.5 and minimum 

cross-loadings. See Table 9 of Appendix III. The multicollinearity diagnosis was carried out, 

and the maximum variance inflation factor (VIF) was found to be 1.435, which shows 

multicollinearity is not a serious concern. 

A mix of absolute and incremental fit indices is computed to examine how well the 

proposed models fit the data. Although there is not a clear guideline to examine the model fit, 

there is a general consensus that the higher the values of comparative fit index (CFI) and 

incremental fit index (IFI), and the smaller the value of root mean square error of 

approximation (RMSEA), the better the fit of the model (Bollen, 1990). Root Mean Square 

Error of Approximation (RMSEA), the Comparative Fit Index (CFI), the Tucker-Lewis Index 

(TLI), and incremental fit indexes (IFI) were assessed using SEM with Analysis of Moment 

structures (AMOS) (Arbukle, 2013). 

The analysis results concerning organizational citizenship behavior suggest that the 

two-factor solution (OCBO and OCBI) has a good fit with the observed data, with 

RMSEA=0.038, CFI=0.991, TLI=0.98, IFI=0.991, and normed fit index (NFI)=0.982. In 

addition, the statistics revealed that the three-factor structure of career orientations is a good 

fit to the observed data, with RMSEA=0.06, CFI=0.977, TLI=0.957, IFI=0.997, and normed 

fit index (NFI) =0.969. The CFA fit indices for the PSM construct (RMSEA=0.061, 

CFI=0.915, IFI=0.916, TLI=0.885, and NFI=0.89) indicate that the model moderately fit to 

the data. However, the measurement models are not significant according to the chi-square 

(χ2) statistic, where the conventional threshold is to meet p > .05. But since the chi-square 

(χ2) statistic is a measure of significance, it is sensitive to sample size and rejects a model 

with a good fit when the sample size is large (i.e., N > 200). Therefore, the inability to 

achieve a non-significant p-value (P > 0.05) can be discounted (Perry, 1996; Coursey and 

Pandey, 2007). 

1.4.5. Data Analysis 

Various analytical techniques were applied to develop the measurement indices and analyze 

patterns that exist in the data. Mean and standard deviation were computed to estimate the 

values of unknown parameters of the population. The bivariate correlations of the variables 

were assessed using Pearson product-moment correlation. The correlation matrix shows a 
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significant association between each main effect independent variable and the dependent 

variables. Moreover, the association among independent variables is not very high suggesting 

that multicollinearity is not a serious concern. As the correlation matrix indicates, the 

intercorrelation between cosmolocalism and cosmopolitanism (r=0.527) is relatively high. 

However, standard error of the estimate will be reduced by the large sample size and hence it 

will not introduce a substantial multicollinearity problem (Billings and Wroten, 1978). 

Moreover, the correlation between the study variables is mostly within the expected direction. 

These preliminary outputs of the model provide some support to the hypotheses advanced. 

Hierarchical regression was applied to examine the association among the study variables. 

Prior to this, however, normality, linearity and heteroskedasticity tests were carried out to 

ensure the appropriateness of the estimates. In addition to the conventional hierarchical 

regression, conditional process analytical tool (Hayes, 2013) was applied to examine the 

meditation and moderation hypotheses.  

1.5. Structure of the thesis  

This thesis comprises five chapters. The subsequent three chapters – Chapter 2, Chapter 3, 

and Chapter 4 – present three self-standing empirical articles, whereby the research questions 

are addressed and hypotheses are tested. Under Chapter 2, the mediation effect of PSM in the 

relations between CO and OCBs is examined. Chapter 3 analyzes relations between PSM 

dimensions and OCBs as well as the moderation effect of gender and age in the relations 

between PSM dimensions and OCBs. Chapter 4 of the study is dedicated to testing the 

relations among affective and non-affective PSM dimensions, OCB, and TI. In addition, 

Chapter 4 addresses the mediations of OCB and the moderation effect of CO between 

affective and non-affective PSM dimensions and TI of public employees. Finally, the 

summary of the findings from the three empirical chapters and theoretical contributions, 

limitations and future research directions, and practical implications are discussed in Chapter 

5. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2 STUDY ONE: Career Orientations and Citizenship Behavior: the role of Public Service 

Motivation 

Abstract 

Purpose – The purpose of this inquiry is to provide insight to researchers and academic 

management regarding the influence of career orientations on the organization citizenship 

behaviors (OCBs) of public employees in Ethiopia. Moreover, this study investigates the 

mediation effect of public service motivation (PSM) on the relation between career 

orientations and OCBs. 

Design/methodology/approach – Multiple and hierarchical regressions are applied to survey 

data of 754 public employees in Ethiopia. 

Findings – The result indicates that career orientations directly affect OCBs and PSM 

mediates the relation between career orientations and the OCBs of public employees. 

Originality – This paper is one of the first to analyze the effect of career orientations on 

OCB, and it shows that career orientation emerges as a significant predictor of OCB in the 

academics of Ethiopia. It enhances the understanding and applicability of OCB and PSM 

constructs across different cultures. 

Keywords – Career orientations, citizenship behavior, public service motivation, academics 

Paper type – Research paper 
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2.1. Introduction 

AS public institutions are under continuous pressures to achieve both academic excellence 

and operational efficiency and since job descriptions of formal contracts can never cover the 

entire array of behaviors that are required for organizational success, organizations depend on 

the willingness of employees to be engaged in extra-role behaviors (George and Brief, 1992). 

Helping out colleagues on work overload problems, coaching newcomers, and suggesting 

improvements in instructional methods are essential ingredients of organizational citizenship 

behavior in the context of academe (Belogolovsky and Somech, 2010). Organizational 

citizenship behaviors (OCBs) represent discretionary behaviors that go beyond in-role 

requirements and contribute to organizational performance through the creation of social 

capital (Bolino et al., 2002). 

 Organizational citizenship behaviors (OCBs) research has been conducted on the 

assumption that OCBs, in the aggregate, enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of an 

organization by supporting the social and psychological environment of the workplace 

(Organ, 1997), but empirical results on the relationship between organizational citizenship 

behaviors (OCBs) and its various antecedents and outcomes is mixed. Organization research 

demonstrates that OCBs is associated with a variety of individual and organizational level 

outcomes such as performance evaluation, promotion, rewards decisions, withdrawal 

behavior, productivity, and efficiency (Podsakoff et al., 2009). In contrast to this, OCBs has 

been shown to have negative outcomes on the performance of employees, such as research 

productivity, rewards, and promotion (Bergeron et al., 2014). Bolino and Turnley (2005) also 

revealed that extra-role behavior demonstrated through higher levels of initiative-taking is 

associated with role overload, job stress, and work-family conflicts.  

A considerable amount of research shows that the attitude and behavior of employees 

can be affected by role expectations in the context of work. Sociological research draws on 

two broader classes of role expectations – the manifest and latent roles (Gouldner, 1957; 

Grimes and Berger, 1970). Manifest roles are universally shared expectations relevant in a 

given organizational context (Wright and Larwood, 1997; Gouldner, 1957), whereas latent 

roles are internalized shared expectations that are considered irrelevant at face value but 

affect the behavior and attitude of individuals (Gouldner, 1957; Wright and Larwood, et al. 

1998). 
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After the seminal work of Gouldner (1957), this area of research has been dominated 

by two ideal types of latent social roles – the cosmopolitan and local career orientations. 

Since then, the cosmopolitan and local career orientations have been applied to analyze the 

attitude and behavior of professionals including academics (Cornwall and Grimes, 1987; 

Goldberg, 1976; Gouldner, 1957; Gouldner, 1958; Mulkey et al., 2005), scientists 

(Abrahamson, 1965), engineers (Goldberg et al., 1965), and business managers (Larwood et 

al., 1998). 

Furthermore, scholars have been applied the constructs to various problems including 

religious commitment (Petersen and Takayama, 1983), leadership (Nauta et al., 2002), and 

organization change (Lutz and Arney, 1987). According to Goldberg et al. (1965), the locals 

are individuals primarily identified with and committed to the goals and values of the 

organization. In contrast, the cosmopolitans are primarily committed to the skills and values 

of the profession to which they belong. 

 Recently, Anderson (2014) applied the cosmopolitan-local career orientation 

classification scheme to examine the correlation between chief academic officers’ (CAO) 

aspiration for presidential positions and CAO latent social roles in community colleges in the 

USA. Anderson (2014) found out that a localism career orientation is positively associated 

with intent to pursue community college presidency and cosmopolitanism is negatively 

associated with intent to pursue community college presidency. In other empirical works 

cosmopolitanism found to be positively associated with job satisfaction (Larwood et al., 

1998) and negatively associated with turnover (Chang et al., 2008; Larwood et al., 1998), 

whereas localism is negatively associated with both job satisfaction and turnover. Despite the 

differences in commitment either toward the organization and its values and goals or the 

profession and its values and goals, both locals and cosmopolitans are working under the 

rubric of professional norms or their behavior is expected to be guided by the interest of the 

society (De Graaf, 2011). 

While there are many organizational factors that may affect a public employee’s 

motivation to serve the public interest, usually coined as public service motivation (PSM), 

career orientation6 (CO) is likely to be one of them. PSM refers to a predisposition that 

                                                        
6 Career orientation refers to values that reflect an individual’s preference regarding job types, performance 
standards, and form of recognition in the context of work (Gerpott et al., 1988). Career research shows two 
ideal types of career orientations: local and cosmopolitan (Gouldner, 1957). The locals are professionals whose 
primary loyalty is to the organization and its values, and who seek recognition primarily from their 
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motivates individuals to engage in a behavior that contributes to the public interest. In 

addition, given that PSM is intimately related to the desire to better the common good and 

serve the interest of the society, the professional norms of the academe more likely enhance 

the motivation of the academics toward doing worthwhile things for the society. Moreover, 

individuals motivated to serve the public good more likely work beyond prescribed 

contractual obligations that could take the form of OCBs. Empirical evidence has 

demonstrated the positive impact of PSM level on individuals’ OCBs (Gould-Williams et al., 

2015; Kim, 2006; Pandey and Stazyk, 2008; Perry and Wise, 1990; Worthington and 

Whittaker, 2006). 

Despite much attention given to organizational citizenship behavior and public service 

motivation research, evidence on the relations between career orientations and OCB and the 

mediation effect of PSM in these relations is scant. This study attempts to examine the 

relations between career orientations and OCBs and the mediator effect of PSM in these 

relationships, as well as to provide empirical evidence and minimize the theoretical gaps in 

understanding citizenship behavior, career orientation, and public service motivation. In 

general, this study will have theoretical and empirical significance by addressing the 

following questions: 

1. Do career orientations affect OCBs of public employees? If so, do OCBs differ with 

respect to the career orientations? 

2. Does PSM mediate the relations between career orientations and OCBs? 

2.2. Theoretical Framework and Hypothesis Development  

Organization research shows that OCBs can be caused by various dispositional and attitudinal 

factors. Personality traits such as collectivism and conscientiousness and employees' attitudes 

such as job satisfaction (Organ and Konovsky, 1989) and organizational commitment (Bishop 

et al., 2000) are found to be antecedents of OCBs in organizations. Organization scholars also 

show that, in an organizational context, the tendency to participate in social, political, and 

administrative affairs (Larwood et al., 1998) influences academics with local career 

orientations to demonstrate higher levels of organizational citizenship behavior and pay 

considerable effort to handling activities beyond the call of duty. Individuals who identify 

                                                                                                                                                                            
organizational superiors, whereas the cosmopolitans are primarily committed to the values of the profession 
rather than the employing organization and seek the recognition of peers outside the organization as well as of 
those within it (Goldberg, 1965). 
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themselves with the local career orientation might be engaged in OCB that benefits the 

organization with a prime reason that such a behavior might help them to elicit a positive 

evaluation by their supervisors and gain recognition, steps that are often associated with their 

managerial advancement aspirations. In connection to this, self-determination theory (Gagne 

and Deci, 2005) suggests that employees with the extrinsic motivation of acquiring power 

and exercising control over other employees might be willing to get involved in 

organizational affairs beyond the call of duty because such a behavior might be congruent 

with their values. 

However, empirical evidence has shown that increased involvement of professionals 

in discretionary behavior can result in increasing expectations on the side of the recipient of 

the behavior and negatively affect the in-role behavior of the participant. In a study 

conducted in an academic context, Bergeron et al. (2014) concluded that engagement in 

discretionary behavior may unintentionally hurt the research productivity and career outcome 

of academics; hence OCB might come at the expense of task behavior. 

Sociological research shows that professionals with a cosmopolitan career orientation 

demonstrate stronger commitment and affiliations to professional associations than the 

employer, whereas individuals with a local career orientation are strongly committed and 

affiliated with the organization (Gouldner, 1957; Gouldner, 1958). As the two occupational 

groups (locals and cosmopolitans) are public professionals, it seems reasonable to argue that 

their values, attitudes, performance standards, and form of recognition (referred to as career 

orientation) are related to the values of public service, which presumably motivates them to 

demonstrate high PSM. In other words, career orientations likely influence an individual’s 

PSM level. Notwithstanding their differences in terms of level of affiliation either with the 

profession or the organization, the behavior of the two occupational groups is expected to be 

influenced by the public interest. Complementing this view, De Graaf (2011) pointed out that 

professionals posseess bodies of knowledge linked to the values of the socity  and their 

behavior is guided by the public interest. This suggests that the PSM level of individuals 

influences the attitude and behavior of professionals.  

More specifically, PSM has been found to be associated with social altruism (Brewer, 

2003) and voluntary behavior in society (Houston, 2006). Perry (1996) shows that the 

willingness to help others is attainable only through an emotional response to humankind 

(Perry, 1996) and largely induced by intrinsic rather than extrinsic rewards (Perry et al., 
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2010). A study conducted in South Korea shows that employees with high PSM are more 

likely to place a higher value on the intrinsic rewards of work and perform OCB better than 

employees with low PSM (Kim, 2006). As depicted in the model herein, the dimensions of 

career orientations have effects, mediated by PSM, on OCBs. The hypothesized relationships 

in Figure 2.1 are described more fully in the following sections of the study.  

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.1: Career Orientations and OCB Mediated by PSM  

2.2.1. Organizational citizenship behavior  

OCB is defined as “individual behavior that is discretionary, not directly or explicitly 

recognized by the formal reward system, that in aggregate facilitates effective functioning of 

the organization by supporting the social and psychological environment in which the task 

performance takes place” (Organ, 1997). OCBs include behaviors that increase morale, 

facilitate cooperation, eliminate barriers to performance, or assist coworkers (Organ, 1997). 

Organization scholars describe OCB using three conceptual ways: organizational 

loyalty7, obedience8, and participation9 (Graham, 1991). Following the advancement of OCB 

research, organization study classifies OCB into two dimensions on the basis of the 

beneficiaries of the behavior: behavior directed toward the benefit of other individuals, called 

individual-directed organizational citizenship behavior (OCBI), and behavior directed toward 

the benefit of the organization, called organization-directed organizational citizenship 

behavior (OCBO) (Williams and Anderson, 1991). 

 The OCBO-OCBI dichotomy has been applied by several studies (Chiaburu and 

Baker, 2006; Coleman and Borman, 2000; Lepine et al., 2002; Marinova et al., 2010; Organ, 

1997; Taylor, 2013; Ueda and Ohzono, 2013;, Worthington and Whittaker, 2006). In line 

                                                        
7  According to Graham (1991) loyalty refers to identification and adherence to organizational leaders and the 
organization as a whole, transcending the parochial interest of individuals, workgroups, and departments. 
8 Employees demonstrate obedience by respect for rules, punctuality, and stewardship of organizational 
resources. 
9 Among other things, participation includes attending meetings and being aware of organizational affairs. 
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with Williams and Anderson’s (1991) classification scheme, this study applies OCBO and 

OCBI as response variables. 

 The OCBO-OCBI distinction is important to capture the different types of 

discretionary behaviors performed by public sector employees (Taylor, 2013) and disentangle 

the different links of OCB with its different antecedents and consequences of different targets 

in the organization (Bogler and Somech, 2004; Chiaburu et al., 2011). In this line of research, 

Allen (2002) underlined that the two distinct types of discretionary behaviors have different 

drivers asserting that OCBO (e.g., making constructive suggestions to improve institutional 

functioning) is more cognition-driven than affect-driven, whereas OCBI (e.g., helping fellow 

employees with heavy workloads) has a stronger affective than cognitive domain. 

Furthermore, Rioux and Penner (2001) find that OCBI is most strongly related to pro-social 

values, and Coyle-Shapiro and Kessler (2004) argue that employees who feel that their 

relational needs have been met are more likely to engage in citizenship behavior directed at 

the organization.  

2.2.2. Organizational citizenship behavior and career orientations  

Career orientation is defined as a type of work-related value reflected in an individual’s 

preference regarding job types, performance standards, and forms of recognition in the 

context of work (Gerpott et al., 1988; Goldberg et al., 1965; Gouldner, 1957; Grimes and 

Berger, 1970). Gouldner (1957) distinguished the local and cosmopolitan career orientations 

based on three variables: loyalty to the organization, commitment to specialized professional 

skills and values, and reference group orientations. Since Gouldner (1957) introduced the 

notion of local and cosmopolitan latent social roles or career orientations, the constructs have 

been used in various empirical works as explanatory and response variables. 

 Scholars argued that local and cosmopolitan career orientations correlate with 

relevant behaviors of the professionals and the work setting with different degrees of 

influence (Gouldner, 1958). Locals are described as attitudinally loyal to one’s organization 

and behaviorally participative in the administrative, social, and political affairs of one’s 

organization. Moreover, employees with a local career orientation are characterized by 

immobility (Gouldner, 1957), conformity in administration, belief in established norms, 

employee unity, and internal reference groups. On the other hand, cosmopolitans are 

characterized by organizational mobility, strong desire for professional advancement, 

establishment and participation in professional networks, external reference groups, and little 
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or no commitment to the employing organization (Carson et al., 2001; Gouldner, 1957; 

Gouldner, 1958).  

Organization practices and procedures may differ in offering rewards encouraging 

discretionary behavior by employees (Hogan et al., 1998) that in aggregate enhances 

organizational effectiveness. Hogan et al. (1998) argue that employees differ in their 

perceived values of rewards that might be reciprocated following their OCBs. In this line of 

inquiry, organization research (Aryee and Leong, 1991, Larwood et al., 1998) argues that for 

locals, whose primarily interest is managerial advancement, developing and using managerial 

knowledge and skills, and seeking recognition on the basis of managerial knowledge, 

engagement in OCB will give them the opportunity to get be familiarized with administrative 

activities, values, and culture of the organization. Aryee and Leong (1991) pointed out that 

engagement in OCB helps them to obtain the recognition, legitimacy, and autonomy that 

often result in advancement in administrative positions of the organization that is congruent 

with their aspirations.  

Furthermore, as performance evaluation is regarded as a general measure of 

effectiveness, engagement in OCBO more likely applied as a basis for reward 

recommendation decisions (Organ, 1997). In a meta-analytic study, Podsakoff, et al. (2009) 

suggested that OCBs have a stronger effect on job performance evaluations and reward 

allocation decisions and managers consider OCB as an important part of employees’ overall 

contribution to the organization. Involvement in OCB can be an indicator for employees’ 

level of motivation for organizational effectiveness (Shore et al., 1995) and offer behavioral 

cues of employees’ organizational commitment that managers incorporate in assessing 

employees’ job performance (Podsakoff et al., 2009; Organ, 1997). Consistent with these and 

building on social exchange theory (Blau, 1964), we can anticipate that locals with an 

organizational directed career strategy likely exhibit more OCB that benefit the organization 

than individuals within it (Shore et al., 1995; Yun et al., 2007) in exchange for higher reward 

recommendations expected from the organization. In view of this evidence we can claim that 

when employees perceive that organizations value and deal equitably with them, they will 

reciprocate these good deeds with positive work attitudes and behaviors, which could take the 

form of OCB that benefits the organization. In retrospect, individuals who identify 

themselves with the local career orientation engaged in trade-off decisions to allocate their 

time to either of the two discretionary behaviors: OCBO or OCBI. Locals can benefit more 

by engaging in OCBO, and involvement in OCBI will take their valuable time away from a 
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more rewarding discretionary behavior – OCBO. The following hypotheses are advanced 

based on these arguments.  

  H1. Localism is positively related to OCBO (a) and negatively related to OCBI (b). 

According to Bergeron et al. (2014), in an outcome-based control system, allocating 

time resources to the most relevant parts of one’s job would lead to better outcomes; 

consequently, employees engage in decision-making that involve a trade-off in allocating 

their time resources either to in-role or extra-role behaviors . In light of the resource 

allocation perspective (Bergeron, 2007), spending time, which is the most crucial resource in 

the academe, on other less rewarding behaviors can take time resources away from more 

rewarding behaviors and may negatively affect career outcomes including salary increase, 

advancement speed, and promotion (Bergeron et al., 2013). 

 However, organizational research argues that cosmopolitans with specialized skills 

will tend to have internal organizational platforms for research collaboration with other 

people within their institutions who have similar goals and interests (Oh et al., 2005). 

Accordingly, we can argue that individuals with a strong professional development more 

readily engage in discretionary behaviors that are crucial to realize their aspirations but not 

necessarily for the organizational goal achievements. More specifically, for the 

cosmopolitans who are characterized by strong concern for professional development, 

involvement in organizational work-related problems in the form of OCBO may divert their 

time from more valuable behaviors (e.g., research and publications) to less rewarding ones 

(Bergeron et al., 2014; Bergeron, 2007). 

Accordingly, academics with cosmopolitan career orientations likely form their own 

interaction cliques based on shared interests, values, training, socialization, or worldviews 

(Ibarra, 1995). For this reason, academics with cosmopolitan career orientations likely 

involve more readily in OCBI instead of OCBO. This is because the OCBI helps to get 

expertise support from professional colleagues with similar interests and provide access to 

information that may not be available through organizationally defined channels (Aryee, 

1992; Granovetter, 1995). This suggests that individual colleagues within the organization 

with similar interests, training and values, and goals are more likely to be attractive exchange 

partners for the cosmopolitans. The following hypothesis is advanced based on the above 

arguments. 
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H2. Cosmopolitanism is negatively related to OCBO (a) and positively related to OCBI (b). 

2.2.3. PSM mediates between and career orientations and OCBs 

PSM is defined as an individual’s predisposition to respond to motives grounded primarily or 

uniquely in public organizations (Perry and Wise, 1990). Rainey and Steinbauer (1999) 

define it as a general altruistic motivation to serve the interests of a community of people, a 

state, a nation, or humankind. Gene and Selden (1998) define PSM as a motivational force 

that induces individuals to perform meaningful public, community, and social services. 

 Perry and Wise (1990) divided motives in PSM into three distinct categories: 

rational, norm-based, and affective. Rational motives are grounded in the individual’s utility 

maximization, norm-based motives are grounded in pursuing the common good and 

furthering the public interest, and affective motives are grounded in human emotions. Several 

studies in public administration have reported multiple dimensions associated with the PSM 

construct (Kim et al., 2013; Kjeldsen and Jacobsen, 2013; Perry, 1996; Perry and Wise, 

1990). Perry (1996) conducted a factor analysis and identified four PSM dimensions such as 

self-sacrifice, commitment to public interest, attraction to policy-making, and compassion.  

Empirical evidence shows that professionals are expected to be commited and 

perform their duty in a manner that promotes the creation of the common good and furthers 

the public interest. In relation to this, Perry (1997) and Moynihan & Pandey (2007) pointed 

out that identification with a certain profession positively affects PSM levels of the 

occupational members working in public institutions. 

The cosmopolitans as public professionals possess bodies of knowledge linked to the 

needs and values of the society. This suggests that the value of their profession is congruent 

with the values of public service. Accordingly, cosmopolitans have strong commitments to 

their profession and to the advancement of knowledge, and this behavior more likely accords 

with the interest of the society and motivates them to demonstrate high PSM. Glaser (1963) 

indicated that cosmopolitans sacrifice their commitment towards the employer because of 

their strong desire to advance knowledge and serve society. In light of this, we can argue that 

cosmopolitans characterized by commitment to their profession and to advancing knowledge 

are more likely to exhibit high PSM.  

On the other hand, the locals are professionals with strong loyalty to the organization 

and community and seek to integrate the values of the organization with the values of the 
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immediate environment (Gouldner, 1958). Accordingly, loyalty and commitment of the 

locals to the employer and their concern for the values of the community are more likely to 

result in their developing a greater sense of belonging toward the society (Glaser, 1965), 

which will in turn induce them to serve the public interest. 

Thus, we can propose that despite their difference in loyalty, either to the profession 

or the organization, and their reference group orientations, either internal or external, the two 

occupational groups are more likely to exhibit strong PSM and work for the common good 

and further the public interest. Furthermore, academics predisposed to other-serving 

motivations will likely be motivated to serve the public interest, and that will in turn 

encourage them to be engaged in OCBs irrespective of their career orientations. To 

summarize, career orientations of academics affect OCBs indirectly through public service 

motivation. Thus, 

     H3 (a) PSM mediates the relationship between localism and OCBO. 

     H3 (b) PSM mediates the relationship between localism and OCBI. 

     H3 (c) PSM mediates the relationship between cosmopolitanism and OCBO. 

     H3 (d) PSM mediates the relationship between cosmopolitanism and OCBI. 
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2.3. Methods 

2.3.1. Study context 

This part of the first empirical study briefly presents the study setting in regard to the socio-

cultural conditions in Ethiopia and structural changes that have taken place in Ethiopian 

higher education and their link with the study variables. Evidence shows that the cultural 

context of the one’s society affects the social and organizational environment and the way 

organizations are operating. In this line of inquiry, Cohen (2006) demonstrated the influence 

of the cultural dimensions such as collectivisms, power distance, uncertainty avoidance and 

masculinity/femininity on employees’ organizational citizenship behavior. In a similar vein, 

Perry (2000) reveals that socio-historical context, which encompasses individual’s education, 

socialization, and life events, is an antecedent of PSM. In connection to this, one can expect 

that the cultural context in Ethiopia, characterized by large power distance, low 

individualism, weak uncertainty avoidance, and low masculinity (Hofstede, 1983) more 

likely affects the employees’ attitude such as motivation and behavior of such as in-role 

performance and discretionary helping behaviors or OCB that benefits the organization and 

individuals within it.  

Following the education massification policy (Saint, 2004), the educational sector in 

Ethiopia has been facing huge structural changes in the last two decades. Beside to the 

appointment of senior academic management by the government, undergraduate programs 

are governed through strict adoption of the national curricula (Tessema, 2009).The opening 

up of several new public and private universities has increased demand for academics with 

PhD and lecturer positions as well as for administrative posts (headships, deanships, and 

senior management positions) for senior educators. According to Saint (2004), these 

structural changes affect working conditions such as involvement in decision-making 

processes, professional relationships, availability of sufficient research and teaching facilities, 

and salary and remuneration, which in turn have substantial impact on in-role performance 

(Tessema, 2009) and an atmosphere of group cohesiveness that encourage or discourage 

employees’ involvement in OCBs (Podsakoff and Mackenzie, 1995) and local community 

policy-making processes (Ballet, Kelchtermans, & Loughran, 2006). Higher education in 

Ethiopia is characterized by a managerialist approach (Tessema, 2009) that measures 

teaching via instrumental outcomes (Ballet et al., 2006) that results in deprofessionalization, 

which is a disconnection from professional knowledge, skills, and attitude presumably affects 

in-role behavior and career outcomes of the academics. 
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Socio-cultural factors and structural changes in the education sector generally affect 

in-role behavior, career outcomes, and the context-related attitudes such as job satisfaction, 

pay satisfaction, and organizational commitment, which in turn influence  OCB (Williams & 

Anderson, 1991) and PSM of the academics (Moynihan & Pandey, 2007). 

2.3.2. Data and procedures 

The participants of this study were academics in five public universities in Ethiopia. The 

questionnaire was prefaced with an invitation letter explaining the purpose, anonymity, and 

confidentiality of the data. A total of 1,396 self-administered questionnaires were distributed, 

and 754 were returned (a 54% response rate), of which 87.4% of the participants were male 

and 12.6% were female academics. According to the Ethiopian Ministry of Education 

statistical annual report (2015), from a total of 23,990 government higher education staff 

members, about 21,547 (89.8%) were male and 2,443 (10.2%) were female. The report 

indicated that following an aggressive higher education expansion policy and the affirmative 

action that has been implemented, the academic staff size is expected to be increased in 

absolute terms while the gender gap is expected to be decreased. 

The five universities were chosen for a number of reasons. First, the nature of the job 

and performance criteria in the academe is more or less similar. First, the academics working 

in government universities in Ethiopia are non-tenured, and their contracts need to be 

renewed every 2 years based on performance in teaching, research, and community service. 

Second, the five universities have relatively long years of experience in teaching, research, 

and community service activities, with a more or less similar norm and working culture. 

Third, the universities operate in the five regional towns of the country, which serve as 

federal and regional government seats. Considering all these factors, the homogeneity of the 

population is expected to be high, the sampling strategy will not adversely affect the data, and 

the sample captures an adequate representation of the population. 

2.3.3. Measures 
The measurement scales used in this study were applied by other researchers in different field 

of research and proven to be acceptable in their psychometric properties. Additionally, before 

the full commencement of the survey, the questionnaire was tested by distributing it to a 

small group of participants. The respondents were requested and encouraged to critically 

evaluate the contents and design of the instrument. After incorporating comments, the 

questionnaire was refined and prepared with clear instructions and easy-to-respond formats.  
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Organizational Citizenship Behavior Scale: The OCB scale is intended to measure 

discretionary behavior that is neither in the job description of an employee nor recognized in 

the formal reward system of the organization but promotes the effective and efficient 

functioning of the organization (Organ, 1988). OCB was measured using Lee and Allen’s 

(2002) scale. Participants rated the items using a 5-point Likert scale that ranges from 1 

(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The OCBO factor was measured using four items, 

including “I offer ideas that improve functions of the university/institute” (alpha=0.84), and 

OCBI was assessed using three items, including “I willingly give my time to help other 

colleagues who have work-related problems” (alpha=0.65). See Table 1 of Appendix I. 

Public Service Motivation Scale: PSM is intended to measure an individual’s motivation to 

deliver services with a purpose to do good for others and society (Perry and Hondeghem, 

2008). PSM was measured using the 24-item scale devised by Perry (1996). Participants rated 

the items using a 5-point Likert scale that ranges from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly 

agree). The psychometric analysis revealed four factors: commitment to public interest (CPI), 

compassion (COMP), attraction to policy-making (APM), and self-sacrifice (SSAC), which 

corroborate prior empirical and theoretical evidence. The SSAC subscale was measured using 

seven items that include “I believe in putting duty before self” (alpha=.83). The COMP 

subscale was assessed based on three items including “To me, patriotism includes seeing to 

the welfare of others” (alpha=.68). The CPI subscale was assessed using three items 

including “I unselfishly contribute to my community/public” (alpha=.73). The APM subscale 

was measured using three items that include “Politics is a good word” (alpha=.68). See Table 

2 of Appendix I. 

 Career Orientation Scale: Career orientations were measured using instruments extracted 

from previous studies, mainly Gerpott et al. (1988). Items were intended to measure 

respondents’ attribution of importance to the various job outcomes. The items were rated 

using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at all important) to 5 (very important). The 

psychometric analysis revealed three dimensions: localism, cosmopolitanism, and 

cosmolocalism. Data confirmed the third dimension in this study, called “cosmolocal career 

orientation.” There is evidence that corroborates this result and suggests cosmolocalism as an 

intermediate position of career orientations (Goldberg et al., 1965; Hodgson and Paton, 2016; 

Rhoades et al., 2007). Evidence shows that professionals with cosmolocal career orientations 

have integrated the local and cosmopolitan character; place high value on research and 

publications (Baldridge, 1971); and demonstrate commitment for the achievement of 
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departmental and university goals (Glaser, 1963). Localism was assessed by three items, 

including "importance of advancing to upper levels of management” (alpha=0.83). 

Cosmopolitanism was assessed with three items, including "importance of establishing 

reputation as outstanding professional" (alpha=0.77). Cosmolocalism was assessed by three 

items, including "importance of improving the reputation of your university or institute in 

evaluating your own research ideas" (alpha=0.85). See Table 3 of Appendix I. 

2.3.4. Control variables 

The influence of socio-demographic factors was examined by regressing each of the OCB 

dimensions (OCBO and OCBI) on age (measured in number of years), gender (coded 0 if a 

respondent is male and 1 if female), education (coded 1-BA/BSc, 2-Ma/MSc, 3-PhD), rank 

(coded 1-graduate assistant, 2-lecturer, 3-assistant professor, 4-associate professor, 5-

professor), and tenure (in years served). After controlling for the demographic factors, the 

relationships between the two dimensions of OCB (OCBI and OCBO) and the independent 

variables and the PSM mediation effect were examined.  

2.3.5. Analytical and validation procedures  
Various analytical techniques were applied to develop the measurement indices and analyze 

patterns that exist in the data. Mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis were 

computed to estimate the values of unknown parameters of the population. Descriptive 

statistics are reported in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1: Descriptive Statistics 

 Observation Mean SD Minimum Maximum 
Localism  737 3.5866 .91983 1.00 5.00 
Cosmolocalism 736 4.1350 .74777 1.00 5.00 
Cosmopolitanism  738 4.4390 .62135 1.00 5.00 
OCBI 753 3.7366 .77536 1.00 5.00 
OCBO 748 4.1076 .72089 1.00 5.00 
PSM 742 3.8313 .51014 1.50 5.00 
      

Before the factor analysis is conducted, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test of 

sample adequacy and Bartlett’s test of sphericity were carried out. A 0.8903 KMO test result 

reveals that the variables in the study sample are adequate to correlate. Bartlett’s test of 

sphericity indicates matrix is not an identity matrix; i.e., the variables do relate to one another 

(sig. < 0.001) enough to run a meaningful exploratory factor analysis (EFA). The bivariate 

correlations of the variables were assessed using Pearson product-moment correlation. 

During the EFA, the factor structure of the constructs was assessed using the principal 

component factoring method and Varimax rotation (Worthington and Whittaker, 2006). 

Measurement scales with a set of observable variables that represent the underlying latent 

constructs (organizational citizenship behavior, career orientations, and public service 

motivation) were tested for their internal consistency. The Cronbach’s coefficient alpha 

statistic indicates an acceptable level of internal consistency of the sample with an overall 

scale reliability coefficient for OCB (alpha=0.76), career orientation (alpha=0.80), and public 

service motivation (alpha=0.82) that are well above the conventional threshold (0.70). 

Moreover, discriminant and convergent validity of the scales were assessed by putting 

together the observable variables that make up the latent variables. The analysis revealed that 

each of the items loaded distinctly on their own component with item loadings greater than 

0.5 and minimum cross-loadings. The multicollinearity diagnosis was carried out, and the 

maximum VIF was found to be 1.435, which shows multicollinearity is not a serious concern 

in interpreting the regression results. 

A mix of absolute and incremental fit indices was computed to examine how well the 

proposed models fit the data. Root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), 

comparative fit index (CFI), Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), incremental fit index (IFI), and 

normed fit index (NFI) were assessed using the analysis of moment structures (AMOS). 
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RMSEA scores below 0.08 and TLI, IFI, and CFI (Bentler, 1990) values above 0.90 reflect a 

good-fitting model to the data. Table 2.2 reports model fit indices. 

Table 2.2: Model Fit Indices 

 
Variable 

                                         Model Fit Index 

RMSEA CFI TLI IFI NFI 

OCB 0.038 0.991 0.980 0.991 0.982 

CO 0.060 0.997 0.957 0.997 0.969 

PSM 0.061 0.915 0.916 0.885 0.890 

Note: OCB, organizational citizenship behavior; CO, career orientation; PSM, public service 

motivation 

However, the measurement models are not significant according to the chi-square (χ2) 

statistic, where the conventional threshold is to meet p > .05. Since the chi-square (χ2) 

statistic is a measure of significance, it is sensitive to sample size and rejects a model with a 

good fit when the sample size is large (N >200). Therefore, the inability to achieve a non-

significant p-value (P >0.05) can be discounted (Coursey and Pandey, 2007).  

The analysis results concerning organizational citizenship behavior suggest that the 

two-factor solution (OCBO and OCBI) has a good fit with the observed data, with 

RMSEA=0.038, CFI=0.991, TLI=0.98, IFI=0.991, and normed fit index (NFI)=0.982.  

In addition, the fit statistics computed using analysis of moment structures (AMOS) 

computer program revealed that the three-factor structure of career orientations is a good fit 

to the observed data, with RMSEA=0.06, CFI=0.977, TLI=0.957, IFI=0.997, and normed fit 

index (NFI)=0.969. 

The PSM multidimensional construct score was computed by averaging the composite 

scores of its dimensions such as self-sacrifice, compassion, attraction to policy-making, and 

commitment to public interest. Data validated that the latent PSM construct predicted the four 

dimensions with paths estimated to the respective scale items. The CFA fit indices for the 

PSM construct (RMSEA=0.061, CFI=0.915, IFI=0.916, TLI=0.885, and NFI=0.89) indicate 

that the model moderately fits to the data. Evidence show that the use of an overall PSM 

construct as a representation of its four dimensions is theoretically acceptable and 

parsimonious (Wong et al., 2008). Wong et al. (2008) further suggested that analysis should 
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be conducted at the construct level if the conclusions drawn are about the overall 

multidimensional construct instead of its individual dimensions 

2.4. Results and Hypothesis Testing  

The intercorrelation matrix depicts a significant relationship between the control variables 

and most of the study variables. Specifically, education, age, tenure, and academic rank are 

significantly and negatively associated with localism, while the same group of control 

variables is found to have significant and positive association with OCBI. 

More importantly, the intercorrelation matrix showed positive relationships between 

each of the independent variables (localism, cosmopolitanism, and cosmolocalism) and 

OCBO and OCBI. This finding provides some support to H1a and H2b, which predicted a 

significantly positive relationship between the dimensions of career orientations and OCB. 

These findings also satisfy one of the important conditions for mediating analysis, which 

requires a significant relationship between the independent and dependent variables. 

Another finding worth noting at this point is the strong relationship between all 

dimensions of career orientations and public service motivation (PSM), which provides some 

support for our mediation hypothesis (Baron and Kenny, 1986). Intercorrelation matrix is 

reported in Table 2.3. The multiple and hierarchical regressions were applied as analytical 

tools to estimate the hypothesized relationships. First, the two dependent variables (OCBO 

and OCBI) were regressed on the control variables to estimate their relationships. After 

controlling the demographic variables, the relationships between the main effect independent 

variables and the dependent variables (OCBO and OCBI) were estimated. Then we tested the 

mediating effect of PSM on the relationship between career orientations and OCBs. 
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Table 2.3: Intercorrelation between the Variables (N=720) 

Variable   1  2  3     4      5       6     7    8      9    10     
11 

 

1. Gender (F)  -            
2. Education - 0.80* -           
3. Rank -0.08* 0.851*** -          
4. Age -0.13*** 0.522***  0.588** -         
5. Tenure -0.091* 0.491*** 0.546***  0.753*** -        
6. Local  0.041 -0.163*** -0.161*** -0.166*** -0.162*** -       
7. Cosmolocal  0.066 - 0.027 -0.034 -0.027 -0.020  0.29***  -       
8. Cosmopolitan  0.019  0.089* 0.086* 0.051 0.020  0.215***  0.527***  -     
9.  OCBO -0.066 0.024 0.025  0.036 0.019 0.123** 0.197*** 0.203***  -    
10. OCBI -0.024 0.078* 0.105* 0.175*** 0.146*** 0.221*** 0.343*** 0.28*** 0.293***  -   
11. PSM  -0.016*  0.062 0.037 0.009 -0.035  0.210***  0.278***  0.268*** 0.246***  0.429***  -  
Notes: OCBO, Organization-directed Organizational Citizenship Behavior; OCBI, Individual-directed Organizational Citizenship 
Behavior; PSM, Public Service Motivation 
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; and *** p<0.001 
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The first set of hypotheses focused on the relationship between career orientations and 

OCB. Under H1, we hypothesized that a localist career orientation is positively related to OCBO 

(a) and negatively related to OCBI (b). Under H2 we predicted that a cosmopolitanist career 

orientation is negatively related to OCBO (a) and positively related to OCBI (b). The regression 

summary of the direct effects is reported in Table 2.4. 

Table 2.4: Hierarchical Regression: Predicting OCB 

 
Variable 

 
β1 

OCBO 
β2 

 
β1 

    OCBI 
         β2 

Gender                    -0.039 -.065 -0.050 -0.065 
Education -0.050 -.043 -0.018 -0.018 
Academic Rank 0.016 0.023 0.037 0.037 
Age 0.182*** 0.190*** -0.003 0.004 
Admin. Responsibility  0.076 0.051 0.009 -0.005 
Local  0.148***  0.074 
Cosmopolitan  0.113**     0.126** 
Cosmolocal  0.258***      0.124** 
PSM     
R2 0.037 0.194 0.003 0.064 
∆R2  0.037*** 0.157*** 0.003 0.061*** 
Notes: N=666; OCBO, Organization-directed Organizational Citizenship Behavior; OCBI, 
Individual-directed Organizational Citizenship Behavior; PSM, Public Service Motivation 
 *p, 0.05; **p, 0.01; ***p, 0.001. 
 

In support of H1a, a localist career orientation was positively related (β=.148, p<.001) to 

OCBO, but there was no significant relationship between localist career orientation and OCBI. In 

contrast to our expectation under H2a, cosmopolitanism was positively related to OCBO 

(β=.113, p<.01) while it was positively related (β=.126, p<.01) to OCBI, providing support for 

H2b. It is worth noting that the correlation matrix indicates a significant relationship between 

localism and OCBI, but the association drops in the regression estimates. The regression 

technique estimates the simultaneous effect of one variable on another variable with the other 

variables sharing the variance of the dependent variable. The reduction in the effect of localism 

may be associated with the variance being shared by other variables simultaneously affecting 

OCBI. 
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PSM Mediation between Career Orientations and OCBs 

Table 2.5 reports the multiple regression results estimated following the first and second 

conditions for mediation analysis of Baron and Kenny (1986), which require significant 

relationships between the dependent and independent variables and between the mediating and 

independent variables. In each of the regression estimates, the mediating variable, PSM, was 

regressed on each of the dimensions of career orientation (localism, cosmopolitanism, and 

cosmolocalism). In addition, the dependent variables were regressed on the independent 

variables. 

Except for the relationship between a localist career orientation and OCBI, the findings in 

Table 2.5 support the first two conditions of Baron and Kenny (1986). The three dimensions of 

career orientation were significantly related to the mediating variable (PSM) and OCBO, and 

cosmopolitanist and cosmolocalist career orientations were significantly related to OCBI. A lack 

of strong correlation between localism and OCBI is not a serious limitation to conducting the 

mediation analysis. Corroborating this notion, Shrout and Bogler (2002) argued that a significant 

total effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable is not necessary for mediation 

to occur. 

Table 2.5: Regression Analyses: Predicting PSM and OCB from Career Orientations  

Independent Variables: 
 
Career orientations 

PSM 
 

Standard (β) 

OCB 
OCBO 

Standard (β) 

 
OCBI 
Standard (β) 

  

Localism 0.132*** 0.132*** 0.061   
Cosmopolitanism 0.158*** 0.130** 0.110*   
Cosmolocalism 0.162*** 0.242*** 0.135**   
      
R2 (adjusted) 0.117(0.113) 0.149(0.146) 0.056(0.053)   
F for R2 31.715*** 42.242*** 0.083***   
Notes: N=662; OCB, Organizational Citizenship Behavior; OCBO, Organization-directed 
Organizational Citizenship Behavior; OCBI, Individual-directed Organizational Citizenship 
Behavior; PSM, Public Service Motivation 
        *p, 0.05; **p, 0.01; ***p; 0.001. 

Table 2.6 provides regression results of the effect of career orientations on OCBs after 

partialling out the effect of the mediating variable (PSM). Data revealed that the variance 

explained by PSM is higher than the variance explained by dimensions of career orientations. 
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More specifically, the OCBO variance (19.8%) explained by PSM (Table 2.6) is higher than the 

OCBO variance (14.60%) explained by the dimensions of career orientations (Table 2.5). 

Similarly, the OCBI variance (6.3%) explained by PSM (Table 2.6) is higher than the OCBI 

variance (5.30%) explained by career orientations (Table 2.5). In addition, the relationships 

between the mediating (PSM) and dependent variables (OCBs) were significant and stronger 

than the relationship between career orientations and OCBs, providing support for the second 

condition. In general, the findings of the study indicate that the first and second conditions of 

mediation analysis proposed by Baron and Kenny (1986) were satisfied. 

An interesting result of the analysis found in Table 2.6 is the stronger relationship 

between PSM and OCB dimensions than between career orientation dimensions and OCB 

dimensions. This finding provides additional evidence regarding the mediating effect of PSM in 

the relationship between career orientations and OCBs. This is the most sensitive approach to 

test for the third important condition, which requires the mediating variable to affect the 

dependent variable and the effect of the independent variables to be less after the mediating 

variable is included in the regression. 

In estimating the equations, a three-step hierarchical regression analysis was conducted. 

In the first step, the dependent variable was regressed on the control variables; in the second step, 

the dependent variable was regressed on the control variables and the mediating variable; and in 

the third step, the dependent variable was regressed on the control variables, mediating variable, 

and independent variables. 

The results in Table 2.6 provide empirical support for the third condition. First, the 

mediating variable (PSM) is strongly correlated with the dependent variables and the mediating 

variable (PSM) is strongly correlated to the three dimensions of career orientations (localism, 

cosmopolitanism, and cosmolocalism). Furthermore, most of the variance extracted from the two 

dimensions of OCB was due to the mediating variable (PSM) (16.8% for OCBO and 6.8% for 

OCBI), whereas career orientations contributed 7.2% for OCBO and 2.7% for OCBI. 
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Table 2.6: Hierarchical Regression Analysis: Predicting OCB by Career Orientations Controlling 

PSM  

Independent 
Variable  
 

 
Step 1(β) 

OCBO 
Step 2 (β) 

 
Step3 (β) 

 
Step1(β) 

OCBI 
Step 2(β) 

 
Step 3(β) 

Control vs: 
Gender  

 
-0.039 

 
-0.036 

 
-0.056 

 
-0.050 

 
-0.048 

 
-0.059 

Education -0.050 -0.070 -0.059 -0.018 0.031 -0.029 
Rank  0.016 0.027 0.030 0.037 0.043 0.041 
Age 0.182** 0.180*** 0.186*** -0.002 -0.003 0.001 
Responsibility 0.076 0.057 0.044 0.009 -0.004 -0.01 
 
PSM 

 
 

 
0.411*** 

 
0.309*** 

  
0.262*** 

 
0.199*** 

CO:       
Local   0.102**          0.045 
Cosmopolitan   0.063   0.09* 
Cosmolocal   0.203***   0.089* 
     R2 (adjusted) 0.037(.029) 0.205(.198) 0.277(.267) 0.003 0.072(0.063) 0.098(0.086) 
     ∆R2 0.037*** 0.168*** 0.072*** 0.003 0.068*** 0.027*** 
Notes: N=662; OCB, Organizational Citizenship Behavior; OCBO, Organization-directed 
Organizational Citizenship Behavior; OCBI, Individual-directed Organizational Citizenship 
Behavior; PSM, Public Service Motivation; CO, Career Orientation 
        *p, 0.05; **p, 0.01; ***p; 0.001. 

The findings in Tables 2.5 and 2.6 suggest that the effect of the independent variables on 

the dependent variables substantially decreased after the mediating variable was included in the 

regression equations. The findings clearly indicate that the effect of the independent variables is 

smaller in the estimated results in Table 2.5 than the two regression estimates in Table 2.6. 

In addition to the use of the conventional causal steps approach of Baron and Kenny 

(1986) for testing indirect effects, we examined the mediating hypotheses using the conditional 

process analytical approach of Hayes (2013). The conditional process is a macro used to generate 

a bootstrap confidence interval for the indirect effects in the mediation model (Hayes, 2013). 

After we run the mediation test with PROCESS macro, the following are essential points to 

ensure that we have an indirect effect of the independent variable (IV) on the dependent variable 

(DV). In the first model summary, the direct effect of the IV on the DV should be significant 

(p<0.05). In the second model, we need to look at the significance level of the direct effect of the 

IV on the DV, accounting for the mediating variable (MV). The effect of the independent 

variable accounting for the MV needs to be insignificant for the full median to exist or the 
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significance level need to be substantially reduced for partial median to occur. The third and 

most important step is the bootstrap confidence interval (95% confidence interval) of the indirect 

effect of the IV on the DV. If the bootstrap confidence interval does not contain zero, suggesting 

the population value is different from zero, we can conclude that the indirect effect is significant. 

Using bootstrapping confidence intervals, the conditional process analytical approach confirmed 

the mediation effect of PSM in the relationships between career orientations and OCBs. The 

mediation result of PROCESS macro is attached in Appendix IV.  

To recapitulate, the findings in Tables 2.5 and 2.6 provide support for the mediation of 

PSM in the relationship between career orientations and OCBs. Specifically, PSM fully mediates 

the relationship between a cosmopolitanist career orientation and OCBO (H3a) and partially 

mediates the relationship between cosmopolitanism and OCBI (H3b), the relationship between 

localism and OCBO (H3c), and the relationship between localism and OCBI (H3d). 

2.5. Discussion  

OCB encompasses a wide range of discretionary behaviors directly focused on the tasks that 

promote the effective and efficient functioning of an organization as a whole. OCB directly 

improves productivity and reduces cost. Furthermore, employees’ involvement in OCB may also 

enhance morale, cohesion, and team spirit in the task environment. Employees might engage in 

particular behaviors in exchange for certain rewards in the form of reciprocity. Drawing on 

social exchange theory (SET), Blau (1964) argued that reciprocity within the exchange 

relationship is the main driver of subsequent social interactions because individuals are 

motivated to engage in behavior that they expect will be reciprocated in a way that furthers their 

own self-interests. In a related study, Bolino et al. (2002) indicated that the nature of the job – 

i.e., whether it is intrinsically rewarding or not – influences employees’ motivation to engage in 

discretionary behavior that is beyond the requirement and neither formally recognized nor 

extrinsically rewarded. 

In support of our hypothesis, the result of the study shows that localism is positively and 

significantly related to OCBO, suggesting the embeddedness of employees with localism social 

role with the social and psychological environment of the public institutions. Employees might 

engage in OCBO for different reasons. The underlying characteristics of academics with local 

career orientations include loyalty, immobility, and willingness to participate in the social and 
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political affairs of the organization. They might provide considerable attention to the well-being 

of the organization and be willingly involved in OCBO. The locals may be more involved in 

their jobs than they are required to be in order to demonstrate their competence, loyalty, and 

trustworthiness to their organization. Employees might take part in activities and events 

sponsored by the organization that will enable them to develop a shared understanding of their 

organization. Hence, engagement in OCBO likely helps academics with local career orientations 

to acquire knowledge about organizational activities and other developments (Organ, 1990) that 

in turn help them to better understand the organization, its mission, its core values, and its 

cultures. Furthermore, locals might be engaged in organizationally focused OCB that signals 

their capabilities and commitment to the company and in turn elicits positive evaluations and 

reputations (Marinova et al., 2010), often associated with managerial advancement.  

Conversely, the study proposed that due to limited time resources, academics with a 

cosmopolitan career orientation likely benefit from engaging in OCBI rather than OCBO. Unlike 

our expectation, cosmopolitanism found to be positively associated with OCBO. But the positive 

and significant relationship between cosmopolitanism and OCBO might be because of the strong 

PSM of the cosmopolitans, as the association drops after PSM is controlled. A cosmopolitan 

engages in OCBI for the reason that such extra-role behaviors would have both psychological 

and career benefits. Such discretionary behaviors are often reciprocated to individuals in the 

form of information resources and other forms of support that in turn enhance career outcomes 

(Seibert et al., 2001). Engagement in OCBI is likely be useful to cosmopolitans, as it strengthens 

lateral and cross-functional relationships (Allen et al., 2004) and establishes informational 

network (Krackhardt and Hanson, 1993) that would create platforms for collaborative and 

integrated access to research grants and future research opportunities, which will in turn have 

substantial impact on their aspiration for professional advancement. Moreover, among the 

psychological benefits, scholars argue that providing help and collaborating in work-related 

problems of coworkers with similar interests might contribute to feelings of mutual trust and 

team spirit, build morale, and improve cohesiveness (Mullen and Copper, 1994), thereby 

improving research and publication productivity that is congruent with values of professional 

development. 
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Providing support to our hypothesis, PSM was found to mediate the relationship between 

each of the dimensions of career orientations and the organizational citizenship behavior (OCBO 

and OCBI) of academics, suggesting an indirect role of PSM in influencing OCBs of the 

academic. Academics with strong public service motivation are willing to further the interest of 

others and induced by intrinsic values rather than extrinsic rewards. The altruistic motive that 

triggers individuals to put in extra effort beyond the call of duty can only be satisfied through 

demonstrating help for humankind (Perry, 1996) by way of OCB. 

The findings of the study generally delineated that career orientations were positively 

related to OCBs in different levels accounted for 27.7% of the explained variance in OCBO and 

9.8% of the variance in OCBI. These differential patterns of relationships point out the 

importance of distinguishing OCBO and OCBI as distinct dimensions with different 

relationships with various antecedents and outcomes (Somech and Drach-Zahavy, 2004). In 

relation to this, the study indicated that career orientations influence OCBs differently, largely in 

line with the differences in professional and organizational commitments (Chang and Choi, 

2007) of the academics. 

For the cosmopolitans, it is their commitment to their profession, its values, and goals 

that influences their behavior rather than their commitment to their employing organization, 

whereas the behavior of the locals is largely influenced by their commitment to the organization 

and its goals and values rather than to their profession. In addition, the differential relationships 

of localism and cosmopolitanism with the two dimensions of OCB confirmed localism and 

cosmopolitanism as independent dimensions. In view of this, the study contributes to enhancing 

our understanding about the distinct relationships between OCBs and career orientations largely 

in line with differences in organizational and professional commitment between employees with 

the local and cosmopolitan career orientations. 

An interesting finding worth noting is the emergence of the cosmolocal factor as a third 

dimension of career orientations. This finding corroborates the former empirical evidence. For 

instance, Hodgson and Paton (2016) argued that some professionals draw heavily on the local 

discourse and others draw heavily on the cosmopolitan discourse, but a majority seeks to 

articulate positions that integrate intermediate orientations. Similarly, Glaser (1963) found that 
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strongly motivated scientists could integrate the local and cosmopolitan roles. Moreover, 

Goldberg et al. (1965) confirmed cosmolocalism as a separate dimension of career orientations. 

Although it was not hypothesized in the study, the results shows that the third dimension 

of career orientations, called cosmolocalism (which is similar to Gouldner’s “Empire Builder” 

typology), is strongly associated with OCBO and OCBI as well as PSM. There could be a 

number of reasons behind these findings. Cosmolocals, who integrate the attributes of local and 

cosmopolitan roles with a balanced system of motivations toward professional development and 

undertaking administrative activities of the institutions, likely to be motivated to undertake 

discretionary behaviors  that promote their own personal as well as institutional goals.  

Furthermore, according to Baldridge (1971), cosmolocals are the academics who have the 

highest rate of publications and are motivated to join professional associations, while at the same 

time they perceive themselves as holding more power within the organization than other people. 

An academic with a cosmolocalist career orientation would likely place high value on the 

achievement of departmental goals, on building the reputation and status of their university 

through advancing scientific knowledge, and on enhancing research productivity with a wider 

societal impact, thereby ensuring a promising career (Glaser, 1963). This might also be 

interpreted in light of self-determination theory. According to self-determination theory (SDT), 

the relations between employees’ work values and their job outcomes is a function of the degree 

to which the work values and goal of the organization supports the satisfaction of the 

psychological needs of autonomy, competence, and relatedness (Ryan and Deci, 2000). The 

commitment to enhance the status and image of their organization through their profession and 

the willingness to engage in discretionary behavior beyond the call of duty reflects the intrinsic 

work value orientation of the cosmolocals, which is congruent with their desire for professional 

growth and self-actualization in the workplace (Vansteenkiste et al., 2007).  

2.6. Implications, Limitations and Future Research Directions  

This study has important theoretical and practical implications for research on career 

orientations, OCB, and PSM, especially in the context of the academe. Practically speaking, 

academic management (at the national and institutional level) seeking to promote organizational 

effectiveness and efficiency through OCB needs to create a favorable working environment that 

inspires professionals with local and cosmopolitan orientations to be good organizational citizens 
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for the career advancement and better management of higher education. Creating a more or less 

equally favorable workplace will likely help to ensure better performance in higher education by 

balancing responsibilities in the form of local and cosmopolitan career orientations (Mulkey et 

al., 2005). 

In addition, academics with strong PSM demonstrate high levels of OCB (OCBO and 

OCBI) that in aggregate improve the effective and efficient functioning of their institutions by 

harmonizing the social and psychological environment in which tasks take place. It seems 

reasonable to emphasize that PSM makes an enormous contribution to motivate the academics to 

serve the public interest. Accordingly, academic management needs to put in place various 

packages that promote the effect of the PSM through attraction, selection, and attrition policies.  

This study was one of the first to investigate the mediation effect of PSM in the 

relationship between career orientations and OCB of public employees and has to be considered 

in an exploratory vein. Therefore, replicating the study in a different context and culture is 

strongly recommended. The PSM latent construct was used as a mediator between career 

orientations and OCB. However, we can expect that the four dimensions of PSM (self-sacrifice, 

commitment to public interest, attraction to public policy-making, and compassion) could have 

different relationships with OCB as well as with the career orientations of academics. 

Accordingly, future research might benefit by testing the multiple mediations, moderated 

mediations, and/or moderation effects of the factors.  

There are a number of limitations of the study that should be noted. First and foremost, 

given the cross-sectional nature of the survey design, inference of causality is not possible due to 

potential endogeneity problems. It is possible that OCB can influence PSM, and hence reverse 

causation cannot be ruled out. Second, the data were derived from one source, which implies that 

common method bias (CMB) is a possible shortcoming of the study. Even though there were 

some precautions taken to minimize the problems associated with common method variance, 

including separating the items for the independent and dependent variables into different sections 

of the survey instrument and using different question formats (Podsakoff et al., 2003) for each of 

the variables investigated, the impact of CMB in inflating or deflating relationships cannot be 

easily ruled out. Third, since the data set is derived from government academic institutions in 

Ethiopia, findings may not necessarily be generalized to other cultures and sectors. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3 STUDY TWO: Relations between PSM dimensions and Organizational Citizenship 

Behaviors: the Moderation effect of Gender and Age 

Abstract  

The purpose of the present study was to examine the distinctive relations between the dimensions 

of public service motivation (PSM) and organizational citizenship behaviors (OCBs) and the 

moderation effect of gender and age between these relations. The data were collected through 

questionnaires from a sample of 754 academics in five public universities in Ethiopia. The 

results of the hierarchical regression model confirmed the main hypotheses and depicted 

distinctive patterns of relationships concerning PSM dimensions and OCB in public employees. 

Consistent with prior studies, self-sacrifice and commitment to public interest are proved most 

predictive of the two dimensions of OCB (Organization-directed organization citizenship 

behavior, OCBO and individual-directed organization citizenship behavior, OCBI). As predicted, 

attraction to public policy-making (APM) is significantly related with OCBO but did not have a 

significant relationship with OCBI. Unlike our expectation, compassion did not have a 

significant relationship with both OCBO and OCBI. Data also revealed that gender negatively 

moderated the relationship between self-sacrifice and OCBs and CPI and OCBI. The result of the 

study also showed that the influence of APM on OCBO decreased as age increased suggesting 

that the tendency to help on the basis of the norm of reciprocity will decrease as age increases.  
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3.1. Introduction  

Public service motivation (PSM) refers to a predisposition that motivates individuals to engage 

in behaviors that contribute to the public interest. Since its inception as a construct, public 

service motivation (PSM) has become an appealing research agenda for organization and public 

management scholars. PSM research has been drawing considerable attention for the reason that 

PSM is believed to influence the attitude, behavior, and emotions of employees in different 

organizational contexts. In view of this, there is empirical evidence linking PSM with attitude 

and behavior of employees. For instance, scholars show that PSM affects an individual’s 

collaborative behavior (Esteve et al., 2015), organizational commitment (Crewson, 1997; Perry 

and Wise, 1990), performance (Vandenabeele, 2008), and turnover (Steijn, 2008). There is also a 

growing consensus that employees with high PSM are likely to exhibit strong altruism (Brewer, 

2003) and engage in volunteering behavior to a higher degree than their low-PSM counterparts 

(Houston, 2006; Lee, 2012). 

There is considerable evidence that demonstrates that PSM and prosocial motivations 

underlie on a common ground that emphasizes “other orientation,” which is an altruistic desire to 

help other people (Perry et al., 2010). In relation to this, studies (Houston, 2006; Kim, 2006) 

confirmed that PSM is closely related with altruism and organizational citizenship behaviors 

(OCBs) of individuals. OCBs represent discretionary helping behaviors that go beyond in-role 

requirements and result in beneficial outcomes for the organization and employees within it 

(Bolino et al., 2002).  

In this line of inquiry there are two apparently contrasting views. According to Organ 

(1990) and Perry et al. (2010) individual’s willingness to help others is attainable only through 

an emotional response to humankind and largely induced by intrinsic rather than extrinsic 

rewards, whereas Penner et al. (2006) point out that individuals might be motivated to provide 

help for others for a prime reason that helping improves the person’s own situation by attaining 

his or her egoistic motives. Underlying on the notion of reciprocity, research with a pseudo-

experimental design carried out by Esteve et al. (2016) demonstrated that high PSM people may 

act in a prosocial way on the condition that the other partner in the relationship shows prosocial 

behavior. On the other hand, in a study conducted in South Korea, Kim (2006) argued that the 

central theme of PSM relies on the willingness of an individual to provide service to others 
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without expecting reciprocation of extrinsic rewards. In general, the above empirical evidence 

and theories reveal that notwithstanding the efforts in PSM and OCB research, the results are 

inconsistent and less conclusive.  

Public administration research underlined that PSM is a multifaceted construct with 

different antecedents (Kim and Vandenabeele, 2010; Pedersen, 2013; Perry, 1996) and 

consequences (Kim and Vandenabeele, 2010) and captures a potentially unique form of 

motivations of serving the public interest (Perry, 1996). Following this evidence, Pedersen 

(2013) and Perry and Vandenabeele (2015) called on scholars to carry out additional research by 

disaggregating PSM into its individual dimensions but without abandoning the unified construct. 

Perry and Vandenabeele (2015) emphasized that the research agenda is essential for three 

reasons. Firstly, “disaggregating the PSM construct and conducting research on individual 

dimensions helps to simplify the challenge associated with measurement reliability and validity.” 

Secondly, “the strategy helps to bring attention to individual dimensions of PSM that are 

imperative in their own right.” Thirdly, “disaggregating the bundles of PSM construct helps to 

increase prospects for more exchange with other fields and disciplines.”  Studies (van Loon et 

al., 2015; Gould-Williams et al., 2015) examined the relationship between PSM and OCBs and 

found that PSM significantly related to OCBs. 

Moreover, recently organization scholars (Esteve et al., 2016) have distinguished PSM 

motives as affective and non-affective motives and investigated their relationships with 

personality dimensions. Esteve et al. (2016) explained that the affective PSM domain is 

grounded in an altruistic motive of doing good in favor of others and society, whereas the non-

affective domain is instrumental in nature, reflecting either an individual’s desire to help others 

or society from a rational perspective or from a normative standpoint. Despite a recent attention, 

empirical evidence is limited and there remains the unanswered question of how each of the 

PSM dimensions as salient predictors influence OCBs of the academics. 

In addition, although the relationship between PSM dimensions and OCBs as a function 

of employees’ demographic characteristics is a less researched area in organization research, an 

inquiry into whether there is a relationship between OCB and demographic characteristics of 

employees in general is not a new phenomenon. Gender-OCB relationship has been studied by 

organization scholars but empirical results are mixed. A study conducted by Coyle-Shapiro 
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(2002) shows a strong association between gender and different dimensions of OCB, and women 

were found to be involved in more OCB than comparable men. Meanwhile, Lev and Koslowsky 

(2012) conducted a study on the relationship between gender and OCB of Israeli teachers and did 

not find a direct association but revealed a positive and significant moderating effect of gender 

between job embeddedness and OCB of teachers. In a meta-analytic study (Organ and Ryan, 

1995) attempted to examine the moderating effect of gender on models that predict OCB, but 

results were not considerable. Thus, it is reasonable to believe that gender differences on OCBs 

have not been adequately studied and the notion of gender and its influence on OCBs is open for 

further inquiry. Given the widely accepted notion that PSM influences attitude and behavior by 

affecting the OCB of employees, it is pertinent to understand the gender dimensions of PSM and 

its effect on the OCB of the employees. Accordingly, this study expects that PSM dimensions 

have a distinct gender dimension and gender more likely plays a moderator role in the 

relationship between PSM and OCBs of the academics.  

On the other hand, the proposition that younger and older employees may view work and 

self in fundamentally different ways is not new (Wagner and Rush, 2000). In this line of inquiry, 

Ornstein and Isabella (1990) suggested that career attitudes of employees can shift as a function 

of age. Wagner and Rush (2000) found that contextual variables of job satisfaction, 

organizational commitment, and trust in management were germane for the younger participants, 

whereas the dispositional variable of moral judgment was a unique predictor of altruistic OCB 

among the older employees. In his classic study, Perry (1997) shows that high PSM individuals 

are older and have a higher level of education. Furthermore, recent panel study (Vogel and Kroll, 

2016) demonstrated the positive influence of age on public employees’ PSM values. Therefore, 

at least in an exploratory vein, age can thus be theorized as a correlate of OCB and moderate the 

relationships between PSM dimensions and OCBs.  

The study has three purposes: First, to better unravel the influence of PSM on OCBs, this 

study intends to examine the pattern of relationships of PSM dimensions and the two distinct 

types of OCBs (OCBO and OCBI), thereby responding to the call for conducting more research 

on individual dimensions of PSM (Pedersen, 2013, Perry and Vandenabeele, 2015) and assessing 

their implications on OCBs. The second purpose of this inquiry is related to extending the 

practical relevance of PSM and OCB in managing public institutions. In line with this, as public 
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institutions are under continues pressure for operational efficiency and effectiveness, 

understanding the factors that evoke organizational citizenship behaviors (OCBs) is important as 

these behaviors are linked to effective functioning of organizations (Organ, 1988) and enhancing 

public service delivery (Taylor, 2013). Third, despite the previous strides made to examine the 

influence of gender and age on OCBs of employees, no conclusive results are obtained. This 

study is expected to contribute to this theoretical gap and shed some light on the moderation 

effect of gender and age in the relationship between PSM dimensions and the OCB of the public 

employees. 

3.2. Theoretical Framework  

3.2.1. Public service motivation and organizational citizenship behavior  

There is a growing consensus that links PSM with helping behavior that benefits the organization 

as a whole and individuals within it. For instance, Pandey, Wright, and Moynihan (2008) argue 

that PSM measures an individual’s predisposition to perform altruistic or prosocial behaviors and 

high PSM individuals are likely to be better organizational citizens, considerate toward others, 

and more likely to help others with work tasks. Empirical evidence also shows that high PSM 

individuals are more likely to engage in helping behavior in the form of OCB than low PSM 

counterparts (Gould-Williams et al., 2015; Kim, 2006; Organ, 1990; Pandey et al., 2008; Perry 

and Wise, 1990; Worthington and Whittaker, 2006). 

Scholars define the PSM construct in different but related ways. Perry & Wise (1990) 

defined PSM as an individual’s predisposition to respond to motives grounded primarily or 

uniquely in public organizations. Rainey and Steinbauer (1999) broadly defined PSM as a 

general altruistic motive to serve the interest of a community of people, a state, a nation, or 

humankind. Moreover, Gene and Selden (1998) defined PSM as a motivational force that 

induces individuals to perform meaningful public, community, and social services. 

Overarchingly, focusing on the institutional and behavioral interplay of PSM (Vandenabeele, 

2009), Vandenabeele (2008) defined public service motivation  as the “belief, values and 

attitudes that go beyond self-interest and organizational interest, that concern the interest of a 

larger political entity and that motivate individuals to act accordingly whenever appropriate.” To 

sum up, the above definitions underline the notion that PSM is a motivational force that induces 

individuals to serve the public interest.  
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With a growing interest in PSM research, a number of empirical works reported multiple 

dimensions associated with the PSM construct (Brewer et al., 2000; Coursey and Pandey, 2007; 

Kim et al., 2013; Kjeldsen and Jacobsen, 2013; Perry, 1996; Perry and Wise, 1990). 

Nevertheless, considerable amounts of PSM research utilize Perry’s (1996) four dimensional 

model. Perry (1996) shows that PSM is derived from three categories of motives: rational10, 

affective11, and normative12. Using these three motives as foundations, he identified four distinct 

PSM dimensions – attraction to public policy-making (APM), commitment to the public interest 

(CPI), compassion (Com), and self-sacrifice (SS). 

Evidence reveals that each PSM dimension has different relationships with the 

antecedents and consequences of PSM. For instance, Vandenabeele (2009) shows that except for 

compassion, PSM dimensions of self-sacrifice, attraction to public policy-making, commitment 

to public interest, and democratic governance are significantly related to the perceived 

performance of employees in the Belgian public sector. Furthermore, the dimensional analysis of 

Vandenabeele (2009) demonstrates that the PSM dimensions affect perceived performance 

indirectly through the commitment and job satisfaction of public servants (for details see 

Vandenabeele, 2009). On the other hand, Ritz (2009) shows that commitment to public interest 

has a significant positive relationship with performance, whereas attraction to public policy-

making has no significant relationship with performance of employees.  

Nonetheless, except for a few attempts (e.g., Gould-Williams et. al., 2015), little is 

known about the relations between PSM dimensions and discretionary behavior or OCBs of 

public sector employees. Existent literature shows OCBs as beneficial in influencing the social 

and psychological environment of the work setting and as improving the effective functioning of 

organizations (Katz, 1964). Organ (1988) defined OCB as “individual behavior that is 

discretionary, not directly or explicitly recognized by the formal reward system, and in aggregate 

promotes the efficient and effective functioning of the organization” (Organ, 1988). 
                                                        
10 Attraction to public policy-making stems from the rational motive. Individuals will be involved in the public 
policy-making process as a way of maximizing their own needs for power and self-importance or to advocate a 
special interest that would provide personal benefit (Wright and Pandey, 2008).  
11 The affective motive for public service could be an individual’s interest in particular public programs or services 
due to a “genuine conviction about their social importance” (Perry & Wise, 1990). According to Wright and 
Pandey (2008), an affective motive can be captured by the compassion and self-sacrifice dimensions that represent 
service as an emotional response to humankind.  
12 The normative motive refers to an individual’s sense of obligation to the society in which he or she lives.  
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Following a growing interest, organization scholars demonstrate OCB as multifaceted 

construct. Williams and Anderson (1991) classify OCB as behavior that benefits the organization 

in general as organization-directed organizational citizenship behavior (OCBO) and behavior 

that benefits a specific individual as individual-directed organizational citizenship behavior 

(OCBI). On the other hand, Organ (1988) has carried out factor analysis and identified five 

dimensions of OCB: altruism, courtesy, civic virtue, conscientiousness, and sportsmanship. An 

exploratory factor analysis, content sorting, and cluster analysis conducted by Coleman and 

Borman (2000) confirmed William and Anderson’s (1991) OCBI-OCBO dichotomy. The 

behavior that benefits other organizational members, referred to as the interpersonal citizenship 

dimension, is similar to OCBI and comprises Organ’s (1988) altruism and courtesy dimensions, 

whereas behavior that benefits the organization as a whole, called organizational citizenship 

performance, is similar to OCBO and comprises Organ’s (1988) civic virtue, conscientiousness, 

and sportsmanship dimensions (Taylor, 2013). 

The OCBO-OCBI dichotomy has been applied by several studies (Chiaburu and Baker, 

2006; Lepine et al., 2002; Marinova et al., 2010; Organ, 1997; Taylor, 2013; Ueda and Ohzono, 

2013; Worthington and Whittaker, 2006). In a similar vein, the study adapts William and 

Anderson’s (1991) OCBO-OCBI dichotomy as response variables. In view of this, Allen (2002) 

underlines that the two distinct types of discretionary behaviors have different drivers, that 

OCBO (e.g., making constructive suggestions to improve institutional functioning) is more 

cognition-driven than affect-driven, whereas OCBI (e.g., helping fellow academics with heavy 

workloads) has a stronger affective than cognitive domain. In addition, the OCBO-OCBI 

distinction is also important to capture the different types of discretionary behaviors performed 

by public sector employees (Taylor, 2013) and disentangle the different links of OCB with its 

different antecedents and consequences of different targets in the organization (Bogler and 

Somech, 2004; Chiaburu et al., 2011). 

According to Wright and Pandey (2008), despite the potential benefit of PSM to predict 

OCB, relationships between the two constructs are more complicated and neither direct nor 

certain. Similarly, in a study conducted in the Egyptian public sector, Gould-William et al. 

(2015) demonstrated that PSM dimensions are linked with positive employee outcomes such as 

person-organization (P-O) value congruence and OCBs. However, Gould-Williams et al. (2015) 
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noted the need to carry out additional research, as the direct relationship between PSM 

dimensions and positive work outcomes is not certain. 

The following section of the study elaborates the theoretical model pertaining to the 

relationships between each of the four dimensions of PSM (i.e., self-sacrifice, commitment to 

public interest, attraction to public policy-making, and compassion) and OCBs as well as the 

moderation effect of gender and age in these relationships. Following the theoretical discussions, 

research hypotheses are developed. Schematically, the relations between PSM dimensions and 

OCBs and the moderation effect of gender and age are depicted in Figure 3.1. Note that all the 

direct relations between the PSM dimensions and OCBs are expected to be positive.  
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Figure 3.1: The relations between PSM dimensions and Organization Citizenship Behaviors and 

Gender and Age as Moderators  

 3.2.1.1. Self-sacrifice and OCB 

Self-sacrifice measures the extent to which an individual is concerned to help and serve the 

public interest due to a genuine conviction about the social importance of her or his acts (Perry 

and Wise, 1990). Related empirical works associate the self-sacrifice dimension with 

individuals’ empathetic motivation that brings into play an altruistic desire to perform acts 

intended to do good for others (Batson and Shaw, 1991) and shape the well-being of the society 

(Kim and Vandenabeele, 2010). Studies also show that such individuals will not be consumed by 
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their self-interest, intrinsically believe in doing good in favor of their societies and are willing to 

sacrifice their personal gain for the interest of others (Esteve et al., 2016; Perry, 1996; Perry and 

Wise, 1990).  

Accordingly, if programs with strong social importance influence the individuals’ 

behavior and bring on willingness to substitute helping others for tangible personal gains such as 

financial rewards and promotion, in a similar vein, we can argue that employees with strong 

conviction about the societal significance of departmental, unit, institutional, and university level 

programs are more likely to support such programs and provide their energy and time resources 

beyond the call of duty as discretionary behavior that could take the form of OCBs at the cost of 

their personal rewards. On the basis of this we can advance the following hypotheses. 

Hypothesis 1: Self-sacrifice is positively related to OCBO (a) and OCBI (b). 

3.2.1.2. Commitment to public interest and OCBs  

Commitment to the public interest or public value dimension of PSM has a normative orientation 

(Esteve et al., 2016). Kim and Vandenabeele (2010) show that commitment to public value 

influences helping behavior stemming from a conviction for social equity, accountability, and 

concern for future generations. Pedersen (2013) on the other hand shows that both extrinsic and 

intrinsic rewards likely have a motivational effect to increase commitment to the public value, 

while Piliavin and Charng (1990) concluded that helping behavior is largely accounted for by 

altruistic motives. 

To recapitulate, commitment to public interest is expected to influence individuals’ 

attitude and behavior for the reason that individuals with a strong commitment to public interest 

are more likely affected by organizational norms and engage in helping behavior out of their 

obligation based motives (Houston, 2011). Thus, we can expect that public employees with a 

strong commitment to public interest more likely volunteer for OCBs that benefit the 

organization and the individuals within it. In light of these considerations we propose the 

following. 

Hypothesis 2: Commitment to public interest is positively related to OCBO (a) and OCBI (b). 
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3.2.1.3. Attraction to public policy-making and OCBs 

An individual’s desire to participate in public policy processes has a rational perspective of 

utility maximization (Esteve et al., 2016) while serving the interest of the society. In a similar 

vein, drawing on the norm of exchange relationships, Coyle-Shapiro and Kessler (2002) and 

Coyle-Shapiro et al. (2004) find that employees who perceived that their relational needs have 

been satisfied are more likely to engage in citizenship behavior directed at the organization 

(OCBO). According to Kim and Vandenabeele (2010), out of their instrumental motives, 

individuals are more likely attracted to participate in public policy processes because such a 

behavior could be an appropriate means to enhance the public interest. 

However, the driving force behind participation in public policy process is the need to 

make a difference in society in general rather than for the fellow employees in the organization. 

In other words, doing good for others and society may mean working to serve the interest of the 

society and participating in public policy processes and social development efforts (Kim and 

Vandenabeele, 2010). In this case we will have one relational and one non-relational hypothesis. 

Thus,  

Hypothesis 3: Attraction to public policy-making is positively related to OCBO (a) but attraction 

to public policy-making is not significantly related to OCBI (b). 

3.2.1.4. Compassion and OCB 

Compassion is related to affective bonding with people who are disadvantaged and vulnerable. 

Individuals might be passionate and compassionate and driven to render help to others because 

of an affective bonding to and identification with the less fortunate. Brewer and Selden (2000) 

underline the relationship between compassion and altruism and state that those who are deeply 

touched by the plight of the underprivileged render help because doing so is intrinsically 

rewarding. Following this argument, we can expect that high PSM individuals are attracted to 

serving the public good and characterized by benevolence that in turn motivates them to engage 

in voluntarily extra-role behavior, OCB. Thus, 

Hypothesis 4: Compassion is positively related to OCBO (a) and OCBI (b).  
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3.2.1.5. Gender as a moderator  

Moreover, organization research has long considered gender as a socially constructed concept 

influenced by culture that focuses on power relations to differentiate men and women in various 

work-related attributes in organizations (Ely, 1995). This study contends that the relationship 

between PSM dimensions and OCB of the academics might vary as a function of a moderator 

variable.  

There is no systematic national study that has examined the impact of social structures 

and institutional constraints on gender-related issues in Ethiopia. Despite the scarcity of 

empirical evidence, in a male stereotyped Ethiopian culture (Hofstede, 1983) and a deep-rooted 

traditional belief about the appropriate sex roles that does not promote gender equality in family, 

the employment sector, and other social spheres, we can expect that females are more likely to 

encounter burdens of childrearing and other home-based responsibilities and face difficulty to 

engage in extra-role behaviors. In this line of research, Kark and Waismel-Manor (2005) argue 

that most women at the end of the working day are expected to handle different activities at 

home and may not be able to put in extra time to help the employer on organizationally relevant 

activities and individuals within it in the form of OCB (Hochschild and Machung, 2012).  

It was expected that women devote much more of their time to housework and childcare 

than comparable men and the female academics with a strong PSM fit may not have enough time 

to engage in discretionary helping behavior on organizationally relevant tasks and problems 

benefits individuals within it. In contrast, the influence of PSM on OCB may become stronger 

and statistically significant for male academics. Thus, we can argue that females devote much of 

their time for in-role activities and are more limited in their ability to handle discretionary 

helping behaviors than comparable men. The following hypothesis is advanced based on these 

arguments. 

Hypothesis 5: Gender negatively moderates between PSM dimensions (a. SS, b. CPI, c. APM, d. 

Compassion) and OCBs such that the relationships will be negative for female employees.  

By exploring these propositions, the second part of the study tried to broaden our 

understanding in regard to how the influence of PSM on OCBs varies with respect to gender in a 
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culture where women are mandatorily expected to handle household roles including childcare 

besides their in-role expectations. 

3.2.1.6. Age as a moderator  

It was also anticipated that age-related associations with OCB likely bring imperative changes in 

the antecedent variables of OCB across the life span of the employees. Empirical evidence on the 

relationship between age and in-role performance and OCB of employees has shown mixed 

results. While some such as Park et al. (2007) reveal that older employees are less motivated to 

learn new skills and their performance decreases as age increases, Yucel and Bektas (2012) find 

a positive relationship between age and positive outcomes of employees’ behavior such as 

commitment, loyalty, and job satisfaction. Moreover, Iun and Huang (2007) revealed a negative 

relationship between age and in-role performance and OCB of hospitality employees. 

However, theories of personality and moral behavior often identify circumstances that 

influence helping behavior of individuals in terms of different developmental stages. In this line 

of research, there is a growing consensus that older and younger employees have different 

interpersonal orientations and view their work and non-work related activities in different ways. 

For instance, Kanungo and Conger (1993) suggested that “older employees behave based on 

internal moral standards that regulate behavior for meeting mutual and moral obligations, 

whereas the younger adults intend to synchronize their interest with others in a more 

transactional way.” 

Differences between older and younger employees with respect to self, work and others 

are more likely bring differences in helping behaviors. OCBs of younger adults are more likely 

influenced by the norm of reciprocity, whereas OCB of older employees more likely emanate 

from prosocial moral orientations and a belief in the moral imperative of helping others without 

regard to future personal benefit (Wagner and Rush, 2000). As age increases, the individual’s 

feeling of personal responsibility and concern for others more likely increases, which in turn 

influences the OCB of employees. 

This study proposed and tested the notion that age is a potential moderator between PSM 

dimensions and OCBs of the academics. Consistent with Perry and Wise’s (1990) PSM theory, 

we argue that the influence of PSM dimensions on OCBs as a function of age will vary based on 
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the motivational bases (affective, normative and rational motives) of PSM. Accordingly, as the 

motivational base of APM has a rational orientation, which is individual utility maximization 

based on the norm of reciprocity, the effect of APM on OCBs decreases when age increases. In 

contrast, in view of the fact that CPI has a normative motivational base, which is helping others 

out of a sense of obligation, the influence of CPI on OCBs increases when age increases. 

Moreover, older employees might be involved in helping behavior out of an affective (affective 

motivational base of PSM) bonding with the organization that involves personal sacrifice for the 

greater good (Wagner and Rush, 2000), hence the influence of SS and compassion on OCBs will 

increases as age increases. Accordingly, we can advance the following hypotheses:  

H6a. Age has a negative moderation effect between APM and OCBO and OCBI. 

H6b. Age has a positive moderation effect between CPI and OCBO and OCBI. 

 H6c. Age has a positive moderation effect between SS and OCBO and OCBI. 

H6d. Age has a positive moderation effect between compassion and OCBO and OCBI. 

3.3. Methods  

3.3.1. Study context 

Organization scholars agree that organizations are not operating in an island, but rather the 

micro-environmental factors within the organization are in continuous interaction with the 

external environmental factors. For instance, according to Den Hartog et al. (1999), the cultural 

context of the society affects the social and organizational environment the way it is operating. In 

a similarly vein, one can expect that the cultural context in Ethiopia, characterized by large 

power distance, low individualism, weak uncertainty avoidance, and low masculinity (Hofstede, 

1983) more likely affects the attitude and behavior of individuals. In connection to this, Perry 

(2000) reveals that one’s socio-historical context, which encompasses individual’s education, 

socialization, and life events, is an antecedent of PSM. In addition, Cohen (2006) showed the 

influence of the cultural dimensions such as collectivisms/individualism, power distance, 

uncertainty avoidance, and masculinity/femininity on OCBs of employees.  

In the last two decades the Ethiopian educational sector in general and higher education 

in particular has been witnessing huge structural changes. Following the education massification 

policy, in addition to the intrusion of the government in the appointment of presidential academic 
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management positions (Saint, 2004), academic programs are governed through strict adoption of 

the national curricula and syllabus (Tessema, 2009). These structural changes affect working 

conditions (Saint, 2004) such as involvement in decision-making processes, professional 

relationships, availability of sufficient research and teaching facilities, and salary and 

remuneration, which in turn have substantial impact on in-role performance (Tessema, 2009) and 

an atmosphere of group cohesiveness that encourage or discourage employees’ involvement in 

OCBs (Podsakoff and Mackenzie, 1995). 

 The academics are expected to participate in decision-making processes that 

encompasses curriculum and instructional methods design, teaching and student performance 

evolution, and measurement processes. On the one hand, involvement in such decisions 

maintains employees’ morale, motivation, enthusiasm, self-esteem, and overall job satisfaction 

and reduces role conflict (Ballet et al., 2006), which could in turn affect employees’ citizenship 

behavior and public service motivation. On the other hand, expecting individuals to participate in 

local community policy-making processes might bring side effects, as professionals might feel 

overburdened when they are expected to be involved in policy decisions that have no positive 

impact for the students and the community as a whole (Ballet et al., 2006). 

 Availability of good collegial relationships in the work environment is another important 

work condition used to build shared values, norms, and a collective goal orientation (Clement 

and Vandenberghe, 2000; Hargreaves, 2000) that might have a relationship with the employees’ 

willingness to engage in organizational citizenship behaviors and motivation to serve the public 

interest. Moreover, a sufficient supply of teaching and research facilities is another important 

element of work conditions in teaching and research institutes that influence the professional and 

collegial relationships (Ballet et al., 2006). 

Moreover, following the massive expansion of higher education, evidence shows that the 

Ethiopian higher education sector is characterized by a managerialist approach (Tessema, 2009) 

that measures teaching via instrumental outcomes (Ballet et al., 2006). Deprofessionalization or 

deskilling, which is a disconnection from professional knowledge, skills, and attitude, has been 

manifested in the Ethiopian higher education institutions that presumably affects in-role behavior 

and career outcomes of the academics. The low salary pay structure creates disincentives, 
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encourages brain drain and makes attracting professionals difficult for the higher education 

institutions (Saint, 2004). 

Depending on the research funds largely provided by donors, especially The Netherlands, 

Sweden, and United Nations, over the years the Ethiopian academics produced a substantial 

body of research in various fields including natural sciences, engineering and technology, 

education, social sciences, and agriculture (Tessema, 2009; Saint, 2004). However, research 

output and quality in recent years is not well documented and expected to be very low.  

In conclusion, the work condition of the academics generally affects the context-related 

attitudes such as job satisfaction, pay satisfaction, and organizational commitment, which are in 

turn antecedents of OCB (Williams and Anderson, 1991) and PSM (Moynihan and Pandey, 

2007). 

3.3.2. Data and procedures 

The academics in five public universities were participated in this study. The questionnaire was 

prefaced with an invitation letter explaining the purpose, anonymity, and confidentiality of the 

data. A total of 1,396 self-administered questionnaires were distributed, and 754 were returned (a 

54% response rate), of which 87.4% of the participants were male and 12.6% were female 

academics. According to the Ethiopian Ministry of Education statistical annual report (2015), 

from a total of 23,990 higher education staff members, about 21,547 (89.8%) were male and 

2,443 (10.2%) were female. The report indicated that following an aggressive higher education 

expansion policy and the affirmative action that has been implemented, the academic staff size is 

expected to be increased in absolute terms while the gender gap is expected to be decreased. 

The five universities were chosen for a number of reasons. First, the nature of the job and 

performance criteria in the academe is more or less similar. Academics working in government 

universities in Ethiopia are not tenured and their contracts need to be renewed every 2 years 

based on performance in teaching, research, and community service. Second, the five universities 

have relatively long years of experience in teaching, research, and community service activities, 

with a more or less similar norm and working culture. Third, the universities operate in the five 

regional towns of the country, which serve as federal and regional government seats. 

Considering all these factors, the homogeneity of the population is expected to be high, the 
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sampling strategy will not adversely affect the data, and the sample captures an adequate 

representation of the population. 

3.3.3. Measures 
The measurement scales used in this study were applied by other professionals in different fields 

of research and proven to be acceptable in their psychometric properties. Additionally, before the 

full commencement of the survey, the questionnaire was tested by distributing it to a small group 

of participants. The respondents were requested and encouraged to critically evaluate the 

contents and design of the instrument. After incorporating comments, the questionnaire was 

refined and prepared with clear instructions and easy-to-respond formats. The full questionnaire 

is attached in Appendix II. 

Organizational Citizenship Behavior Scale: The OCB scale is intended to measure extra-role 

behavior that is neither in the job description of an employee nor recognized in the formal reward 

system of the organization but promotes the effective and efficient functioning of the 

organization. OCB was measured using Lee and Allen’s (2002) scale. Participants rated the 

items using a 5-point Likert scale that ranges from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). 

The factor analysis confirmed Williams and Anderson’s (1991) two-dimensional OCB construct. 

The OCBO dimension was measured using four items, including “I offer ideas that improve 

functions of the university/institute” (alpha=0.84), and OCBI was assessed using three items, 

including “I willingly give my time to help other colleagues who have work-related problems” 

(alpha=0.65). See Table 1 of Appendix I. 

Public Service Motivation Scale: PSM is intended to measure an individual’s orientation to 

deliver services with a purpose to do good for others and society (Perry and Hondeghem, 2008). 

PSM was measured using the 24-item scale devised by Perry (1996). Participants rated the items 

using a 5-point Likert scale that ranges from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The 

psychometric analysis confirmed the four dimensions – commitment to public interest (CPI), 

compassion (COMP), attraction to public policy-making (APM), and self-sacrifice (SS) – which 

corroborate prior empirical and theoretical evidence. The SS dimension was measured using 

seven items that include “I believe in putting duty before self” (alpha=.83). The COMP 

dimension was assessed based on three items including “To me, patriotism includes seeing to the 
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welfare of others” (alpha=.68). The CPI dimension was assessed using three items including “I 

unselfishly contribute to my community/public” (alpha=.73). The APM dimension was measured 

using three items that include “Politics is a good word” (alpha=.68). See Table 2 of Appendix I.  

3.3.4. Control variables 

The study controlled education (coded 1-BA/BSc, 2-Ma/MSc, 3-PhD), academic rank coded 1-

graduate assistant, 2-lecturer, 3-assistant professor, 4-associate professor, 5-professor), tenure (in 

years served), and professional orientations (local, cosmolocal, cosmopolitan) of the academics 

to partial out their effects in examining the relationships between the study variables. After 

controlling for the demographic characteristics and professional or career orientations (CO), the 

relationships between the PSM dimensions and OCBs were assessed. The study also examined 

the moderation effect of gender (coded 0 if a respondent is male and 1 if female) and age 

(measured in number of years) in the relationship between PSM dimensions and OCBs of the 

academics. 

The attitude and behavior of the academics can be affected by their professional 

orientations. Career orientation is defined as a type of work-related values reflected in 

individual’s preference regarding job types, performance standards, and forms of recognition in 

the context of work (Gerpott et al., 1988; Goldberg et al., 1965; Gouldner, 1957; Grimes and 

Berger, 1970). The academics who are willingly involved in undertaking organizational activities 

more than they are required to be and demonstrate loyalty and trustworthiness to their 

organization can be considered as locals (Anderson, 2014; Gouldner, 1957). The academics with 

local professional orientation might be engaged in organizationally focused OCB that signals 

their capabilities and commitment to the company and in turn elicits positive evaluations and 

reputations (Marinova et al., 2010). In contrast, cosmopolitans are characterized by high loyalty 

and commitment to specialized skills and values of their profession rather than to the employing 

organization, as well as outer reference group orientations (Gouldner, 1957). Engagement in 

discretionary helping behaviors is likely be useful to cosmopolitans, as it strengthens lateral and 

cross-functional relationships (Allen et al., 2004). 

Gouldner (1957) in his seminal work reported two ideal types of professional orientations 

– the cosmopolitan and the local. However, there have been continued debates in regard to the 
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dimensionality of professional orientations. Gouldner (1958) suggested six sub-dimensions, 

which are broadly classified, and confirmed the former two dimensional structures, cosmopolitan 

and local. In this line of research, scholars had been suggesting a third dimension that integrates 

the cosmopolitan and local character. Data supported this third dimension in this study called the 

“cosmolocal professional orientation.” There is evidence that corroborates this view and argues 

that cosmolocalism is an intermediate position of professional orientation (Hodgson and Paton, 

2016; Rhoades et al., 2007); it has an integrated local and cosmopolitan character and high 

publication rate (Baldridge, 1971); and it places high value on departmental and university goals 

(Glaser, 1963). See Table 3 and 4 of Appendix III for psychometric analysis results. 

In light of this, we can expect that the cosmolocals are more likely engage in both OCBO 

and OCBI. To summarize, it is reasonable to believe that while cosmolocalism is more likely 

related to both OCBO and OCBI, cosmopolitanism is strongly associated with OCBI, whereas 

localism is associated with OCBO. It is worth noting that the first study confirmed this notion.  
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3.3.5. Analytical and validation procedures  

 Various analytical techniques were applied to develop the measurement indices and analyze 

patterns that exist in the data. Mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis were computed 

to estimate the values of unknown parameters of the population. Descriptive statistics are 

reported in Table 3.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Note: Valid N (734) 

As a priori to the factor analysis, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test of sample 

adequacy and Bartlett’s test of sphericity were carried out. A 0.8903 KMO test result reveals that 

the variables in the study sample are adequate to correlate. Bartlett’s test of sphericity indicates 

matrix is not an identity matrix; i.e., the variables do relate to one another (sig. < 0.001) enough 

to run a meaningful exploratory factor analysis (EFA). The bivariate correlations of the variables 

were assessed using Pearson product-moment correlation. 

The factor structure of the constructs was assessed using the principal component 

factoring method and Varimax rotation (Worthington and Whittaker, 2006). Measurement scales 

with a set of observable variables that represent the underlying latent constructs (organizational 

citizenship behavior, professional orientations, and PSM dimensions) were tested for their 

internal consistency and validity. The Cronbach’s coefficient alpha statistic indicates an 

acceptable level of internal consistency of the sample with an overall scale reliability coefficient 

for OCB (alpha=0.76), professional orientation (alpha=0.80), and public service motivation 

(alpha=0.82) that are well above the conventional minimum (0.70).  

Table 3.1: Descriptive Statistics 
List of Variable  N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
 PSM Dimensions:      
 SS 739 1.00 5.00 3.7981 .67242 
CPI 742 1.00 5.00 4.1134 .69273 
APM 741 1.00 5.00 3.4040 .75573 

 Compassion 739 1.00 5.00 4.0099 .69469 
 OCBs:      
 OCBO 748 1.00 5.00 4.1076 .72089 
OCBI 753 1.00 5.00 3.7366 .77536 
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Discriminant and convergent validity of the scales were assessed by putting together the 

observable variables that make up the latent variables. An oblique solution was produced that 

showed each of the items loaded distinctly on their own component with item loadings greater 

than 0.5 and minimum cross-loadings. See Table 9 of Appendix III. The multicollinearity 

diagnosis was carried out, and the maximum VIF was found to be 1.435, which shows 

multicollinearity is not a serious concern. A mix of absolute and incremental fit indices was 

computed to examine how well the proposed models fit the data. RMSEA, comparative fit index 

CFI, Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), IFI, and NFI were assessed using the analysis of moment 

structures (AMOS). RMSEA scores below 0.08 and TLI, IFI, and CFI (Bentler, 1990) values 

above 0.90 reflect a good-fitting model to the data. Table 3.2 presents model fit indices as shown 

below. 

Table 3.2: Model Fit Indices 

 
Variable 

                                         Model Fit Index 

RMSEA CFI TLI IFI NFI 

OCB 0.038 0.991 0.980 0.991 0.982 

CO 0.060 0.997 0.957 0.997 0.969 

PSM 0.061 0.915 0.916 0.885 0.890 

Note: OCB, Organizational Citizenship Behavior; CO, Career Orientations; PSM, Public Service 

Motivation  

The measurement models are not significant according to the chi-square (χ2) statistic, 

where the conventional threshold is to meet p>.05. However, since the chi-square (χ2) statistic is 

a measure of significance, it is sensitive to sample size and rejects a model with a good fit when 

the sample size is large (N >200). Therefore, the inability to achieve a non-significant p-value (P 

>0.05) can be discounted (Coursey and Pandey, 2007).  
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3.4. Results and Analysis 

The correlation matrix shows a significant association between each main effect independent 

variable and the two dependent variables (OCBO and OCBI). The correlation matrix also reveals 

that the correlation among independent variables is under the acceptable range, indicating that 

multicollinearity is not a problem. This preliminary output of the model lends some support to 

the first three main sets of hypotheses. The correlation matrix also includes an array of 

demographic variables, which are assumed to be correlates of extra-role behavior of the 

academics. 
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Table 3.3: Intercorrelation and Reliability Matrix of the Study Variables 
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  

1. Gender(F) -               
2. Education - 0.08* -              
3. Rank -0.08* 0.85** -             
4. Age -0.13** 0.52** 0.59** -            
5. Tenure -0.09* 0.50** 0.55** 0.75** -           
6. OCBI -0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 -0.02 (0.65)          
7. OCBO -0.07 0.08* 0.11** 0.18** 0.15** 0.29** (0.84)         
8. Local 0.04 -0.16* 0.03 -0.17** -0.16** 0.12** 0.22** (0.83)        
9. Coslocal 0.07 -0.03 0.11** -0.03 -0.02 0.20** 0.34** 0.29** (0.85)       
10. Cosmo 0.02 0.09* -0.16** 0.05 0.02 0.20** 0.28* 0.22** 0.53** (0.77)      
11. SS -0.02 0.09* 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.22** 0.38** 0.15** 0.17** 0.14** (0.84)     
12. Com -0.04 0.11** 0.09* 0.03 0.04 0.12** 0.20** 0.03 0.18** 0.22** 0.37** (0.69)    
13. CPI 0.01 -0.02 -0.04 -0.02 -0.03 0.22** 0.40** 0.22** 0.34** 0.28** 0.44** 0.34** (0.73)   
14. APM 0.01 0.02 0.01 -0.00 0.06 0.15** 0.28** 0.20** 0.13** 0.14** 0.27** 0.30** 0.50** (0.68)  
   Notes: OCBO, Organization-directed Organizational Citizenship Behavior; OCBI, Individual-directed Organizational 

Citizenship Behavior; SS, Self-sacrifice; Com, Compassion; CPI, Commitment to Public Interest; APM, Attraction to Public 
Policy-making 
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01 
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The results of the hierarchical regression analyses are presented in two sections. The first 

part tests the direct influence of the main effect independent variables (PSM dimensions) on the 

dependent variables, namely OCBI and OCBO (Table 3.4). The second part of the analysis 

relates to testing the moderation effect of gender and age in the relationship between PSM 

dimensions and OCBO (Table 3.5).  

As predicted in the first three sets of hypotheses, self-sacrifice, commitment to public 

interest, and attraction to public policy-making are significantly related to OCBs. Corroborating 

previous empirical evidence (Gould-Williams et al., 2015), self-sacrifice and commitment to 

public interest proved to show stronger associations with OCBs than did attraction to public 

policy-making and compassion. Regression results are reported under Table 3.4. 

In support of H1a, self-sacrifice has a positive association with OCBO (β = 0.233, p < 

.001), suggesting that employees with a strong sense of self-sacrifice might be involved in 

undertaking extra-role behavior that is neither in their employment contract nor formally 

recognized in the reward system of the organization. Moreover, in support of H2a, commitment 

to public interest is found to be positively associated with OCBO (β = 0.124, p < .01), indicating 

that the academics with strong commitment to public interest demonstrate helping behavior that 

in aggregate enhances organizational efficiency. The result also reveals that attraction to public 

policy-making has a strong association with OCBO (β = 0.076, p < .05), suggesting that 

individuals with high APM are involved in extra-role behavior directed toward the organization. 

However, the relationship between compassion and OCBO is not significant (p < .456). As 

Vandenabeele (2009) suggested, the insignificant relationship between compassion and OCBs 

might be attributed to the lack of fit between the compassion PSM dimension and the 

professional public sector (i.e., the academe), and helping behavior may be considered to be 

favoritism, which opposes the idea of professional neutrality (Vandenabeele, 2009). 
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Table 3.4: Hierarchical Regression Result of the Relationship between Control and Main Effect 

Independent Variables and OCBs13 

 
Variable 

          OCBO            
β1 
 

 
β2 

         OCBI 
β1 

 
β2 

Gender                    -0.053 -.049 -.044 -.044 
Education -0.059 -.077 .004 -.005 
Rank 0.022 .034 .035 .045 
Age 0.187** .188** .002 .001 
Tenure  0.031 .016 -.001 -.013 
Localism  0.159*** .097** 0.058 .015 
Cosmolocalism  0.259*** 0.205*** 0.141** 0.104* 
Cosmopolitanism 0.103* 0.073 0.122** 0.101* 
Self-sacrifice14   0.233***  0.126** 
Commitment to Public Interest  .124**  .103* 
Attraction to Public Policy-making  .076*  .071 
Compassion   -0.028  -0.035 
                                                 R2 0.191 0.289 0.065 0.108 
                                                ∆R2 0.191*** 0.098*** 0.065*** 0.043*** 
Notes: Values are standardized beta coefficients. OCBO, Organization-directed Organizational 
Citizenship Behavior; OCBI, Individual-directed Organizational Citizenship Behavior 
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; and *** p<0.001  

Turning to the hierarchical regression estimates, self-sacrifice (β = 0.126, p < .01) and 

commitment to public interest (β = 0.103, p < .05) remain significant predictors of OCBI. But the 

influence of these two variables on OCBI is less significant compared to their influence on 

OCBO. This suggests that PSM as institutional level variable (Vandenabeele, 2007) has more 

influence on extra-role behavior of the academics directed toward the organization than directed 

towards the individual. Moreover, as expected by the non-relational hypothesis H3b, APM did 

                                                        
13 As Table 4.3 reveals, in addition to the demographic factors, the career orientation (CO) dimensions are 
controlled in estimating the relationships between PSM dimensions and OCBs. It is worth noting that eliminating 
the CO from the regression estimates makes no difference in the findings and conclusion of the study. Meanwhile, 
partialling out the effect of the CO dimensions more likely minimizes the effect of omitted variable bias and makes 
the model more robust.  
14 In the correlation matrix, self-sacrifice is less strongly correlated with OCB compared to the correlation between 
commitment to public interest and OCB. But the opposite is true when it comes to the regression results. This 
variation might be associated with both statistical reasons and construct measurement artifacts. In regard to the 
statistical reason, the correlation matrix gauges the association between the two constructs without considering 
other possible correlates, whereas the regression estimate indicates the association between the two constructs 
while other possible correlates are simultaneously sharing the variance. The second possible factor might be the 
considerable overlap between the self-sacrifice sub-scale and the commitment to public interest sub-scale. In this 
case, the variance of OCB in the regression estimates might be siphoned off by the self-sacrifice PSM dimension. 
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not have a significant association with OCBI, suggesting that the driving force behind 

participation in public policy processes is the motivation of the individuals to enhance the 

interest of the society or public at large rather than the interest of individual or fellow employees. 

The hierarchical regression result of this study did not show a significant association between 

compassion and OCBI, hence H4b is not supported. 

 
The second part of the study addresses the moderation effect of gender and age in the 

relationship between PSM dimensions and OCB of the employees. For each moderator, two 

models were estimated. The first model in the table measures the influence of control variables 

and main effect independent variables, and the second model measures the effect of the 

moderator after the influence of the control and main effect independent variables are partialed 

out. The moderation effect is tested by examining the ∆R2 attributable to the interaction term and 

the significance of the betas for the term. Table 3.5 presents the moderation effect of gender and 

age in the relationships between PSM dimensions and OCB of the public employees. Note that 

the study applied mean centered values of PSM dimensions in estimating interaction effects. 

It was expected that women would show less OCB than comparable men. Consequently, 

a gender dummy (Female=1) and interaction variables between gender and PSM dimensions 

were created and entered into the statistical models. Supporting H5a, gender negatively 

moderates in the relationship between self-sacrifice and OCBs. Moreover, gender negatively 

moderates between CPI and OCBI; hence H5b is partially supported, but H5c and H5d are not 

supported. An examination of the interaction effects between gender and PSM dimensions shows 

that while there were no significant differences between female and male in regard to the effects 

of APM and compassion on OCBs, the results indicated that the influence of self-sacrifice on 

OCBs was negative and significant, suggesting that the influence of SS on OCBO varies in 

relation to gender. More specifically, with an increased sense of self-sacrifice, women engaged 

in less OCB benefiting the organization than did comparable men. This might be associated with 

the greater risk-taking behavior of males compared to their female counterparts. Moreover, the 

study indicated that the influence of CPI on citizenship behavior that benefits individuals is less 

for the female academics than for their male counterparts. 
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Table 3.5: Moderation Effect of Gender and Age between PSM Dimensions and OCB 

Notes: Values are standardized beta coefficients. 
OCBO, Organization-directed Organizational Citizenship Behavior; OCBI, Individual-directed 
Organizational Citizenship Behavior; SS, Self-sacrifice; CPI, Commitment to Public Interest; 
APM, Attraction to Public Policy-making; IGSS, Interaction of Gender and SS; IGCPI, 
Interaction of gender and CPI; IAAPM, Interaction of Age and APM 
 * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; and *** p<0.001  

Data revealed that age appears to be a strong predictor of OCBO and it negatively 

moderates between APM and OCBO, hence H6a is partially supported, but there is no 

statistically significant difference between the young academics and elderly in regard to the 

influence of self-sacrifice, commitment to public interest, and compassion on OCB. The 

interaction results might suggest that individuals’ willingness to sacrifice personal reward for the 

interest of others (society) and motivation to serve the interest of the less fortunate beyond the 

call of duty is not affected by contingency factors related to age. Moreover, age does not 

moderate in the relationships between PSM dimensions and OCBI, indicating that there are no 

significant differences between young and elderly in regard to the influence of PSM on 

interpersonal citizenship behavior.  

 
Variable 
 

 
      OCBO 

  
 OCBI 

        
      

 
   OCBI 

  
    OCBO 

        
      

 β1 β2 β1 β2 β1 β2 β1 β2 
Gender                   -0.034 -0.033 -0.022 -0.021 -0.022 0.643 -0.034 -0.037 
Educ -0.076 -0.071 -0.006 -0.002 -0.006 -.013 -0.076 -0.065 
Rank 0.042 0.040 0.047 0.045 0.047 -.058 0.042 0.033 
Age 0.189** 0.196*** 0.015 0.021 0.015 .015 0.189** 0.187** 
Tenure  0.00 0.011 -0.021 -0.031 -0.021 -.023 0.00 0.010 
SS 0.24*** 0.277*** 0.124** 0.173*** 0.124** .144** 0.24*** 0.240*** 
CPI 0.238*** 0.234*** 0.142** 0.139** 0.142** .176*** 0.238*** 0.235*** 
APM 0.09* 0.090* 0.057 0.057 0.057 .060 0.09* 0.079* 
Comp 0.04 0.006 -0.006 -0.005 -0.006 -.006 0.04 0.015 
IGSS  -0.096**       
IGSS    -0.082*     
IGCPI      -.675**   
IAAPM        -0.092** 
        R2                                                         
       ∆R2 

0.24 
0.24*** 
 

0.248 
0.008** 
 

 0.074 
0.074*** 
 

0.08 
0.006* 
 

0.074 
0.074*** 
 

0.085 
0.011** 
 

0.24 
0.24*** 
 

0.248 
0.008** 
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3.5. Discussion  

There is compelling evidence that recognizes public service motivation as a promising avenue 

toward improved organizational performance and efficient service delivery for the wider public 

by igniting the motivation of employees to go beyond the call of duty. Nonetheless, in previous 

research, PSM most often has been collapsed as a unidimesional construct to analyze its 

relationships with various antecedent and outcome variables. However, only few scholars in the 

field (Esteve, et al., 2016; Gould-Williams et al., 2015; Giauque et al., 2012; Kim, 2015 

Vandenabeele, 2009) have sought to investigate the relations of the PSM dimensions with 

different antecedents and outcomes. This study is one of the few empirical efforts (Gould-

Williams et al. 2015) that disaggregated the PSM bundle into its classical dimensions (Perry, 

1996) and attempted to investigate their relationships with the two distinct dimensions of 

organizational citizenship behavior (organization-directed organizational citizenship behavior 

and individual-directed organizational citizenship behavior). 

The study revealed that self-sacrifice and commitment to public interest were proved 

most predictive of the two dimensions of OCBs of the academics, providing support to our 

hypotheses. In addition, as expected, the result of the study indicated that attraction to public 

policy-making is positively correlated (P<0.05) with OCBO, and APM did not show a significant 

relationship with OCBI. By contrast, the relations between compassion and OCBs appear to be 

negative but insignificant. 

In general, the study reveals that the influence of PSM dimensions on OCBs is 

distinctively different, largely in line with our theory and recent empirical evidence (Gould-

Williams et al., 2015). PSM research underlined that public service motivation is a multifaceted 

construct with different antecedents (Kim and Vandenabeele, 2010; Pedersen, 2013; Perry, 1996) 

and consequences (Kim and Vandenabeele, 2010), and it captures potentially unique forms of 

motivation for serving the public interest (Perry, 1996). Accordingly, the contribution of the 

study is that we have shown that the PSM dimensions affect OCBs in different magnitude and 

directions. In view of this, our evidence supports the notion that each dimension of the PSM 

constructs is distinct and pertinent by itself and has differential relationships with different 

antecedents and outcomes (Perry and Vandenabeele, 2015). The study contributes both theory 
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and evidence in shedding some light regarding the differential relationships of the PSM 

dimensions with discretionary helping behavior of public employees. 

As the data indicated, self-sacrifice appeared to be a strong predictor of OCB. There are 

many possible explanations for this claim. OCB has been considered as behavior that encourages 

people to perform beyond what is prescribed in their role requirements and contribute to 

organizational efficiency and employee productivity. This also indicates that OCB is a planned 

and thoughtful discretionary behavior that involves self-sacrificial activities aim at protecting 

and benefiting the organization and individuals within it (Organ, 1988). Moreover, as Podsakoff 

et al. (2000) indicated, good organization citizens are willing to sacrifice their personal interest 

for the good of the organization and maintain a positive attitude even when things do not go their 

way and others will not follow their suggestions. This underlines that high PSM people are more 

likely willing to sacrifice their personal gains in exchange for the interest of the society. 

In an organizational setting, the willingness to sacrifice personal gain in exchange for the 

public good is manifested in the form of OCBs. Among other things, the public employees with 

high PSM engage in OCBs by offering constructive suggestions that are germane to avoid 

organization mismanagement, thereby improving operational efficiency and responsiveness to 

public interests. In line with this, PSM scholars argue that as self-sacrifice is the foundation for 

PSM, public employees with a high sense of self-sacrifice are more likely concerned for others 

and report wrong doings that might have severe consequences for the interest of society even at 

their personal expense (Brewer and Selden, 1998; Esteve et al., 2016).  

The study also indicated that academics with a strong commitment to public interest 

engaged in OCB through compliance with internalized norms that promote the effectiveness of 

the academic institutions. Commitment to public interest also induces people to engage in extra-

role behavior by demonstrating a strong sense of obligation and promoting their institutions to 

others and protecting them from external threats (Podsakoff et al., 2000). Furthermore, high PSM 

individuals attach more weight to work value that enables them to help their institution and 

professional colleagues within it and gives them the opportunity to perform worthwhile 

professional services that benefit the society as a whole with a high degree of professional 

responsibility and integrity (Rainey and Steinbauer, 1999). 
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Moreover, it is worth noting that PSM dimensions explained higher additional variance 

of OCBO (9.8%) than additional variance of OCBI (4.3%). This might be because of the fact that 

PSM as institutional level variable (Vandenabeele, 2007) influences individuals’ behavior to 

pursue the interest of the society as a whole through public institution as focal objects, which are 

believed to be relevant tools in improving the well-being of the society. These findings 

corroborate previous empirical works that argued organizational concern motives are strongly 

associated with citizenship behavior directed towards the organization rather than the individual 

(Pandey and Stazyk, 2008, Rioux and Penner, 2001). 

This study has applied the two OCB dimensions (OCBO-OCBI) as response variables. 

As previously discussed, the study indicated that academics engage more in one form of OCB 

than another. Notwithstanding the moderate association, APM significantly (p<0.05) predicts 

OCBO. Related to this, the study presumed that the focal object that attracts the academics as 

public servants for public policy participation is their desire to serve the public interest through 

participation in organizationally relevant behavior via public institutions rather than rendering 

helping to fellow employees or colleagues. In relation to this, Schott et al. (2017) argue that the 

PSM dimensions have a common ground that emphasizes contribution to the society but not 

necessarily to ones’ immediate contacts. Schott et al. (2017) emphasize that APM focuses on the 

degree to which individuals are motivated to abstract ideals of common good and their 

willingness to participate in policy processes. This finding reinforces the previous claim in 

regard to the differential relationships of PSM dimensions to OCBs. Public employees with a 

strong motivation for public policy participation are more likely engage in OCBO in the form of 

organizational policy formulation on the assumption that their behavior is an appropriate means 

of reciprocation to create the common good.  

In contrast to the expectation, the relationship between compassion and OCBs was not 

significant. There are various possible reasons behind this result. The willingness to engage in 

OCB or not is a conscious, controlled, and instrumental act. As a result, compassion, which is an 

expressive and emotional basis of PSM (Perry, 1996), may not be related to OCBs. This might 

also be associated with the influence of professionalism and professional norms in the academe. 

Evidence shows that professional norms are standards that guide behavior of the professionals in 

a particular occupation toward a felt obligation to render service without concern for self as well 
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as without becoming emotionally involved with the service recipient (Kerr et al., 1977). In 

relation to this, Andersen and Pedersen (2012) argued that professionalism as occupational 

variable is negatively related to compassion, suggesting that professionals act in accordance with 

norms and based on the specialized, theoretical knowledge. Thus the internalized professional 

norms in the academe may remove emotions as the basis of decision-making, as professionals 

are supposed to respond analytically rather than emotionally to people in need. Similarly, 

Vandenabeele (2009) suggested that the lack of a significant relationship between compassion 

and OCBs might be associated with the attributes of the professional public sector (i.e., the 

academe), where helping may be considered to be favoritism, which contradicts the idea of 

professional neutrality. Furthermore, there might also be a statistical reason behind the lack of 

the significant relationship between compassion and OCBs. The correlation matrix shows a 

positive and significant relationship between compassion and OCBs. The main argument here is 

that, while the correlation matrix indicates the bivariate association between compassion and 

OCB, the regression technique estimates the simultaneous effect of the independent variable on 

the dependent variable with the other independent variables sharing the variance of the 

dependent variable. As result, the insignificant effect may be associated with the variance being 

shared by other variables simultaneously affecting the dependent variable (OCB). 

Gender negatively moderates in the relationship between self-sacrifice and OCBs. It 

seems to be consistent with Perry’s (1997) finding that suggested that self-sacrifice scores were 

likely to be higher for men than for women. Moreover, gender negatively moderates in the 

relationship between CPI and OCBI. This might be attributed to the fact that the female 

academics are compelled by both external constraints related to family role expectations and 

personal professional development aspirations.  

This study advanced the notion and examined the general hypothesis that the relationship 

between PSM and OCB may vary as a function of the age of the employees. It was expected that 

individuals’ transition across different age levels has a significant bearing on the underlying 

motivational bases of PSM and OCB in organizations. The study delineates that the influence of 

APM on OCB decreases as the value of the moderator (age) increases, suggesting that older 

employees are less concerned about their rational motives. In other words, the influence of 

rational motives on OCB decreases as age increases. In view of this, the PSM theory (Perry and 
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Wise, 1990) argues that APM has a rational orientation, namely that individuals will be attracted 

to public policy-making processes to maximize their own special interests while serving the 

society. Younger employees are more concerned about reciprocal fairness (Kanungo and Conger, 

1993) and will engage in helping behavior to maximize their personal interest based on the norm 

of reciprocity. In support of the hypothesis, the study revealed that at the job entry level, 

academics with rational motives will tend to be involved in OCBO. Later on, the influence of the 

rational motive (APM) decreases. In this line of inquiry, Kanungo and Conger (1993) suggest 

that helping behavior in the elderly more likely results from their prosocially responsible moral 

of benevolence, which embodies a prosocial moral orientation and a belief in a moral imperative 

to help others without expecting a future personal reward. Accordingly, in an exploratory vein, 

the study suggests that the influence of the rational motives will not be imperative in predicting 

OCB, and the tendency to help on the basis of the norm of reciprocity will decrease as age 

increases. 
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 3.6. Conclusion 

Studies in public administration have produced a considerable volume of research outputs 

indicating the influence of PSM on employees’ attitudes and behaviors. Prior studies show that 

high PSM people are more likely to value the welfare of others than low PSM counterparts. 

People who value the welfare of others engage in helping behaviors that benefit individuals and 

the organization as a whole. In line with these views, the study disaggregated the PSM construct 

into its four dimensions – self-sacrifice, commitment to public interest, attraction to public 

policy-making, and compassion (Perry, 1996) – and investigated their relations with OCBs of the 

academics. 

The mixed motives in PSM that drive people toward different behaviors have shown 

differences in the magnitude and direction of relationships between the PSM dimensions and 

OCBs. The findings of the study revealed that the influence of PSM dimensions on OCBs is 

distinctively different, largely in line with our theory and recent empirical evidence (Gould-

Williams et al., 2015). The contribution of the study is that we have shown the PSM dimensions 

affect OCBs in different magnitude and directions. In connection to this, public administration 

research underlines that PSM is a multifaceted construct with different antecedents (Kim and 

Vandenabeele, 2010; Pedersen, 2013; Perry, 1996) and consequences (Kim and Vandenabeele, 

2010), and it captures potentially unique forms of motivations for serving the public interest 

(Perry, 1996). In view of this, our evidence supports the notion that each dimension of the PSM 

constructs is distinct and pertinent by itself and has differential relationships with different 

antecedents and outcomes (Perry and Vandenabeele, 2015). 

3.7. Limitations and Future Research Directions 

Although most of the results of the study are consistent with previous OCB and PSM research, 

the findings of this study should be interpreted with consideration of a number of limitations. 

The data were collected from academics working in higher education institutions in Ethiopian; 

consequently, cross-cultural generalizations of the findings may not be possible. The sample of 

the study was taken from academics, who presumably share similar work values, norms, and 

professional standards that are likely different from other sectors. Thus, differences among the 

sectors will limit the generality of the findings to other public sector organizations. Future 

studies would therefore benefit from testing the model of this study on other public sector 
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organizations that contain more heterogeneous samples with diversified values and 

organizational practices. 

Moreover, the cross-sectional design of the study does not allow inference of causality; 

instead the results report levels of association among the study variables. Experimental and 

longitudinal studies are required to determine the direction of causality between these 

relationships. 

Self-rating of the variables might inflate or deflate results, suggesting a spurious 

relationship due to common method bias. Even though there were some precautions taken to 

minimize the problems associated with common method bias, including separating the items for 

the independent and dependent variables into different sections of the survey instrument and 

changing response formats to avoid common scale properties (Jakobsen and Jensen, 2015; 

Podsakoff et al., 2003) for each of the variables investigated. In relation to this, respondents 

might assume that the researcher needs desirable responses for the questions. However, a meta-

analytic study conducted by Moorman and Podsakoff (1992) suggested social desirability bias as 

a less severe problem in organization study. Moreover, since the respondents of the survey were 

academics in public universities, their ability to understand the questions and their motivation 

(Jakobsen and Jensen, 2015) to objectively respond to questions more likely contribute to 

reducing the effect of CMB. Nevertheless, despite the steps taken at the survey design phase, the 

impact of common method bias in inflating relationships especially for direct effects cannot be 

easily ruled out. Future research may benefit by using supervisors’ ratings of employees’ OCBs.  

Another potential limitation of the study might rise as a result of unequal representation 

of men and women participants in the study. Although higher education institutions in Ethiopia 

are male-dominated and data reflected the actual distribution in the population (according to the 

Ethiopian Ministry of Education 2015 statistical annual report, (89.8% were male and 10.2% 

were female), a lack of equality in the number of male and female participants may inhibit the 

estimation power of the models and reduce the likelihood of identifying gender differences in 

OCBs. 

Most importantly, this study is conducted in a less researched culture – Ethiopian 

academics; hence the findings of the study need to be considered in an exploratory vein.  
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3.8 Implications 

This study will contribute to existent literature about the factors that help to explain OCBs. The 

study findings suggest that each of the PSM dimensions (self-sacrifice, commitment to public 

interest, attraction to public policy, and compassion) has distinct relationships with OCBs of 

employees. 

The study will also have some practical implications in regard to how the influence of 
PSM dimensions on OCB varies based on the motivational bases of PSM. Managers should 
understand how OCB can be facilitated by creating a work climate that provides an opportunity 
that satisfies the prosocial moral orientation of the elderly and the rational motives of younger 
employees based on the norm of reciprocity. Empirical evidence has demonstrated that managers 
consider OCB in the performance ratings of subordinates. For instance, Allen and Rush (1998), 
focusing on the social-cognitive processes of raters, demonstrated that OCB was implicated in 
the overall performance ratings and reward recommendations of employees. If this is the case, 
the performance evaluation of employees working in the same type of job but differing in OCB 
performance due to their gender may be adversely affected. Managers need to take precautions 
and should try to disentangle extra-role behavior of employees in performance ratings so as to 
avoid biased judgments.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4 STUDY THREE: Affective and Non-affective PSM Motives, Career Orientations and 

Turnover Intention: Do OCB Mediate and Career Orientations Moderate between PSM 

Dimensions and Turnover Intention?  

Abstract 

The study examines the relations among public service motivation (PSM) dimensions, 

organization directed organizational citizenship behavior (OCBO), and career orientations and 

turnover intention. Survey data from 754 academic staff members working in five Ethiopian 

government universities indicate that three out of the four PSM dimensions significantly related 

to turnover intention. Hierarchical regression analysis of data indicate that the affective motive 

PSM dimension of compassion is positively and self-sacrifice is negatively related to turnover 

intention, while the non-affective motive PSM dimension of attraction to public policy-making is 

negatively related and commitment to public interest has no significant relationship with 

employees’ turnover intention. The study also confirms that OCBO and career orientations are 

important determinants of turnover intention, and OCBO partially mediates the relations between 

PSM dimensions, career orientations, and turnover intention but career orientations did not 

moderate between PSM dimensions and OCBO. Implications and future research directions are 

discussed. 
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4.1. Introduction 

Employee turnover intention has long been recognized as one of the important research agendas 

for organization scholars (Mobley et al., 1978; Mowday et al., 1984). According to Gould-

Williams et al. (2015), turnover intention refers to the degree to which an employee wants to 

leave the organization. The concern for employee turnover has become more important in the 

academe because its potential deleterious effect on intellectual and social capital can be 

particularly serious for the performance of academic institutions (Chang et al., 2008; Oh et al., 

2005). Much of the organization literature that evaluates turnover intentions (TI) emphasizes the 

psychological process theory. The psychological process theory assumes that turnover intention 

passes through a series of steps that involves evaluating the environment, reacting to it, and 

deciding to quit or remain with the organization (Lachman and Diamant, 1987). According to 

psychological processes theory, once they join the organization, individuals will evaluate the 

various attributes of their work environment and develop either positive or negative affective 

reactions. Employees with the positive affective reaction will decide to remain with the 

organization, whereas employees with the negative affective reaction will decide to quit (Mobley 

et al., 1978; Mowday et al., 1984; Price and Mueller, 1981). 

In an effort to determine the most important predictor of employee turnover, Mobley et 

al. (1978) tested the model among a sample of hospital employees and concluded that from a 

long list of expected antecedents, TI was the best predictor of turnover. In addition, a study 

conducted by Mowday et al. (1984) and Michaels and Spector (1982) reexamined Mobley’s 

(1977) and Mobley’s (1979) turnover models respectively and confirmed turnover intention as a 

strong predictor of turnover. Furthermore, Cho and Lewis (2012) confirmed that turnover 

intention is a “reasonable proxy” for actual turnover of public sector employees.  

Evidence shows that employees’ TI is influenced by their motivation to serve the public 

interest, which public service motivation (PSM) plays an important role in turnover intention, 

and that high PSM individuals are motivated to sacrifice their own interest for the greater cause. 

In this regards, the definition of public service motivation as “an individual’s predisposition to 

respond to motives grounded primarily or uniquely in public institutions and organizations” 

(Perry and Wise, 1990) underlines employees’ willingness to work in organizations that 

emphasize serving the public interest (Vandenabeele, 2008). Although evidence generally shows 
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that high PSM individuals are satisfied by their jobs, motivated to serve the public interest, and 

have less intention to quit (Bright, 2008, Gould-Williams et al., 2015; Naff and Crum, 1999) 

compared with their low PSM counterparts, some public service motivation scholars (e.g., Kim, 

2015) have shown contradictory empirical results, while others (Van Loon et al., 2015; Giauque 

et al., 2013) have demonstrated the downside of PSM, challenging the general thesis about its 

positive influence on the attitude and behavior of employees. 

In their classic study, Perry & Wise (1990) conceptualized employees’ motivation to 

serve the public interest using affective, rational, and normative motives as foundations. On the 

basis of these three motives, Perry (1996) identified four distinct PSM dimensions: self-sacrifice, 

compassion, attraction to public policy-making (APM), and commitment to public interest (CPI). 

An affective motive refers to an individual’s interest in certain public programs or services due 

to a genuine conviction about their social importance (Perry and Wise, 1990). According to 

Wright and Pandey (2008), such affective attachment is rooted in emotional response to 

humankind captured by the self-sacrifice and compassion PSM dimensions. The rational motive 

of public service refers to an individual’s willingness to participate in public policy processes to 

maximize personal interest of power and influence in public affairs (Perry, 1996). According to 

Perry (1996), the rational foundation of PSM is measured by the individual’s attraction to public 

policy-making (APM). The normative motive of public service refers to a desire to serve the 

public interest as a result of feeling a duty to one’s government and community (Wright and 

Pandey, 2008). The normative foundation of PSM is represented by commitment to public 

interest (CPI) (Wright and Pandey; Perry, 1996). 

Moreover, recent PSM research (Esteve et al., 2016; Giauque et al., 2012) classified the 

public service motivation as affective and non-affective motives and analyzed their relationships 

with attitude and behavior of individuals. According to Esteve et al. (2016), affective motives are 

altruistic in nature and individuals with strong affective PSM motives intrinsically believe in 

doing good in favor of others and the society, even at their personal expense. On the other hand, 

the non-affective motives are instrumental, reflecting an individual’s desire to help the society 

from a rational perspective or from a normative standpoint (Esteve et al., 2016; Giauque et al., 

2012). 
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Despite compelling evidence on PSM dimensions and resignation (Giauque et al., 2012), 

empirical evidence on the relationship between PSM dimensions and employee turnover 

intention is limited. Recent empirical work by Kim (2015) reported mixed findings on the 

relationships between public service motivation dimensions and TI of public servants. While 

self-sacrifice is positively related to TI, turnover intention has no significant relationship with 

APM, CPI, and compassion (Kim, 2015). The scant empirical evidence together with these 

mixed findings cast some doubt on the link between public service motivation and withdrawal 

intention of employees and seems to warrant further empirical effort. Using the affective and the 

non-affective PSM motives framework (Esteve et al., 2016) in combination with self-

determination theory-SDT (Ryan and Deci, 2000), this study adds to limited empirical evidence 

in regard to the relations between PSM dimensions and turnover intention and enhances our 

understanding about the underlying mechanisms of how public service motivation affects 

attitude and behavior of employees working in a bureaucratic public sector setting characterized 

by strict rules and procedures and hierarchical structures.  

In a great deal of research efforts, scholars (e.g., Campbell et al., 2014; Bright, 2010; 

Bright, 2008; Moynihan and Pandey, 2007; Naff and Crum, 1999) have attempt to better 

understand the antecedents of employee turnover intentions. However, little empirical evidence 

is available on the relationship between organizational citizenship behavior and employee TI. 

According to Bolino et al. (2002) and MacKenzie et al. (1998), OCB improves performance and 

helps to retain employees by lubricating the social machinery of the organization. Besides, 

intrinsic work motivations (e.g., career development) and extrinsic work motivations (e.g., 

salary) are among attitudinal factors that reduces employees’ turnover intention (Kim, 2015). 

When employees believe that the organization provides no or limited support for career 

development (unmet career expectations), they might consider turnover as attractive solution to 

find an alternative job (Houkes et al., 2003). Organizational social support such as informational 

and resource sharing as well as emotional help from colleagues and supervisors is believed to 

strengthen social cohesion and connectedness in organizations and reduce turnover (Halbesleben, 

2006). 
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Moreover, organization research suggests that organizational citizenship behavior (OCB) 

enables organizations to attract and retain high quality employees by making the environment a 

more attractive place to work (Bolino et al., 2002; Mackenzie et al., 1998). In other words, OCB 

improves performance by maintaining the social and psychological environment of the work 

setting (Organ, 1988), which fosters team spirit and employee cohesiveness and will in turn 

reduce turnover intention. As a second purpose, the study intends to investigate the relationships 

between organizational citizenship behavior and turnover intention of public employees. 

Moreover, organization scholars have long demonstrated much interest in examining the 

different attributes of professional and organization commitment of employees working in 

various organizational settings. Career research documented that the commitment of 

professionals either to the profession or the employing organization largely depends on the 

realization of their career expectations, which in turn affects their decision to stay with or leave 

the organization (Aranya et al., 1982; Bedeian et al., 1991; Lachman and Aranya, 1986; 

Rousseau, 2004; Steers, 1977). The inherent conflict exhibited between commitment to the 

profession and commitment to the employing organization arises due to the incompatibility 

between the professional values and goals and organization requirements (Blau, 1999; Gunz and 

Gunz, 1994; Wallace, 1995). 

On the basis of the different level of commitments toward the profession and employing 

organization, organization research classifying employees as locals and cosmopolitans 

(Gouldner, 1957; Tuma and Grimes, 1981). Career orientation refers to the values and attitude 

the person considers in career decisions (Briscoe and Hall, 2006). Individuals identified with a 

local career orientation demonstrate strong loyalty to the values and goals of the organization 

than their profession, whereas the individuals identified with a cosmopolitan career orientation 

are strongly committed to the values and goals of their profession rather than the employing 

organization (Larwood et al.. 1998; Gouldner, 1957). Organization studies indicate that 

measuring career and organization choice enables organizations to find a match between 

individual and organizational needs and aspirations and restructure jobs accordingly (Igbaria et 

al., 1999). 

This study examines how career orientations of the academics influence turnover 

intention of public employees. The study will have important implications for understanding how 
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public institutions can retain employees through the provision of appropriate policy schemes that 

will enable academics to achieve career goals and aspirations, thereby enabling overall 

institutional performance to be enhanced. This is the third purpose of the study.  

The study is cross-disciplinary in that we integrate theories from psychology, sociology, 

management and public administration and synthesize the relations among the variables. To 

investigate how the relationships among PSM dimensions, career orientations (CO), and OCBs 

affect turnover intention, the study first examines whether PSM dimensions, career orientations, 

and OCB are related to turnover intention. Second, the study tests the relations between PSM 

dimensions, career orientations, and OCB. Third, the study analyzes the extent to which OCB 

mediates the relationships between PSM dimensions, career orientations and turnover intention. 

Finally, the study investigates the moderation effect of career orientations in the relationships 

between PSM dimensions and TI. 

By integrating the separate streams of research, this study provides insights and enhances 

our understanding as to how the affective and non-affective PSM dimensions and career 

orientations affect TI differently and indirectly through organizational citizenship behavior of 

public employees. Besides its theoretical contribution, the study has practical significance for 

public management in general and academic management in particular, who are responsible for 

dealing with retention of professionals through policies and strategies as mechanisms to promote 

public service motivation and OCB in the context of the academe. 

4.2. Theoretical Framework and Hypotheses Development 

4.2.1. Public service motivation and turnover intention  

Public service motivation (PSM) research has been drawing considerable attention for the reason 

that PSM influences the attitude, behavior, and emotions of employees in different organizational 

contexts. Public service motivation scholars have examined the link between PSM and 

collaborative behavior (Esteve et al., 2015), organizational commitment, (Crewson, 1997; Perry 

and Wise, 1990), performance (Vandenabeele, 2008), person-organization fit (Bright, 2008), 

OCB (Brewer, 2003; Kim, 2006), and charitable behavior (Houston, 2006; Lee, 2012).  

Drawing on the attraction-selection framework that emphasizes the inherent attraction of 

high PSM individuals to the values and goals embedded in public institutions, PSM scholars 

relate high PSM to self-selection into positions which facilitate the realization of socially 
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oriented ideals (Steijn, 2008; Vandenabeele, 2008). Although empirical evidence has not always 

been consistent, there is considerable research work that supports the notion that PSM is 

negatively related to TI. On the basis of the attraction-selection framework, PSM scholars 

proposed that PSM encourages the tendency to remain with public sector jobs, and empirical 

evidence reveals that high PSM is related to lower turnover intentions among public sector 

employees (Campbell et al., 2014; Naff and Crum, 1999; Steijn, 2008). 

Furthermore, drawing on conservation of resource (COR) theory, Scott and Pandey 

(2005) argue that motivation to serve the public interest makes public employees tolerant of the 

bureaucratic organizations characterized by hierarchical structures and centralization and 

increases the likelihood to remain with the organization. 

However, recent efforts in public service motivation research (van Loon et al., 2015; 

Giauque et al., 2013) demonstrate the downside of PSM, challenging the general thesis about its 

positive influence on employees’ attitude and behavior. Van Loon et al. (2015) conclude that 

whether PSM produces positive outcomes on employees’ attitude and behavior depends on the 

institutional logic that when the opportunity to serve the public interest is low, high motivation to 

contribute to public service could result in frustration and consequently low job satisfaction and 

higher risk of burnout. In a similar vein, Giauque et al. (2012) examines the extent of association 

between PSM dimensions and resignation and reveals that PSM dimensions have divergent 

relationships with resignation. According to Giauque et al. (2012), attraction to public policy 

participation and commitment to public interest are negatively related to resignation, whereas 

compassion and self-sacrifice are positively related to resignation. Moreover, in a study 

conducted in the South Korean public sector, Kim (2015) demonstrates that the PSM dimensions 

have differential relationships with TI. Contrary to his expectations, Kim (2015) found a positive 

relationship between self-sacrifice and TI, while CPI, APM, and compassion were unrelated to 

TI for South Korean public employees. 

This part of the study aims to examine the relations between the two classes of PSM 

motives (affective and non-affective) and turnover intention of public employees. Affective PSM 

motives are grounded in the altruistic domains and encompass self-sacrifice (SS) and 

compassion, whereas the non-affective PSM motives relate to the instrumental or normative 
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aspect of pursuing the public interest and encompass the attraction to public policy-making 

(APM) and commitment to public interest (CPI) (Esteve et al., 2016; Perry and Wise, 1990). 

Empirical evidence shows that the motivation to serve the public interest can be affected 

by individuals’ public service orientations (Moynihan and Pandey, 2007), which in turn will 

affect personal aspirations (Giauque et al., 2012). Moreover, based on a person-organization (P-

O) fit framework, Giauque et al. (2012) argue that individuals’ personal aspirations might 

encounter favorable or unfavorable organizational realities that might result in satisfaction or 

dissatisfaction depending on whether or not those aspirations are fulfilled. Evidence also shows 

that the congruence between personal aspirations (goals and values) and organizational 

characteristics (i.e., goals, values, resources, culture) has positive consequences on work 

outcomes of individuals such as job satisfaction and turnover intention (Bright, 2008; Jansen and 

Kristof-Brown, 2006; Kristof-Brown et al., 2005). In this area of research, Vandenabeele (2007) 

suggests that public servants can only demonstrate motivation to serve the public interest to the 

extent that there is congruence between the person’s own values and organization values. 

Furthermore, SDT proposes that the relations between employees’ work values and job 

outcomes is a function of the degree to which the characteristics of the organization support the 

satisfaction of the employees’ basic psychological needs for autonomy, competence, and 

relatedness (Ryan and Deci, 2000). More specifically, Ryan and Deci (2000) suggest that 

“autonomy supportive (rather than controlling) work environments facilitate basic need 

satisfaction, intrinsic motivation, and full internalization of extrinsic motivation, and that these in 

turn, lead to persistence, job satisfaction, organizational commitment, positive job-attitude, 

psychological well-being and effective performance.” In connection to this, Gagne and Deci 

(2005) conducted a study examining the role of autonomy support on need satisfaction and 

prosocial behavior and demonstrated that the level of employees’ perceived autonomy support is 

positively related to need satisfaction, which in turn related positively to prosocial behavior and 

negatively to likelihood of quitting the organization.  

In this area of inquiry, organization research shows red tape as a pervasive organizational 

problem that results in dysfunctional behavior often accompanied by individual perceptions of 

powerlessness and alienation (Scott and Pandey, 2005). On the basis of this evidence and theory, 

it seems plausible to argue that the bureaucratic nature of public organizations characterized by 
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formal rules, procedures, and regulations and strict hierarchical commands (Giauque et al. 2012), 

lack of discretion and professional autonomy, and limited support to serve the public interest are 

barriers that may disrupt the aspiration of high affective PSM individuals. Corroborating this 

notion, organization research argues that high affective PSM individuals more likely worry about 

failures and tend to react with a high sense of frustration from not being able to realize their 

aspirations, which will in turn reduce their motivation (Scott and Pandey, 2005). 

Individuals with high affective PSM motives who are motivated to serve the public 

interest beyond the call of duty, willing to sacrifice their personal rewards, and more likely 

intrinsically motivated to serve the interest of the society in a meaningful way need an 

autonomy-supportive work environment. In the absence of an autonomy-supportive social 

context, high affective PSM individuals likely fail to meaningfully contribute to the society and 

tend to experience disparity between their pursuit of public interest and the reality of their work 

environment. This potential incongruence will result in non-acceptance of the organizational 

goals, job-dissatisfaction, and frustration, which in turn leads to increased turnover intentions.  

Furthermore, according to Giauque et al. (2012), public servants who conceive their jobs 

in terms of a mission to help the less fortunate or as a duty to serve the public good even at their 

personal expense may react with a high sense of frustration when they encounter organizational 

rules and procedures that do not allow them to fulfill their aspirations. Accordingly, it is 

reasonable to believe that individuals with high affective PSM motives perceive the 

environmental context differently than the way individuals with non-affective PSM motives 

might do. Following an increasing frustration over time as a result of a failure to achieve career 

goals and aspiration of serving the public interests, high affective PSM individuals will be 

dissatisfied by their jobs and intend to leave the organizations (Kim, 2015) and find alternative 

employment opportunities as a means to meet their aspirations and cope with the disparities 

(Giauque et al., 2012). Based on the above theories and empirical evidence, we advance the 

following hypothesis. 

Hypotheses 1a: The affective PSM motive of self-sacrifice is positively related to TI  

Hypotheses 1b: The affective PSM motive of compassion is positively related to TI  

In contrast, some individuals might be motivated to behave in a positive way to attain 

different outcomes other than their inherent enjoyment because the environmental reality is 
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congruent with their values and goals (Ryan & Deci, 2000). In this line of inquiry, SDT suggests 

that employees with autonomous extrinsic motivation integrate organizational regulations with 

their own values and may experience activities as uninteresting but as personally important for 

their own self-selected purposes and goals (Gagne and Deci, 2005). Related to this, Giauque et 

al. (2012) argue that public servants who conceive their work in terms of maximizing personal 

interest of power and aspire to influence public affairs through public policy participation (APM) 

or as a duty to serve the public interest by acting for the government (CPI) might perceive 

inconveniences that have arisen from the bureaucratic and centralized nature of their 

organization as a natural part of their day to day work. When they encounter the disparity as a 

difference between their aspirations and the reality of their organization, they will be involved in 

readjusting their aspirations to make their jobs psychologically easier to manage (Giauque et al., 

2012).  

Therefore, individuals with a strong motivation to serve the public interest on the basis of 

their non-affective PSM motives of APM and CPI (Esteve et al., 2016) consider their job as an 

instrument to achieve self-selected purposes and goals and will tend to integrate the 

organization’s regulations with their own values (Gagne and Deci, 2005), readjust the disparity 

between expectations and the realities of the work environment, and remain with their 

organization (Scott and Pandey, 2005). On the basis of this theory and evidence, we can advance 

the following hypothesis.  

Hypotheses 2a: The non- affective PSM motive of APM is negatively related to TI  

Hypotheses 2b: The non- affective PSM motive of CPI is negatively related to TI  

4.4.2. Organizational citizenship behavior and turnover intentions 

Podsakoff and MacKenzie (1997) indicate sportsmanship behavior strongly related to TI 

suggesting that employees with such behavior demonstrate a sense of loyalty and commitment 

and work for the good of the organization at the expense of their personal interest. In a cross-

cultural study, Coyne and Ong (2007) argue that employees who intend to leave are less likely to 

be involved in OCB, and a lower level of OCB indicates unwillingness on the part of employees 

to be involved in and remain with the organization. It is reasonable to argue that individual’s TI 

might be reduced when an individual is surrounded by employees who are loyal, obedient, and 

committed to organizational goals (Bolino et al., 2002). Related to this, Podsakoff and 
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MacKenzie (1997) argue that OCB supports maintenance of the social and psychological 

condition of the work environment and enhances morale, fosters cohesiveness and sense of 

belonging to a team, makes the organization an attractive place to work, and enhances 

commitment and sense of loyalty to the organization, thereby helping an organization to retain its 

employees. Accordingly, we advance the following hypothesis.  

Hypothesis 3: OCB is negatively related to turnover intention.  

4.4.3. Career Orientations and TI 

Empirical evidence shows that work motivation and turnover of the academics and research and 

development professionals is influenced by the incompatibility between organizational and 

professional commitment (Chang et al., 2008). In turn, organization scholars (Blau, 1964; Gunz 

and Gunz, 1994; Wallace, 1995) argue that the inherent conflict exhibited between professional 

commitment and organizational commitment occurs as a consequence of the incongruence 

between the professional values and goals and organization requirements. According to the 

incompatibility hypothesis, the inherent conflict between professional and organizational goals 

and values results in competing loyalties and commitment among professionals (Gouldner, 1957; 

Wallace, 1995). Employees who are more committed to their profession, its values, and goals are 

less likely to exhibit commitment to the organization, and consequently, they intend to quit their 

position with the employer (Larwood et al., 1998).  

Conversely, the compatibility hypothesis argues that motivated professionals are 

committed to integrate professional and organizational goals and values in a more balanced way 

and perform better than less committed ones, resulting in improved effectiveness of an 

organization (Aranya and Ferris, 1984; Goldberg et al., 1965; Hodgson and Paton, 2016; 

Rhoades et al., 2007). Employees with a mindset of fulfilling the career goals and values as 

expected more likely demonstrate loyalty to the organization manifested through the willingness 

to maintain the employment relationship despite alternative employment offers in the labor 

market.  

The local-cosmopolitan dichotomy has long been used to express the two ideal types of 

career orientations of employees (Gunz and Gunz, 1994; May et al., 2002). Scholars define 

career orientation in a different but somehow related ways. As cited in Igbaria et al. (1999), 

Schein (1985, p. 28) has defined career orientation as “set of self perceptions pertaining to your 
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motives and needs; talents and skills; and personal values that you would not give up if you were 

forced to make a choice.” Gerpott et al. (1988) defined career orientation as a type of work-

related values that reflect an individual’s preferences regarding the various job types, 

performance standards, and forms of recognition in the context of work.  

Organization scholars use different terminologies to represent the notion of work-related 

values in the context of work called career orientation and its relationship with the attitude and 

behavior of professionals. While the cosmopolitan-local career orientation dichotomy is used by 

some organization researchers (Anderson, 2014; Bergeron et al., 2014; Glaser, 1963; Goldberg, 

1976; Goldberg et al., 1965; Gouldner, 1957; Gouldner, 1958; Grimes and Berger, 1970; 

Hodgson and Paton, 2016), a scientific/professional-managerial career orientation classification 

scheme is applied by other groups of organization researchers (Aryee, 1992; Aryee and Leong, 

1991; Gerpott et al., 1988; Larwood et al., 1998).  

Locals are mainly concerned about their career success in the current organization and 

aspire to succeed in managerial positions. Organizations studies indicate that employees with 

local career orientations aspire to move towards administration and general management and 

seek recognition primarily from their managerial superiors (Gerpott et al., 1988; Goldberg et al., 

1965; Igbaria et al., 1999; Steiner and Farr, 1986). 

Evidence also shows that individuals with the local career orientation are tied to and 

identified with the organization and demonstrate extended concern and involvement with the 

organization that will result in embeddedness and connection to the social and political network 

of the organization (Flango and Brumbaugh, 1974; Larwood et al., 1998; Roof, 1976), and they 

value job security and prefer to remain with the organization they are familiar with (Tschopp et 

al., 2014).Career studies also argue that the focus of the locals internally to the organization may 

result in obsolescence of the original skill sets and developing new skills that are not readily 

transferable and commensurate benefits that are not easily matched elsewhere (Wright and 

Doherty, 1996). In line with this, we can propose that professionals with the local career 

orientation tend to exhibit more commitment to the goals and values of the organization, which 

results in reduced turnover intention.  

Hypothesis 4: Localism career orientation is negatively related to turnover intention. 
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In contrast, cosmopolitans or professionals are primarily concerned about specialized 

skills and values of the profession and make their career choice in a manner that enhances the 

professional content of their work, and they seek recognition from professional peers outside and 

inside their organization (Wright and Larwood, 1997). In this line of research, Wright and 

Larwood (1997) argued that external referent group orientations and commitment to the skills 

and values of the profession encourage the cosmopolitans to continuously update expertise in the 

field that will in turn increase their employability and job mobility (Gerber et al., 2009; Sullivan 

and Arthur, 2006; Tschopp et al., 2014), suggesting that readily transferable skills will give the 

cosmopolitans career mobility and enable them to seek benefits at the recognized market rate. 

Moreover, employees with the cosmopolitan career orientation are more likely to 

perceive violations of psychological contract than the locals, which will increase their intention 

to leave the organization (Larwood et al., 1998). Accordingly, we can propose that the 

cosmopolitans tend to invest in the specialized skills and values and exhibit loyalty to the 

profession rather than the organization.  

Hypothesis 5: Cosmopolitanism career orientation is positively related to turnover intention.  

However, evidence also shows that some professionals might articulate their career 

commitment in a manner that integrates the attributes of locals and cosmopolitans (Hodgson and 

Paton, 2016; Rhoades et al., 2007). In a study of career goal of engineers, Steiner and Farr (1986) 

pointed out that better performing engineers are not just concerned about their technical 

proficiency but they also desire managerial careers. In this line of research, Wallace (1993) 

argued that professionals who hold managerial and supervisory positions are more likely to 

integrate their professional and organizational goals and values, which will in turn result in more 

organizational loyalty and less intention to quit. 

Furthermore, Weng and McElroy (2012) tested a career growth model of Chinese 

employees and concluded that career growth opportunities are important determinants of the 

relationship between employees and the organization. Weng and McElroy (2012) argue that in 

order to be successful in their career facets, employees need to balance the relationship between 

their desire for career growth and their attitudes toward the employing organization. 

Organization research also show that employees who experience career growth opportunities risk 
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giving up those opportunities and tend to demonstrate loyalty to the current employer (Bedeian et 

al., 1991; Weng and McElroy, 2012). Weng and McElroy (2012) stated that “organizations that 

provide career growth and professional developments and that reward their employees with 

promotions and compensation not only offer emotional incentives to stay, but also constitute 

large opportunity costs associated with leaving that organization.”  

This study also posits that the cosmolocals with an intermediate career orientation are 

more likely to hold managerial positions and responsibilities that may accrue benefits for a 

promising career that integrates professional and organization goals (Baldridge, 1971; Glaser, 

1963; Goldberg et al., 1965). Accordingly, we can propose that the cosmolocals are more likely 

to invest their time and demonstrate concern for the organization and its goals and values, which 

will in turn reduce turnover intention.  

H6. Cosmolocalism career orientation is negatively related to turnover intention.  

4.4.4. Career orientations moderate between PSM dimensions and TI  

The academics as street-level bureaucrats “expected to be treated as professionals in as much as 

they claim that they should be trusted by their managers to use their discretion and professional 

autonomy to tackle their work tasks in an adaptive way” (Hupe and Hill, 2007). DiMaggio and 

Powell (1983) view a profession as an occupation whose members have managed to define the 

“conditions and methods of their work” and establish a “cognitive base and legitimatization for 

their occupational autonomy.” But the environmental reality in Ethiopian academic institutions 

has contradicted with the essence of professionalism, in that the bureaucratic structure of the 

public institutions more likely makes it impossible to fully achieve the career goals and 

aspirations of the academics. 

Following the aggressive expansion of higher education and the education massification 

policy, the Ethiopian higher education sector has been witnessing major restructuring processes 

and evidence shows that the sector is characterized by a managerialist approach (Tessema, 2009) 

that measures teaching via instrumental outcomes (Ballet et al., 2006). Deprofessionalization or 

deskilling, which is a disconnection from professional knowledge, skills and attitude, has been 

manifested in the Ethiopian higher education institutions (Saint, 2004, Tessema, 2009), which 

presumably affects career outcomes of the academics. 
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In relation to this, organization research argue that public actors negatively judge the 

performance and perceive the discretion of street-level bureaucrats as excessive more likely 

involved in institutional reform efforts that seek to set limits on professional autonomy and 

discretion in the form of more rules, tighter control, and stricter procedures (Hupe and Hill, 

2007). This suggests that the organization’s reform orientation is an important factor that sets 

limits on the institutional autonomy of the public servants. Furthermore, organization scholars 

argue that the concrete degree of perceived consequence of discretion and autonomy depends on 

the type of street-level bureaucracy and category of functionaries working in them (Hupe and 

Hill, 2007). 

In light of this, we can argue that the cosmopolitans who primarily aspire to professional 

advancement likely perceive the absence of discretion and professional autonomy as serious 

impediments that stifle career outcomes and aspiration to serve the public interest; hence the 

disparity between their expectations and the reality of their work environment is more likely to 

be large.  

Furthermore, according to person-organization (P-O) fit theory, the incompatibility 

between the individual’s needs and aspirations and characteristics of the organization results in 

higher job dissatisfaction and higher turnover intentions (Bright, 2008). The mismatches between 

the career advancement needs and aspirations and characteristics of the public universities might 

cause the turnover intention of the cosmopolitans. More specifically, since cosmopolitans are 

professionals who have more commitment to professional advancement, make efforts to 

continuously renew skill sets and are capable of maintaining an external network of 

relationships, they might have better employment opportunities in the external labor market with 

commensurate benefits. As a result they are more likely appearing to consider leaving the public 

universities. On the basis of this theory and evidence, we hypothesize that the effect of affective 

PSM motives of SS and compassion on TI will be stronger for the cosmopolitans.  

In contrast, the locals who are primarily concerned about the managerial advancement in 

their institutions more likely perceive the bureaucratic structures and limited professional 

autonomy as a natural part of their day to day duty and may not perceive disparity between their 

expectations and the reality of their work environment. Furthermore, for the locals whose 

primary aspiration is managerial advancement, disparity between their expectations and the 
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environmental reality that stems from the bureaucratic nature of academic institutions is more 

easily adjusted using coping strategies including reducing their level of aspirations (Giauque et 

al., 2012). As a result, we can expect that the effect of the non-affective PSM motive of CPI and 

APM on TI will be stronger for the locals. 

 Hypothesis 7: Career orientation moderates the relations between PSM dimensions and TI in the 

sense that the positive effect of the affective PSM motives of self-sacrifice and compassion on TI 

will be higher for the cosmopolitans (a) and the negative effect of the non-affective PSM motives 

of CPI and APM will be higher for the locals (b).  

4.4.5. Mediation role of OCBO between PSM and TI  

As a priori to the mediation hypothesis, we expect that PSM dimensions and career orientations 

are related to TI of the academics and OCB is related to PSM dimensions and career orientations. 

OCBO is chosen as a mediating variable over OCBI for the reason that OCBO is found to be 

strongly correlated to TI while OCBI is not. Corroborating this result, Coyne and Ong (2007) 

argued that individuals with lower levels of OCB may be distant from the organization and not 

engage in OCBO, but they may still engage in OCB that benefits individuals within the 

organization. In addition, according to Chen et al. (1998), dissatisfaction with and lower 

commitment to organization could result in reduced OCBO, which then relates to turnover 

intention.  

There seems to be a growing consensus that links PSM with helping behavior that 

benefits the organization as a whole and individuals within it. PSM scholars emphasize 

individuals’ altruistic desire to further the interest of others (Perry and Wise, 1990), and high 

PSM individuals demonstrate the altruistic motive of helping, which could take the form of 

engagement in behavior that benefits the organization, which is OCBO. In this line of inquiry, 

Pandey, Wright, and Moynihan (2008) argue that PSM measures an individual’s predisposition 

to perform altruistic or prosocial behaviors and high PSM individuals are likely to be better 

organizational citizens, considerate toward others, and more likely help others with work tasks. 

Empirical evidence also shows that high PSM individuals are more likely to engage in helping 

behavior in the form of OCB than low PSM counterparts (Gould-Williams et al., 2015; Kim, 
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2006; Organ, 1990; Pandey et al., 2008; Perry and Wise, 1990; Worthington and Whittaker, 

2006). 

OCB involves an individual’s willingness to engage in extra-role behavior beyond what 

is prescribed in the employment contract, and this extra-role behavior promotes the enhancement 

and maintenance of the social and psychological context that supports task performance in the 

organization (Organ, 1997). In other words, OCB positively affects employees’ work 

environment. In this line of inquiry, MacKenzie et al. (1998) argue that employee’s true 

willingness to be involved in OCB fosters friendship, group attractiveness, and cohesion, which 

subsequently reduces turnover intention. Furthermore, drawing on social exchange theory, Organ 

(1990) demonstrates that employees engage in extra-role behavior when the social-exchange 

contract that characterizes the employee-employer relationship is satisfied. Figure 4.1 depicts the 

complete model of the study. 
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To summarize, since PSM as a dispositional variable facilitates extra-role behavior 

(Gould-Williams et al., 2015; Pandey and Stazyk, 2008), providing high PSM individuals a 

means to serve the public interest, and extra-role behavior influences turnover intention by 

fostering cohesion and sense of belonging for employees (Podsakoff and Mackenzie, 1997), this 

study posits that PSM indirectly affects TI through OCBO of employees.  

 Hypothesis 8: OCBO mediates the relationships between PSM dimensions and turnover 

intention. 

                                      

                                             

                                                                                        

                                  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.1: Theoretical Model of the Relationships among PSM Dimensions, Career Orientations, 

and Turnover Intention: OCBO Mediation and CO Moderation Effects 
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4.5. Methods 

4.5.1. Study context 

This section provides a brief account of the study setting, specifically the socio-cultural 

conditions of Ethiopia in general and change efforts that have taken place in Ethiopian higher 

education institutions, along with their link with employees’ attitudes and behavior such as 

public service motivation, organizational citizenship behavior, career orientations, and turnover 

intentions. 

Organization research shows that the social and organizational environment and the way 

organizations operate are affected by the cultural context of the society. In relation to this, in a 

comparative study of the Arab and Jewish cultural contexts, Cohen (2006) documented the 

influence of the cultural dimensions such as collectivisms, power distance, uncertainty avoidance 

and masculinity/femininity on employees’ in-role performance and OCBs. Moreover, 

emphasizing on the individual level socio-historical factors, Perry (2000) argues that individual’s 

education, socialization, and life events are antecedents that influence one’s public service 

motivation. In connection to these theories and evidence, we can expect that the socio-cultural 

context in Ethiopia, characterized by large power distance, low individualism, weak uncertainty 

avoidance, and low masculinity (Hofstede, 1983), more likely affects the attitude and behavior of 

employees. 

In the last two decades, the educational sector in Ethiopia has been witnessing huge 

structural changes (Saint, 2004). Besides the intervention of the government in the appointment 

of senior academic management, undergraduate programs are governed through strict adoption 

of the national curricula (Tessema, 2009). Organization research argues that organizational  

change efforts affect working conditions such as involvement in decision-making processes, 

professional relationships, availability of sufficient research and teaching facilities, and salary 

and remuneration (Saint, 2004), which in turn have substantial impact on in-role performance 

(Tessema, 2009) and an atmosphere of group cohesiveness that influences employees’ decisions 

to stay with the academic institution and  involvement in OCBs (Podsakoff & Mackenzie, 1995) 

and motivation for local community policy-making processes (Ballet, Kelchtermans, & 

Loughran, 2006). Evidence shows that the massification education policy also influences 

professionalism and career outcomes of the academics. According to Tessema (2009), following 
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the structural change, higher education in Ethiopia is characterized by a managerialist approach 

that measures teaching via instrumental outcomes (Ballet et al., 2006) that results in 

deprofessionalization, which is a disconnection from professional knowledge, skills, and attitude 

presumably affects in-role behavior and career outcomes of the academics.  

Accordingly, it is reasonable to argue that the socio-cultural factors and change initiatives 

in the public education institutions in Ethiopia affect in-role behavior, career outcomes, and the 

context-related attitudes such as job satisfaction, pay satisfaction, and organizational 

commitment, which are antecedents of OCB (Williams & Anderson, 1991), PSM (Moynihan & 

Pandey, 2007), and TI of the public employees.  

4.5.2. Measures 

Organizational Citizenship Behavior Scale: The OCB scale is intended to measure extra-role 

behavior that is neither in the job description of an employee nor recognized in the formal reward 

system of the organization but promotes the effective and efficient functioning of the 

organization. OCB was measured using Lee and Allen’s (2002) scale. Participants rated the 

items using a 5-point Likert scale that ranges from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). 

The confirmatory factor analysis confirmed the Williams and Anderson’s (1991) two-

dimensional OCB construct. The OCBO dimension was measured using four items, including “I 

offer ideas that improve functions of the university/institute” (alpha=0.84), but OCBI is not part 

of this part of the study. (See Table 1 of Appendix I). 

Public Service Motivation Scale: PSM is intended to measure an individual’s orientation to 

delivering services with a purpose to do good for others and society (Perry and Hondeghem, 

2008). PSM was measured using the 24-item scale devised by Perry (1996). Participants rated 

the items using a 5-point Likert scale that ranges from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). 

The psychometric analysis confirmed the four dimensions: commitment to public interest (CPI), 

compassion (COMP), attraction to public policy-making (APM), and self-sacrifice (SS), which 

corroborate prior empirical and theoretical evidence. The SS dimension was measured using 

seven items that include “I believe in putting duty before self” (alpha=.83). The COMP 

dimension was assessed based on three items including “To me, patriotism includes seeing to the 

welfare of others” (alpha=.68). The CPI dimension was assessed using three items including “I 
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unselfishly contribute to my community/public” (alpha=.73). The APM dimension was measured 

using three items that include “Politics is a good word” (alpha=.68). (See Table 2 of Appendix I). 

Career Orientation Scale: Career orientations were measured using Gerpott et al.’s (1988) scale. 

Items were intended to measure respondents’ attribution of the importance to the various job 

outcomes. The psychometric analysis revealed three dimensions: localism, cosmopolitanism, and 

cosmolocalism (see Article 1 for details). Participants rated the items using a 5-point Likert scale 

that ranges from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Localism was assessed by three 

items, including "importance of advancing to upper levels of management.” Cosmopolitanism 

was assessed with three items, including "importance of establishing reputation as outstanding 

professional." Cosmolocalism was assessed by three items, including "importance of improving 

the reputation of your university or institute in evaluating your own research ideas." (See Table 3 

of Appendix I). 

Turnover Intention: Turnover intention was assessed using three items taken from Berger and 

Grimes (1973), which were extensions of Gouldner’s (1957) organization loyalty scale. These 

scales intended to measure the desire or willingness of the academics to remain with the 

employer. An item from this scale was, “You would not leave your university if a job were 

offered to you at a substantially more prestigious organization.” Participants rated the items 

using a 5-point Likert scale that ranges from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). (See 

Table 4 of Appendix I)   

4.5.3. Control variables 

The demographic factors that could conceivably affect turnover intention of the academics were 

controlled. Participants’ age and tenure were included as control variables. Age and tenure are 

among the most limiting demographic factors that negatively affect withdrawal intention of 

employees. It has been found that increase in chronological age and tenure implicates increased 

involvement in one’s current job, greater investment in one’s current job, and reduced 

opportunities for alternative employment (Price and Mueller, 1981; Steers et al., 1979), which 

will in turn have an inverse relationship to turnover intention. Tenure was assessed by the 

number of years of service with the employer.  
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4.6. Results and Analysis  

Measurement scales with a set of observable variables that represent the underlying latent 

constructs were tested for their internal consistency and validity. The Cronbach’s coefficient 

alpha statistic indicates an acceptable level of internal consistency of the sample with scale 

reliability coefficient for turnover intention (alpha=0.72), SS (alpha=0.84), Compassion 

(alpha=0.69), CPI (alpha=73), APM (alpha=0.68), localism (alpha=0.83), cosmolocalism 

(alpha=0.85) cosmopolitanism (alpha=0.77) and OBCO (alpha=84). Alpha coefficients for 

compassion and APM are lower than the conventional minimum threshold of 0.70 (Cronbach, 

1951), but they normally fall within the range of previous studies (Giauque et al., 2012; 

Vandenabeele, 2008). Mean and standard deviation and internal consistency and intercorrelation 

matrix are reported in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.  

Table 4.1: Descriptive Statistics  

Variable N Min Max Mean Std. Dev. 
Self-sacrifice 739 1.57 5.00 3.7981 .67242 
Compassion 739 1.00 5.00 4.0099 .69469 
CPI 742 1.00 5.00 4.1134 .69273 
APM 741 1.00 5.00 3.4040 .75573 
Localism  737 1.00 5.00 3.5866 .91983 
Cosmolocalism  736 1.00 5.00 4.1350 .74777 
Cosmopolitanism  738 1.00 5.00 4.4390 .62135 
OCBO 748 1.00 5.00 4.1076 .72089 
TI 747 1.00 5.00 2.7285 1.09509 

Valid N (list-wise) =716 

The correlation matrix (Table 4.2) shows a significant association between each main 

effect independent variable and the dependent variable, TI. The correlation matrix reveals that 

the correlation among independent variables is under the acceptable range, indicating that 

multicollinearity is not a problem. The intercorrelation between cosmolocalism and 

cosmopolitanism (r=0.527) is relatively high. However, standard error of the estimate will be 

reduced by the large sample size and hence it will not introduce a substantial multicollinearity 

problem (Billings and Wroten, 1978). The correlation between the study variables is mostly 

within the expected direction. This preliminary output of the model provides some support to the 

hypotheses advanced. 
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Variable  1     2      3   4     5    6      7    8   9  10 11 12 13 
 1.Gender     -             
2. Educ - .80*    -            
3. Rank -.08* .851**    -           
4. Age -.13** .522** .588**   -          
5. SS -.024  .09* .060 .03 (0.84)         
6. Com - .041 .105** .085* .028 .374** (0.69)        
7. CPI  .007 -.020 -.038 -.020  .438** .336** (0.73)       
8. APM  .008 -.021 .010 -.004  .268**  .288** .495** (0.68)      
9. Loc .041 - .163** -161** -.166* .145** .032  .221** .200** (0.83)     
10.Col .066 -.027 -.034 -.027 .172** . 183** .335**  .125** .290** (0.85)    
11.Cos .019 .089* .086* .051 .142** . 122** .277** .139** .215** .527** (0.77)   
12.OCBO -.066 .078* .105** .175** .376** . 198** .395** .279** .221** .343** .28** (0.84)  
13.TI -.041 .044 .039 -.085* -.142** .042 -.058 -.089* -.11** -.11** -.02 -.24** (0.72) 

Notes: SS, Self-sacrifice; Com, Compassion; CPI, Commitment to Public Interest; APM, 
Attraction to policy-making; Loc, Localism; Col, Cosmolocalism; Cos, Cosmopolitanism; 
OCBO, Organization-directed Organizational Citizenship Behavior; TI, Turnover Intention 
* p<0.05; ** p<0.01 

The study hypotheses were tested using hierarchical regressions analysis, in which 

turnover intention was regressed on the set of control and main effect independent variables. 

Table 4.3 depicts the direct association between independent and dependent variables. The 

regression result provides support for most of the study hypothesis. Among the control variables, 

age was reported to have a strong relationship with turnover intention, suggesting that younger 

respondents were significantly more likely to leave their academic institutions than their older 

counterparts. 
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Table 4.3: Hierarchical Regression: Predicting Turnover Intention 

 
Variable 

 
   β1 

   Turnover Intention 
    β2 

 
    β3 

Age                   -0.120* -0.147* -0.108 
Tenure  0.045 .054 0.058 
Self-sacrifice  -0.157*** -0.108* 
Compassion  0.111** 0.106* 
Commitment to Public Interest   0.040 0.070 
Attraction to Public Policy  -0.098* -0.083* 
Localism Career Orientation  -0.087* -0.063 
Cosmolocalism Career Orientation  -0.111** -0.081 
Cosmopolitanism Career Orientation  0.087* 0.101* 
OCBO   -0.218*** 
                                             R2 0.008 0.07 0.107 
                                            ∆R2  0.008 0.061*** 0.034*** 
*p, 0.05; **p, 0.01; ***p, 0.001 

Hypothesis 1 stated that affective PSM motives of SS and compassion are positively 

related to turnover intention. Contrary to our expectation (H1a), self-sacrifice was found to be 

negatively and significantly (β = -0.157, p < .001) related to TI of public employees, suggesting 

that public employees with high PSM-SS are willing to remain with the academic institutions 

even at their personal expense by sustaining the possible incongruence between their personal 

aspirations (goals, motives, expectations) and organizational characteristics. In support of our 

hypothesis (H1b), compassion was found to be positively and significantly (β = 0.11, p < .01) 

related to TI.  

Hypothesis 2 stated that the non-affective PSM motives of APM and CPI are negatively 

related to TI of public servants. In support of H2a, APM is negatively and significantly (β = -

0.098, p < .05) related to TI, but CPI did not have a significant relationship with TI, hence H2b is 

not supported.  

As can be observed in model 3 of Table 4.3, organization-directed OCB appears to be the 

strongest (β = -0.218, p < .001) predictor of TI of the academics. The result provides support to 

H3 of the study, suggesting that engagement in citizenship behavior that benefits the 

organization results in subsequent reduction in employees’ intention to leave. 

Hypothesis 4 stated that localism is negatively associated with turnover intention. In 

support of this proposition, localism was negatively and significantly associated (β = -0.087, p < 
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.05) with turnover intention, suggesting that the employees identify themselves with the a local 

latent role or career orientation tend to exhibit more commitment to the organization than 

professional values and goals, which in turn results in organizational rather than professional 

loyalty. 

Hypothesis 5 stated that cosmopolitanism career orientation is positively related to 

turnover intention. In support of hypothesis 5 of the study, cosmopolitanism or professional 

commitment was positively and significantly associated (β = 0.087, p < .05) with turnover 

intention of the academics, suggesting that investment in specialized skills increases the 

commitment of cosmopolitans to professional values and goals rather than the organization, 

which induces intention to leave.  

Furthermore, as expected under H6, cosmolocalism was negatively and significantly 

associated (β = -0.111, p < .01) with turnover intention of the public employees. This suggests 

that the cosmolocals who articulate their career position in a way that integrate the attributes of 

professional and organizational values and goals will tend to remain with the organization. 

Under H7 of the study, we have hypothesized that the direction and strength of the 

relationship between the PSM dimensions and TI of employees is affected by a moderating 

variable, career orientations, such that the positive effect of affective PSM motives of self-

sacrifice and compassion on TI will be stronger for the cosmopolitans (H7a), while the negative 

effect of the non-affective PSM motives of APM and CPI on TI will be stronger for the locals 

(H7b). But hierarchical regression results did not support our hypotheses, indicating that none of 

the hypothesized relationships are moderated by career orientations. The moderation results 

generated using PROCESS macro are attached in Appendix V. 

Furthermore, hierarchical regression results in Table 4.4 test the relationship between the 

independent variables and the mediator (OCBO) and the independent variable (TI) and provide 

preliminary evidence that OCBO plays the mediator role in at least some of the relationships 

between the independent variables and the dependent variable.  

In addition to the conventional hierarchical regression approach, the study applied the 

mediation process analysis of Hayes (2013) to test the mediation hypothesis. Mediation results 

generated using PROCESS macro (Hayes, 2013) are attached in Appendix V. A combination of 
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the hierarchical regression approach (Table 4.4 and Table 4.5) and a mediation process analytical 

tool revealed that OCBO partially mediates the relationships between self-sacrifice and CPI PSM 

dimensions and TI as well as the relations between localism and cosmolocalism career 

orientations and TI of employees. But OCBO did not mediate the relations between compassion 

and APM and cosmopolitanism and TI. Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 present hierarchical regression 

results of the mediation hypothesis stated under H8.  

Table 4.4: Hierarchical Regression Analysis: Predicting OCBO and Turnover Intention 
 
 
Independent Variables 

   OCBO 
 
Standard (β) 

     TI 
 
Standard (β) 

 

Age 0.178*** -0.147**  
Tenure 0.021 0.054  
Self-sacrifice 0.223*** -0.162***  
Compassion -0.023 0.111**  
Commitment to Public Interest 0.139** 0.040  
Attraction to Public Policy 0.067 -0.096*  
Localism Career Orientation 0.109** -0.086*  
Cosmolocalism Career Orientation 0.189*** -0.121**  
Cosmopolitanism Career Orientation 0.065  0.086*  
    
                                   R2 (adjusted) 0.2852(0.275)  0.07(0.058)  
                                   F for R2 29.948***  5.688***  
*p, 0.05; **p, 0.01; ***p; 0.001. 

Table 4.5: Hierarchical Regression Analysis: Predicting TI by Career Orientations and PSM Dimensions 

after Controlling the Mediating Variable, OCBO  

 
Variable 

 
    β1 

     Turnover 
    β2 

Intention 
β3 

Age                   -0.120* -0.081 -0.108 
Tenure 0.045 0.051 0.058 
OCBO . -0.251*** -0.218*** 
Self-sacrifice   -0.108* 
Compassion   0.106* 
Commitment to Public Interest    0.070 
Attraction to Public Policy   -0.083 
Localism Career Orientation   -0.063 
Cosmolocalism Career Orientation   -0.081 
Cosmopolitanism Career Orientation   0.101* 
                                                  R2 0.008 0.07 0.104 
                                                 ∆R2  0.008 0.061*** 0.034*** 
*p, 0.05; **p, 0.01; ***p; 0.001. 
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4.7. Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to examine the extent to which public service motivation (PSM) 

dimensions and career orientations relate to turnover intention, whether career orientation 

moderate the relations between affective and non-affective PSM dimensions and turnover 

intention (TI), and whether organization-directed organizational citizenship behavior (OCBO) 

mediates the relationships among PSM dimensions and career orientations and turnover 

intentions of the public employees in government-run higher education institutions in Ethiopian. 

In aggregate, we found support for our hypotheses, largely in line with the theories and empirical 

evidence. 

Specifically, the affective motive of PSM captured by compassion is positively associated 

with employees’ turnover intention, whereas self-sacrifice is found to be negatively related to TI. 

Similarly, the finding on the second hypothesis is mixed; the non-affective motive of APM is 

negatively related to TI, while CPI was found to have an insignificant relationship with TI.  

Although previous evidence (Scott and Pandey, 2005) shows that PSM in general is a 

strong predictor of turnover intention, the result of this study showed that PSM dimensions affect 

employees’ TI differently. The findings of the study indicated that three out of the four PSM 

dimensions significantly related to TI, and the influence of affective and non-affective motives of 

PSM dimensions is distinctively different, largely in line with empirical evidence (Giauque et al., 

2012; Kim, 2015). In this regard, the study contributed to broadening PSM theory and evidence 

by showing the distinct influence of PSM dimensions on the attitude and behavior of individuals. 

This is the first contribution of the study. 

Contrary to our expectation, the study revealed that the affective PSM dimension of self-

sacrifice was negatively related to TI, implying that elements embodied in self-sacrifice (e.g., 

readiness to make enormous sacrifices for the betterment of the society) might motivate the 

public employees to tolerate the incongruence between their aspirations and the environmental 

reality characterized by bureaucratic red-tape, deprofessionalization or deskilling, and limited 

autonomy that have been prevailing in the academic institutions (Saint, 2004; Tessema, 2009) 

and demonstrate a commitment to remain with their respective institutions and serve the public 

interest even at their personal expense. In view of this, Scott and Pandey (2005) argue that 

individuals with a high level of PSM perceive a low level of bureaucratic impediments. The lack 
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of alternative employment offers in the external labor markets that increases individuals’ 

continuance commitment might also be a possible reason behind the negative association 

between self-sacrifice and turnover intention, where work and company-specific experiences and 

skill are quite apparent in academics in Ethiopia.  

The study reveals that individuals with a strong affective PSM dimension of compassion 

who consider their job as a mission to help the less fortunate are more likely to leave their jobs. 

Employees with this strong sense of public service orientation will influence their behavior 

(Moynihan and Pandey, 2007), hence they will emotionally react to the environmental realities 

that impede their aspiration to serve the society. A strong cognitive dissonance might make it 

difficult for such employees to tolerate the incongruence between their aspiration (motives, 

expectations, need) and environmental realities (values, goals, culture, resources, structure) of 

the institutions and thus change their behavior. In other words, the strong cognitive dissonance 

might increase their sense of frustration and increase the likelihood to leave their jobs and seek 

alternative employment compatible with their aspirations, which is particularly strong for 

compassionate street-level bureaucrats such as academics characterized by less tolerance of 

bureaucratic red-tape (Giauque et al., 2012). According to SDT (Gagne and Deci, 2005), 

individuals who are intrinsically motivated might require an autonomy-supportive work setting 

to pursue the interest of the society in a meaningful way. Failure to meaningfully contribute to 

the interest of the society as a result of a lack of an autonomy-supportive social context is more 

likely to trigger the high PSM compassion individuals to emotionally react to the environmental 

reality. The incongruence between their values of public interest and the values of the public 

organizations will result in non-acceptance of the organizational goals, job dissatisfaction, and 

frustration, which are, in turn, likely to induce turnover intentions.  

Moreover, the findings of the study indicated a strong negative relationship between the 

non-affective PSM dimension of APM and TI. This evidence might be interpreted in light of the 

view that public employees who value public service and perceive their job as an instrument to 

influence public affairs through public policy participation may not be easily frustrated by the 

incongruence between their aspiration and environmental reality and are more likely to conceive 

the bureaucratic structures positively and believe that the organization provides an avenue in 

which employees can achieve their aspiration of serving the public interest (Moynihan and 
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Pandey, 2007). This finding might also be viewed in light of SDT. Individuals with high APM 

might be motivated to achieve personal purposes of influencing public affairs through policy 

participation by integrating their values with the values of the public institutions (Gagne and 

Deci, 2005; Ryan and Deci, 2000). 

Unlike the expectation, the study revealed an insignificant relationship between CPI and 

TI of the academics. One might speculate that a possible reason behind the lack of a significant 

association between CPI and TI might be an overlap in measurement scales. A close examination 

of the PSM scales gives some clue regarding a considerable overlap between the CPI sub-scale 

and the self-sacrifice sub-scale. Accordingly, the TI variance might be siphoned off by self-

sacrifice. In connection to this, Vandenabeele (2008) conducted a study that re-examined the 

measurement validity of Perry’s (1996) PSM scale and underlined the considerable overlap 

between the self-sacrifice and CPI PSM dimensions. 

Consistent with the suggestion of Chen et al. (1998) and MacKenzie et al. (1198), the 

result of the study indicates that organizational citizenship behavior was found to be a strong 

predictor of employees’ turnover intention. This finding confirms that engagement in extra-role 

behavior that benefits the organization enhances employees’ retention. OCB fosters the social 

and psychological environment of the organization and interaction among organizational 

members, which in turn results in strong group or organizational attractiveness, cohesion and 

support, thereby reducing turnover intention (Chen et al., 1998). This finding might also be 

interpreted in light of social exchange theory. Social exchange theory underlines the notion of 

the reciprocal employee-employer exchange in relationships. The intention to remain with an 

organization might depend on the fairness of reciprocal exchange of benefits or rewards between 

the employee and the organization. When employees perceive fairness in the exchange 

partnership, they will more likely get involved in extra-role behavior that benefits the 

organization (Giauque et al., 2012), which will in turn encourage willingness to maintain 

affiliation with the employer.  

The path that links the affective PSM motive of self-sacrifice and the non-affective PSM 

motives of APM and CPI through OCBO to TI are significant, suggesting a partial indirect 

influence of PSM dimensions on turnover intention. In addition, OCBO partially mediates the 
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relations between localism and cosmolocalism career orientation and employees’ turnover 

intention. 

The third purpose of the study was to examine the influence of career orientations on 

turnover intention. The result of the study indicated that career orientations were found to be 

relevant in explaining the variance in turnover intention of public employees in the context of the 

academe.  

Although not hypothesized, age was found to have a significant and negative association 

(β = 0.168, p < .01) with turnover intention, suggesting the restraining effect of age on turnover 

intention of the public employees. Older employees are more embedded within their jobs and 

organizations and are more committed to their organizations than their younger counterparts 

(Tschopp et al., 2014). Moreover, as age increases, turnover intention of the academics will 

likely decrease, implicating reduced alternative employment opportunities as well as greater 

investments in one’s current jobs and accumulation of work-specific experiences and specific 

work skills (Lachman and Diamant, 1987), which is particularly true in the academe. 
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4.8. Conclusion  

Recently, Perry and Vandenabeele (2015) called for empirical evidence that distinguishes the 

various dimensions of PSM. Whereas most previous research has collapsed PSM into one 

aggregated construct, this study is one of the few (Esteve et al., 2016; Giauque et al., 2012; 

Gould-Williams et al., 2015; Kim, 2015; Kjeldsen, 2014) that tries to demonstrate how the PSM 

dimensions link differently with OCB and TI.  

Previous PSM research (Bright, 2008) suggests that PSM is a strong predictor of TI, in 

that high PSM public employees in general have a strong motivation to serve the public interest 

beyond the call of duty and remain with the public organization. The findings of this study, 

however, reveal mixed results, questioning the general notion in regard to the uniform positive 

impact of PSM dimensions on employees’ OCB and TI by revealing divergent relationships of 

PSM dimensions to antecedents and consequences of the PSM construct. Clearly, this is an 

exploratory model, and there remains a need for additional empirical effort to further analyze 

these relationships. Nevertheless, the evidence supports the notion that underlines the differential 

relationship between PSM dimensions and attitude and behavior of public employees (Giauque 

et al., 2012; Kim, 2015; Perry and Vandenabeele, 2015). 

It is worth noting that the findings of this study indicated a significant but opposite effect 

of the two affective PSM dimensions of self-sacrifice and compassion on TI. This evidence is 

appealing to raise the question of whether the two PSM dimensions have a common ground, 

which casts some doubt on the plausibility of analyzing the self-sacrifice and compassion PSM 

dimensions under the same domain (affective dimension).  

Building on the inconsistency and consistency thesis (Bergeron, 2007; Gerpott et al., 

1988; Wallace, 1993; Weng and McElroy, 2012; Wright and Larwood, 1997), the study 

delineated and tested two contrasting and one integrative hypothesis regarding the relationship 

between career orientations and turnover intention of public employees. Results from a large 

sample confirmed the study hypotheses. 

In line with the inconsistency hypothesis, localism and cosmopolitanism career 

orientations were found to have opposite relationships with turnover intention. On the other 

hand, corroborating the consistency hypothesis, the cosmolocalism career orientation was found 
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to have a negative relationship with the turnover intention of public employees. For extreme 

locals and extreme cosmopolitans, the incongruence between professional and organizational 

values and goals influences withdrawal intention in opposite directions, whereas the congruence 

between professional and organizational values and goals negatively affects turnover intention of 

the cosmolocals. In conclusion, the relationship between career orientations and turnover 

intention of the employees depends on the congruence between professional and organizational 

values and goals.  

4.9. Limitation, Future Research Directions, and Implications 

Several caveats should be noted in interpreting these findings. First, since the study used a self-

report data in all measures, common method variance and social desirability effect are limitations 

of the study. Although the use of multiple sources of rating (e.g., supervisor’s rating of OCB) is 

recommended, evidence also shows that supervisor rating is not free from errors such as its 

potential impact on compromising the autonomy of respondents, as well as halo and leniency 

effects (Podsakoff et al., 2003), which affect the quality of the data. In light of these 

considerations, some precautions were taken to build the study variables in different ways and 

using different wordings that help to reduce the effect of common method variance. Second, data 

was collected from employees working in five public universities; hence the result of the study 

may not be generalized to other sectors. Furthermore, data were collected using a cross-sectional 

design; hence correlation results may not rule out reverse causation. Further longitudinal studies 

are needed to firmly establish the causal direction of the relationships.  

The affective and non-affective PSM dimensions, OCBO, and career orientations 

accounted for a small proportion of the variance in turnover intention (10.7%), indicating that 

most of the variance in employees’ TI remains to be explained. This suggests that TI is 

determined by variables other than those analyzed in this study. In light of these considerations, 

the following sections of the study suggest potential mediating and moderating variables as 

avenues in future PSM, OCB, career orientations, and turnover relationship research.  

The study revealed that OCBO was a strong predictor of TI and OCBO partially mediates 

the relations between PSM dimensions and career orientations and TI. Alternatively, given that 

OCB is strongly associated with job satisfaction (Organ and Ryan, 1995) and job satisfaction are 

a strong predictor of TI, it may also be the case that OCBO and job satisfaction mutually 
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reinforcing phenomena, that each have a direct but interdependent influence on employees’ TI. 

Therefore, investigating these complex relationships between job satisfaction, OCB, and TI may 

be an avenue for future research. Besides, individuals’ willingness to exceed their formal job 

requirements, subordinate their personal interest for the good of the organization, and take 

genuine interest in organizational activities and overall mission more likely produces a higher 

level of organizational attractiveness, group or organizational cohesiveness, and mutual support 

and sense of reciprocity, thereby reducing turnover intention by making the environment a more 

pleasant place to work (Bolino et al., 2002). By this we can understand that OCB affects TI 

indirectly through social capital; hence analyzing social capital as a mediating variable between 

OCB and TI would be an intriguing avenue for future research. Furthermore, it is also possible 

that individuals who intend to leave the organization may withdraw their discretionary helping 

behavior, or OCBs that benefit the organization. This suggests that it is the individual’s intention 

to leave the organization that causes reduced OCB rather than vice versa. Therefore, further 

empirical effort is needed to establish the causal direction of the relationships.  

Building on career orientation theory, the study argued that the relationships between 

career orientations and employees’ TI more likely depend on the congruence between 

professional values and goals and organizational requirements. However, the study did not 

directly test the influence of value congruence in these relationships. In other words, differences 

in the relationship between the two career orientations and turnover intention might also come 

from lack of encouragement of professional values and behavior (Lachman and Aranya, 1986). 

Encouragement of professional values and behavior and meeting expectations might serve as 

moderators/mediators in the relationship between cosmopolitanism and localism career 

orientations and turnover intention of public employees. More specifically, analyzing the 

mediating/moderating effect of value congruence or person-organization (P-O) fit and person-job 

(P-J) fit in the relations between career orientations and TI will be a valuable future research 

avenue. Furthermore, the relationship between the cosmopolitanism and localism and turnover 

intention of the academics might also be affected by other factors. One’s position in the 

organization, and availability of employment alternatives in the labor market, and more could be 

moderators and mediators that might affect the observed relationships. Future research might 

benefit from these possible interaction and mediation effects. 
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The strong relationship between OCB and TI revealed in the study has an implication for 

practicing managers. As a low level of OCB is an indicator for turnover intention and actual 

turnover (Chen et al., 1998), practicing managers can easily understand employees’ turnover 

intention by observing OCB levels, which is easier to understand than knowing TI. Creating an 

organizational environment that fosters OCB engagement more likely reduces employees’ 

turnover.  

Since the successful operation of academic institutions largely depends on the intellectual 

capital and professional devotion of the academics, retention of competent professionals is a 

critical concern. This study investigated the relationship between career orientations and turnover 

intention of the academics. The results of the study point out that career orientation is among the 

important factors that contribute to organization loyalty of the academics. Academic institutions 

should adopt policies that enhance organizational and professional values and goals of the 

academics. Among other things, the institutions need to encourage research and publication 

activities and organize research conferences that facilitate and enhance intellectual stimulation. 

Concerned bodies should also provide valued benefits, recognize and promote professionalism, 

and support training and development efforts so as to increase organizational attachment and 

professional identification of the academics (Blau et al., 2003). Academic management should 

also promote an environment that helps to create a balance between professional and 

organizational commitment of the professionals. Academic institutions might emphasize the 

implementation of dual-ladder career development strategies to retain the cosmopolitans. The 

dual-ladder career strategy is believed to improve the organization commitment of cosmopolitans 

thereby; turnover intention can be effectively minimized (Gunz and Gunz, 1994). Locals are 

characterized by their aspiration to advance in managerial hierarchies of the organization that in 

turn help them to exercise power and influence the organization decision-making process. When 

employees have the power to influence the decision-making process of the organization, their 

commitment to the organization will likely increase; hence their loyalty will be enhanced 

(Rhodes and Steers, 1981). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Why some people involve in more discretionary helping behavior than others has been debated 

in organization research. In relation to this, as public institutions are under continuous pressure 

for operational excellence, understanding the factors that cause discretionary behavior is 

important, as these behaviors have been associated with improving operational efficiency 

(Organ, 1988) and public service delivery (Taylor, 2013). Organizational citizenship behaviors 

(OCBs) are discretionary employee behaviors that go beyond the in-role requirements, that are 

not directly or explicitly recognized by the formal reward system of the organization, that in 

aggregate enhance effective functioning of the organization (Organ, 1988) by lubricating the 

social and psychological environment of work (Organ, 1997). In view of this, empirical evidence 

demonstrates that high PSM individuals value the welfare of others, are motivated to serve the 

public interest and engage in organizational citizenship behaviors even at their personal cost 

(Van Loon et al., 2015b; Gould-Williams et al., 2015; Kim, 2006; Pandey and Stazyk, 2008; 

Houston, 2006), and are willing to remain with the public organizations (Bright, 2008).  

Most prior research emphasizes the positive outcome of OCB for both organizations and 

individuals within them (Podsakoff et al., 2009; Podsakoff et al., 2000), though others 

demonstrate the downside of it (Bergeron, 2007; Bolino et al., 2004). Recent empirical evidence 

also reveals the potential trade-off in the relations between engagement in OCB and its 

outcomes. While some argue that one’s involvement in OCB has a number of positive outcomes 

for the organization and individuals within it (Podsakoff et al., 2009), others contend that OCB 

severely affects organizational productivity by constraining employees’ in-role behavior 

(Bergeron et al., 2014; Bergeron, 2007; Salamon and Deutsch, 2006), creates work overloads, 

and induces stress and work-family conflict (Bolino and Turnley, 2005). More specifically, in 

outcome-based control system such as the academe, one’s engagement in extra-role behavior 

reduces research and publication productivity (Bergeron, 2007; Bergeron et al., 2013); hence the 

career outcomes will be negatively affected.  

Taking the above theories and evidence into account, this study attempts to address the 

question: Why are some individuals more engaged in organization citizenship behavior, 
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motivated to serve the public interest, and committed to remain with the organization than 

others? Toward this end, the three empirical studies in this thesis systematically examine the 

relations among public service motivation, career orientations, organizational citizenship 

behavior, and turnover intention of public employees in Ethiopia.  

Organization practices and procedures may differ in offering rewards encouraging 

discretionary behavior by employees (Hogan et al., 1998) that in aggregate enhances 

organizational effectiveness. Hogan et al. (1998) argue that employees differ in their perceived 

values of rewards that might be reciprocated following their discretionary behaviors. Building on 

social exchange theory (Blau, 1964), the first empirical work in this dissertation proposed that 

career orientations affects citizenship behavior directly and indirectly through public service 

motivation of public employees. 

 In this line of inquiry, sociological research (Gouldner, 1957) suggests that employees 

who identify themselves with the local career orientation want to be evaluated on the basis of 

managerial knowledge, and they develop managerial skills and prefer to be seen favorably by 

their supervisors to make sure of the perceived managerial and organizational commitments. In 

view of this, the study argued that the behavior of the locals is largely influenced by their 

commitment to the organization and its goals and values rather than to their professional values. 

Hence locals more likely engage in OCB that benefits the organization rather than individuals 

within it. As part of social exchange, supervisors may reciprocate by recommending higher 

rewards for those employees who exhibit more OCB that contribute to overall organizational 

performance (Yun et al., 2007).  

On the other hand, the study proposed that, for the cosmopolitans, it is their commitment 

to professional values and goals that influences their behavior rather than their commitment to 

the employing organization. The study argues that cosmopolitans engage in OCB directed 

toward individual colleagues because they all profit from their association (Blau, 1964). 

Moreover, involvement in OCBI has both psychological and career benefits for the 

cosmopolitans. In contrast, for the professionals identified with the cosmopolitan career 

orientation, involvement in OCBO might take a valuable resource (i.e., time) away from a more 

important activity, i.e. research (Bergeron, 2007), suggesting that individual colleagues are more 
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likely to be attractive exchange partners for the cosmopolitans due to similarities in interest, 

values, and goals. 

The second empirical work mainly examined the relations between the PSM dimensions 

and OCBs of public employees. It has become a widely accepted notion in public administration 

research that public service motivation is a multifaceted construct with its constituent 

components, which have their own unique antecedents and outcomes (Perry and Vandenabeele, 

2015). Except for a few cases of empirical evidence (Vandenabeele, 2009, Gould Williams et al. 

2015, Wright, 2008, Andersen and Pederson, 2013), PSM research investigating the relationships 

between the individual PSM dimensions and their different antecedents and consequences is 

scant. In light of this, Perry and Vandenabeele (2015) called on scholars to conduct more 

research on individual PSM dimensions and their antecedents and consequences. In line with 

this, this study disaggregated the PSM construct into its four dimensions identified in Perry’s 

(1996) classic study – self-sacrifice, commitment to public interest, attraction to public policy-

making, and compassion – and investigated their relations with the two distinct types of OCB 

(William and Anderson, 1991) – organization-directed organizational citizenship behavior 

(OCBO) and individual-directed organizational citizenship behavior (OCBI). 

In addition, the second empirical chapter examined the moderation effect of gender and 

age in the relations between the PSM dimensions and OCBs of public employees. In light of a 

deep-rooted traditional belief about the appropriate gender roles that does not promote gender 

equality in family, the employment sector, and other social spheres, the study argued that most 

women at the end of the working day likely encounter burdens of childrearing and other home-

based responsibilities and face more difficulty in engaging in extra-role behaviors than do 

comparable men. Accordingly, the study proposed that gender moderates in the relationships 

between PSM dimensions and OCB. Moreover, the study proposed that older and younger adults 

view themselves, others, and work in different ways. According to Kanungo and Conger (1993), 

younger adults measure their relationships on the basis of the norm of reciprocity, while older 

adults act on the basis of internal modal standards that regulate their behavior towards mutual 

moral obligations. Accordingly, the study hypothesized that age-related factors could have 

imperative changes on the antecedent variables of organizational citizenship behavior.  
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Previous PSM research (Bright, 2008) advocates PSM as a strong predictor of TI, in that 

high PSM public employees in general have a strong motivation to serve the public interest even 

at their personal cost and are willing to remain with the public organizations. In light of this, the 

third empirical work integrates theories from separate streams of research and tests the relations 

between the PSM dimensions and career orientations and employees’ turnover intentions, 

mediated and moderated by OCB and career orientations, respectively. 

Public administration research suggests that the bureaucratic nature of public 

organizations, characterized by formal rules and regulations and strict hierarchical structures, 

affects employees’ public service orientations, which is an important factor in influencing 

employees’ PSM (Moynihan and Pandey, 2008) and the congruence between their values and the 

organizational values (Giauque et al., 2012). The third empirical work argues that individuals 

with high affective PSM motives of self-sacrifice and compassion have different public service 

orientation than individuals with high non-affective PSM motives of commitment to public 

interest and attraction to public policy-making. The study contends that differences in public 

service orientations affect employees’ turnover intentions differently. By integrating the affective 

and non-affective PSM motives framework (Esteve et al., 2016, Giauque et al., 2012) with SDT 

(Ryan and Deci, 2000; Gagne and Deci, 2005), the study proposes and tests the relations between 

the PSM dimensions and TI of public employees. 

In this area of research, Vandenabeele (2007) suggests that public servants can only 

demonstrate motivation to serve the public interest to the extent that there is congruence between 

the person’s own values and the organization values. Similarly, SDT (Ryan and Deci, 2000) 

shows that the relation between employees’ work values and job outcomes depends on the 

characteristics of the actual work environment. According to Ryan and Deci (2000), an 

autonomy-supportive as opposed to controlling work environment facilitates psychological need 

satisfaction, intrinsic motivation, and full internalization of extrinsic motivation, and these in 

turn lead to positive outcomes such as job satisfaction, organizational commitment, 

psychological well-being, and performance. Organization research also argues that employees’ 

perceived autonomy support positively affects need satisfaction, which in turn is related 

positively to prosocial behavior and negatively to likelihood of quitting the organization (Gagne 

and Deci, 2005).  
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In a similar vein, the study proposed that the bureaucratic nature of public organizations, 

characterized by formal rules, procedures, regulations and strict hierarchical command, lack of 

discretion, and professional autonomy, presents important barriers that may disappoint high 

affective PSM individuals who consider their jobs as a mission and are intrinsically motivated to 

serve the public interest beyond the call of duty. Employees with high affective PSM motives of 

self-sacrifice and compassion tend to react to the environmental realities that don’t support their 

aspirations for serving the public interest with a high sense of frustration. Furthermore, in the 

absence of an autonomy-supportive social context, high affective PSM individuals will not 

accept the organizational values and tend to experience incongruence between their pursuit of the 

public interest and the reality of their work environment. The incongruence between their values 

and the organizational values will result in non-acceptance of the organizational goals and 

reduced job satisfaction, which is in turn likely to lead to increased turnover intentions.  

Conversely, SDT posits that individuals might be motivated to behave in a positive way 

to attain different outcomes rather than their inherent enjoyment of the job, as the environmental 

reality is congruent with their values and goals (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Public servants with 

autonomous extrinsic motivation integrate organizational regulations with their own values and 

may experience activities as uninteresting but as personally important for their own self-selected 

purposes and goals (Gagne and Deci, 2005). In relation to this, the study proposed that 

employees who consider their work as an instrument to attain the power they desire for 

influencing public affairs through public policy participation (APM) or as an obligation to serve 

the public interest by acting for the government (CPI) might perceive the bureaucratic 

characteristics of their organization as a natural part of their day to day work, readjust the 

disparity between expectations and the realities of the work environment, and tend to integrate 

the organization regulations with their own values and remain with the organization. 

The second part of the third empirical work examined two contrasting and one integrative 

hypothesis in light of the incongruence and congruence theses, respectively. The inconsistency 

thesis assumes an inherent conflict between the values of individuals and the values of 

organization. On the basis of this theory, the study hypothesized that the two occupational groups 

(locals and cosmopolitans) with divergent priorities of career outcomes demonstrate competing 

loyalties to the values of the organization and the values of their profession. Since the locals are 
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primarily concerned about managerial advancement and identify themselves with the values of 

the organization rather than the professional values, their behavior will be influenced by extrinsic 

work value orientations associated with external indicators of worth such as social recognition, 

financial incentives, and the need for power and control over other people in the organization. 

Accordingly, employees who identify themselves with the local career orientations will 

demonstrate strong loyalty to the organization. In contrast, since the cosmopolitans strongly 

emphasize professional advancement and its values rather than the values of the organization, 

they might place a strong emphasis on professional autonomy and intrinsic motivations. The lack 

of congruence between the professional and organization values (Vandenabeele, 2007; Gagne 

and Deci, 2005) will more likely lead employees with the cosmopolitan career orientation to 

alienation and a subsequent turnover intention. 

Organization research shows that the cosmolocals are characterized by a strong 

motivation for professional development and demonstrate a commitment to promote their 

organization and its values through their profession. Based on the consistency thesis, the study 

posits that the academics who identify themselves with the cosmolocal career orientation have a 

balanced system of motivation toward organization values and professional values. This 

balanced system of motivation leads to the proposition that the cosmolocals who integrate 

professional values and organizational values are more likely to invest their time and 

demonstrate concern for the organization and its values, which will in turn result in reduced 

turnover intention.  

The study also proposed and tested the moderation effect of career orientations in the 

relationships between PSM dimensions and turnover intention of the academics. Organization 

research contends that the level of autonomy the street level bureaucrats (i.e., academe) 

experience might be affected by the bureaucratic nature of the public organization, characterized 

by rules and procedures and strict hierarchical structures. The study proposed that the 

cosmopolitans who primarily aspire to professional values and goals perceive the lack of 

professional autonomy inherent in public institutions as a serious challenge to their professional 

development needs and aspirations. The incongruence between the expectations and the 

environmental reality in public organizations is more likely to be large for the cosmopolitans. In 

contrast, the locals who are primarily concerned about managerial advancement more likely 
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perceive the bureaucratic structures and limited professional autonomy as a natural part of their 

day to day duty and may not perceive incongruence between their aspirations and the reality of 

their work environment. 

Person-organization (P-O) fit theory states that the incongruence between the individual’s 

values and organizational values leads to job dissatisfaction and higher subsequent turnover 

intentions (Bright, 2008). Adding to this, as cosmopolitans are committed to professional 

advancement, continuously renew skill sets, and are capable of maintaining an external network 

of relationships, they might have better employment opportunities in the external labor market 

with commensurate benefits. In light of this, the study proposed that the cosmopolitans more 

likely consider leaving the public universities; hence, the positive effect of affective PSM 

motives of SS and compassion on TI will be stronger for the cosmopolitans. Conversely, as 

academics who identify themselves with the local career orientation are primary concerned about 

managerial advancement, which is an extrinsically motivating factor, they can more easily adjust 

to the incongruence between their aspiration and the environmental realities of the public 

institutes using coping strategies including reducing their level of aspirations (Giauque et al., 

2012). On the basis of this, the study hypothesized that the negative effect of the non-affective 

PSM motives of CPI and APM on TI will be stronger for the locals. 

Finally, the third empirical chapter also examined the mediation effect of OCB in the 

relations between PSM dimensions and career orientation and turnover intention of public 

employees. Public administration research proposes that individuals’ motivation to serve the 

public interest (PSM) is an important variable that facilitates discretionary helping behavior (Van 

Loon et al., 2015b; Gould-Williams et al., 2015; Pandey and Stazyk, 2008) by providing high 

PSM individuals an avenue to serve the interest of the society. In addition, evidence shows that 

discretionary helping behavior, OCB, fosters employee cohesion and a sense of belonging, which 

in turn is associated with employees’ turnover intention (Mackenzie et al., 1998; Chen et al., 

1998). On the basis of this, the study posits that PSM indirectly affects TI through OCB of public 

servants.  

5.2. Summary of the Findings and Theoretical Contributions   

The first empirical work seeks to answer how career orientations affect OCBs of the academics 

and examine whether OCBs vary with respect to career orientations of the academics. In order to 
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address the above concerns, the first empirical work focuses on the general proposition that one’s 

career orientation influences the individual’s choice among the relevant types of OCBs. In light 

of this, the study concluded that an individual’s choice of OCB depends on his or her 

commitment to the values and goals of the profession and the organization. 

Building on the motivational process of social exchange theory (Blau, 1964) and 

corroborating the resource allocation perspective that states that investing time in a relevant 

aspect of one’s job determines the career outcome of an employee (Bergeron, 2007), the study 

reveals that career orientations influence OCBs differently, largely in line with the differences in 

employees’ professional and organizational commitments (Chang and Choi, 2007).  

The differential relationships of localism and cosmopolitanism with the two dimensions 

of OCB (i.e., OCBO and OCBI) confirmed that localism and cosmopolitanism are independent 

dimensions. More importantly, this pattern of results points out that employees distinguish 

between exchanges with the organization as a whole or individual colleagues within it depending 

on their commitment toward the organization and their professional values and goals. In view of 

this, the study extends organization research in general and OCB research in particular by 

demonstrating the distinct relations of career orientations with OCBO and OCBI of the 

employees, largely in line with differences in organizational and professional commitments.  

Building on social exchange theory (Blau, 1964), the study indicated that employees with 

a local career orientation demonstrate extra-role behavior directed toward the organization 

(OCBO) commensurate with benefits or rewards reciprocated from the organization in the form 

of recognition, legitimacy, approval, and support, which are often associated with managerial 

advancement. Conversely, the cosmopolitans are primarily interested in being evaluated on the 

basis of professional rather than organizational values and goals. In light of this, the study 

indicated that cosmopolitans are willing to engage in OCBI, due to the fact that the extra-role 

behavior helps them to receive rewards in the form of information that may not be available 

through the formally defined channels, professional or expertise support, and collaboration for 

joint research projects from their colleagues within the organization. Accordingly, OCB directed 

to the individual helps to elicit positive emotions and creates a sense of mutual obligation and 

trust among professional colleagues with shared values and goals (Gross and Latane, 1974) that 

often result in enhanced social capital internal to the organizations (Bolino et al., 2002).  
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In line with previous empirical evidence (Glaser, 1963; Goldberg et al., 1965; Hodgson 

and Paton, 2016), the result of the study uncovers the emergence of cosmolocalism as an 

independent dimension of career orientation and demonstrates that cosmolocalism is strongly 

associated with OCBO and OCBI as well as PSM of public employees. Cosmolocals integrate 

the characteristics of locals and cosmopolitans with a balanced system of motivations toward 

professional and organizational values and goals (Hodgson and Paton, 2016). This result might 

also be interpreted in light of SDT (Gagne and Deci, 2005) that the cosmolocals appear to be 

capable of integrating the organizational characteristics with their own values and are likely 

motivated to undertake activities that promote personal as well as institutional goals. An 

academic with a cosmolocalist career orientation places high value on the achievement of 

departmental goals, building the reputation and status of their university through advancing 

scientific knowledge, and enhancing research productivity with a wider societal impact, thereby 

achieves personal aspirations and institutional goals that ensuring a promising career.  

The study indicates the mediation effect of PSM in the relations between career 

orientations and OCBs. The study demonstrates that individuals with strong public service 

motivation are willing to engage in discretionary helping behaviors that benefit the organization 

in general and individuals within it beyond the call of duty. In view of this, the study contributes 

to broadening our understanding in regard to the mechanism through which career orientation 

influences the OCBs of public employees. The mediation effect of PSM between career 

orientations and OCB together with the stronger association between PSM and OCBO 

(beta=0.399) than between PSM and OCBI (beta=0.199) suggests that PSM as an institutional 

level variable motivates public employees to serve the common good through public institutions. 

Following the need for empirical evidence that distinguishes the various dimensions of 

PSM (Perry and Vandenabeele, 2015), the second empirical chapter demonstrated how the PSM 

dimensions link differently with OCB and tested the moderation effect of gender and age in the 

relations between PSM dimensions and OCB of the public employees. The results provide 

support for the proposed PSM model and reveal the differential relationship of PSM dimensions 

and OCBs of public employees, largely in line with recent empirical evidence (Gould-Williams 

et al., 2015). The study shows that PSM dimensions have independent effects and differentially 

related to organization-directed organizational citizenship behavior and individual-directed 
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organizational citizenship behavior. Specifically, self-sacrifice and CPI revealed as strong 

predictors of the OCBO and OCBI of public employees. In this regard, the study contributed to 

PSM theory and evidence by demonstrating the analytical utility of separately defining the PSM 

dimensions and their relevance, distinctiveness, and sufficient difference to show differential 

patterns of relations as salient predictors of the various outcomes.  

In its moderation analysis, the study revealed a significant moderation effect of age in the 

relations between the instrumental PSM dimensions of APM and helping behavior of public 

employees but no significant moderation effect of age in the relations between the self-sacrifice 

commitment to public interest and compassion and helping behavior of public employees. The 

implication is that there is a difference in the relationship between the rational PSM motives and 

helping behavior as a function of age, while there is no difference in regard to the influence of 

the moral imperative of helping and affective PSM motives on citizenship behavior between the 

young and the elderly. 

Moreover, this study integrate theories from separate streams of research – psychology, 

sociology, management, and public administration – and synthesizes the relations among PSM, 

OCB, and TI, thereby shedding some light and enhancing our understanding about the relative 

importance of the affective and non-affective PSM dimensions and career orientations of public 

employees in determining the TI directly and indirectly through organizational citizenship 

behavior. The findings of the study support the general thesis that underlines the distinctiveness 

of the PSM dimensions and their differential relationships with the attitude and behavior of 

public employees. Nevertheless, the study reveals divergent relationships of PSM dimensions 

with OCB and TI, questioning the general notion regarding the unvarying positive outcome of 

the PSM construct on employees’ attitude and behavior. More specifically, it is worth noting that 

the findings of this study indicated a significant but opposite effect of the two affective PSM 

dimensions of self-sacrifice and compassion on TI. This evidence is appealing to raise the 

question of whether the two PSM dimensions have a common ground, which casts some doubt 

on the credibility of analyzing the self-sacrifice and compassion PSM dimensions under the same 

domain, affective PSM. Clearly, this is an exploratory model, and there remains a need for 

additional empirical evidence to further analyze these relations.  
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In its incongruence thesis, the study reveals that, for extreme locals and extreme 

cosmopolitans, the incongruence between professional and organizational values and goals 

influences turnover intention in opposite directions, whereas the congruence between 

professional and organizational values and goals negatively affects turnover intention of the 

cosmolocals. In conclusion, the evidence implies that the relationship between career 

orientations and turnover intention of the employees depends on the congruence between 

professional and organizational values and goals.  

5.3. Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research  

Although most of the results of the study are consistent with previous empirical evidence and 

theories, several caveats should be noted in interpreting these findings. First, data were collected 

from academics working in public higher education institutions in Ethiopia; accordingly, cross-

cultural generality of the findings may be limited. Besides, as the academics presumably share 

work values, norms, and professional standards that might be different from other public sectors 

employees, the findings of the study may not be generalized to other organizations. 

Second, as the study used self-report data in all constructs measured, common method 

bias (CMB) might inflate or deflate empirical results, suggesting a spurious relationship. 

Although the use of multiple sources of rating (e.g., supervisor’s rating of OCB) is 

recommended, evidence also shows that supervisor rating is not free from limitations such as its 

influence in compromising the anonymity of respondents, as well as halo and leniency effects 

(Podsakoff et al., 2003). Despite some precautions taken to minimize the potential impact of 

CMB, including separating the items for the independent and dependent variables into different 

sections of the survey instrument and the use of different wordings and question formats for each 

of the variables investigated (Podsakoff et al., 2003), the impact of CMB in inflating or deflating 

relationships cannot be easily ruled out. Despite the evidence that reveals the less severe impact 

of social desirability bias in organization study (Moorman and Podsakoff, 1992), respondents 

might assume that the researcher needs desirable responses for the questions. 

Third, the cross-sectional design of the study may not allow inference of causality; 

instead, the results report levels of association among the study variables. Experimental and 

longitudinal studies are needed to firmly establish the causal direction of the relationships.  
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Fourth, the strong relationship between cosmopolitanism and OCBI revealed in the study 

might result from interaction of the cosmopolitans that is largely limited within the organizations 

and lack of external affiliations with professional associations and other cross-boundary 

collaborations for research and publications that in turn create the opportunities for professional 

development and emergence of dual affiliations (Hillman, 2005). If availability of professional 

associations and other affiliated institutes were accounted for, the relations between 

cosmopolitanism and OCBI could have been different from the result of this study. Therefore, it 

would be interesting to see whether the results change if the influence of professional 

associations and similar external affiliations are considered in the relations between career 

orientations and OCBs. 

Fifth, in an outcome-based control system (Bergeron et al., 2014, Bergeron, 2007, 

Bergeron et al., 2013), there might have been an inherent conflict between what has been 

measured and what has been rewarded. In the context of the academe in Ethiopia, promotions 

have been awarded on the basis of performance evaluation (by peers, students, immediate 

supervisors) and publications or research productivity. In this regard, OCB can be a potential 

source of conflict between the cosmos and their supervisors, and too much involvement in 

OCBO might have a potential deteriorating effect on career outcomes of the locals. Future 

research might benefit from examining the influence of career orientations on employee-

supervisor relationship quality and employees’ career outcomes (e.g., promotion). In relation to 

this, we have argued and empirically demonstrated that locals are more readily involved in OCB 

that benefits the organization as a whole rather than individuals in exchange for a perceived 

reward in the form of recognition and support. It might also be the case that localism career 

orientation of employees affects OCBO indirectly through perceived organizational support 

(POS); hence testing the mediation effect of POS in the relationship between localism and 

OCBO would be an appealing future research avenue.  

Sixth, the study revealed that OCBO was a strong predictor of TI and OCBO partially 

mediates the relations between PSM dimensions and career orientations and TI. Alternatively, 

given that OCB is strongly associated with job satisfaction (Organ and Ryan, 1995) and job 

satisfaction is a strong predictor of TI, it may also be the case that OCBO and job satisfaction are 

mutually reinforcing phenomena, with each having a direct but interdependent influence on 
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employees’ TI. Therefore, investigating these complex relationships between job satisfaction, 

OCB, and TI opens new avenues for future research. 

 Seventh, individuals’ willingness to exceed their formal job requirements, subordinate 

their personal interest for the good of the organization, and take genuine interest in 

organizational activities and overall mission more likely produces a higher level of 

organizational attractiveness, group or organizational cohesiveness, and mutual support and 

sense of reciprocity, thereby reducing turnover intention by making the environment a more 

pleasant place to work (Bolino et al., 2002), implying that OCB affects TI indirectly through 

social capital; hence analyzing social capital as a mediating variable between OCB and TI 

appears to be an attractive future research agenda. 

Eighth, most importantly, since this study is conducted in a less researched culture, 

Ethiopian academics, with limited or no local and regional empirical evidence with which the 

results can be compared, the findings of the study need to be viewed in an exploratory vein. 

Future studies would, therefore, benefit from replicating the model of this study on other public 

sector organizations that contain more heterogeneous samples with diversified values, norms, 

and organizational practices. 

5.4. Practical Implications 

This study has important implications for practicing academic management. The successful 

operation of the organizations largely depends on the commitment of the employees with 

balanced organizational and professional values and goals. Hence, academic institutions should 

adopt policies that enhance organizational and professional values and goals. Among other 

things, the institutions need to encourage research and publication efforts, organize research 

conferences that enhance intellectual stimulation, provide valued benefits, recognize and 

promote professionalism, and support training and professional development efforts to increase 

organizational attachment and professional identification (Blau et al., 2003). Academic 

institutions might emphasize the implementation of dual-ladder career development strategies 

(Gunz and Gunz, 1994) and promote an environment that helps to create a balance between 

professional and organizational commitment and retain talented professionals.  
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As a low level of OCB is an indicator for turnover intention and actual turnover (Chen et 

al., 1998), practicing managers can easily understand employees’ turnover intention by observing 

OCB levels, which is easier to understand than knowing TI. Creating an organizational 

environment that fosters engagement in OCB more likely reduces employees’ turnover. 

Moreover, the study indicated that academic management should also endeavor to capitalize on 

the relevance of PSM in recruitment and selection of candidates as it provides the basis to find 

and retain employees with strong professional and organizational commitment, job satisfaction, 

and citizenship behavior, which are important factors for organization success.  

Locals are characterized by their aspiration to advance in managerial hierarchies of the 

organization, which in turn helps them to exercise power and influence the decision-making 

process. In general, when employees have the power to influence the decision-making process of 

the organization, their commitment and loyalty to the organization, will likely increase (Rhodes 

and Steers, 1981). 

However, the trade-off in the effort and career outcomes of the academics and its impact 

on the success of the academic institutions should rather be minimized by introducing an 

environment that integrates organizational and professional values and goals. Particular attention 

needs to be given to performance-based control systems so that the locals will also be motivated 

to articulate their positions toward the cosmolocalism that integrates the attribute of both the 

cosmopolitans and locals. Academic management (at the national and institutional level) that 

seeks to promote organizational effectiveness and efficiency through OCB needs to create a 

favorable working environment that inspires professionals with local and cosmopolitan 

orientations to be good organizational citizens. Creating a more or less equally favorable 

workplace will likely help to ensure better performance in higher education by balancing 

responsibilities in the form of local and cosmopolitan career orientations (Mulkey et al., 2005). 

Overarchingly, the findings of the study indeed demonstrate that employees with strong 

professional values and goals are strongly motivated to serve the public good even at the expense 

of their personal interest but seem to have weak ties and demonstrate less commitment to the 

values and goals of the public institutions, suggesting a lack of congruence between professional 

aspirations (i.e., motives and expectations) and institutional requirements (i.e., resources, culture, 

values, and goals). Moreover, the strong relations between cosmopolitanism and OCBI underline 
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the limited nature of interactions with colleagues with similar professional interests within their 

institutions. The result of the study helps to redress the creation of social capital internal to the 

institutions and respective departments. The evidence suggests that, from a practical viewpoint, 

public organizations in general and academic institutions in particular should invest in 

strengthening their social capital and enhance its benefits to foster cohesion and organizational 

embeddedness as affective strategies in retaining competent professionals. Among other things, 

research funding, academic conferences, and other professional development activities need to 

be reinforced to strengthen the ties among the academics, thereby enabling professional 

aspirations to be realized and turnover to be reduced. In addition to the internal collaborations, 

external cross-disciplinary knowledge-sharing cultures (e.g., thematic research), which are 

crucial instruments for academic excellence, must also be fostered.  
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Appendix I: Survey Instruments  

Table 1: Organizational Citizenship Behavior Questionnaire 

Read the following statements carefully and rate your level of agreement and disagreement by 
checking (X) in the appropriate box.  

Note   1= Strongly Disagree   2= Disagree    3= Neutral     4=Agree         5= Strongly Agree 

  1 2 3 4 5 
(1) I help other colleagues who have been absent from their job [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(2) I willingly give my time to help other colleagues who have work-

related problems 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(3) I adjust my work schedule to accommodate other employees’ 
request for time off 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(4) I go out of my way to make newer employees feel welcome in the 
work group 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(5) I show genuine concern and courtesy toward coworkers, even under 
the most trying business or personal situations 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(6) I give up time to help other colleagues who have work related or 
non-work problems 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(7) I assist other colleagues with their duties [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(8) I share personal properties with other colleagues to help their work [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(9) I attend functions that are not required but that help for the 

university’s/institute  image 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(10) I keep up with developments in the university/institute [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(11)  I defend the university when other employees criticize it [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(12)  I show pride when representing the university in public [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(13)  I offer ideas to improve the functioning of the 

university/institute 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(14)  I express loyalty toward the university/institute [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(15)  I take action to protect the university from potential problems [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(16)  I demonstrate concern about the image of the university/institute [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
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Table 2: Public Service Motivation Questionnaire  

Read the following statements carefully and rate your level of agreement and disagreement to the 
corresponding statement by checking (X) in the appropriate box. 

 Note 1=Strongly Disagree    2= Disagree    3= Neutral    4=Agree   5= Strongly Agree 

  [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
(1) It is easy for me to get intensely involved in what is going on in my 

community/public. 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(2) I unselfishly contribute to my community/public. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(3) Meaningful public service is very important to me. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(4) I would prefer seeing public officials do what is best for the whole 

community even if it harmed my interests. 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(5) I consider public service my civic duty. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(6) Politics is a good word.  [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(7) The give and take of public policymaking appeals to me. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(8) I care a lot for politicians. [  ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(9) I am often moved by the troubles of the underprivileged. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(10)  Most social programs are too vital to do without. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(11)  It is difficult for me to contain my feelings when I see people in 

distress. 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(12) To me, patriotism includes seeing to the welfare of others. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(13)  I often think about the welfare of people whom I don’t know 

personally. 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(14) I am often reminded by daily events about how dependent we are 
on one another. 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(15)  I have a lot of compassion for people in need who are unwilling to 
take the first step to help them. 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(16) There are many public programs that I wholeheartedly support. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(17) Making a difference in society means more to me than personal 

achievements. 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(18) I believe in putting duty before self. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(19) Doing good deeds is definitely more important to me than doing 

well financially. 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(20) Much of what I do is for a cause bigger than myself. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(21) Serving citizens would give me a good feeling even if no one paid 

me for it. 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(22) I feel people should give back to society more than they get from it. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(23) I am one of those rare people who would risk personal loss to help 

someone else. 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(24) I am prepared to make enormous sacrifices for the good of society. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
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Table 3: Career Orientations Questionnaire 

When you evaluate your own ideas how much importance do you attach in determining 
whether or not the idea is a good one? But if you are not usually originating ideas, answer 
the items in terms of the amount of importance you attach to them in evaluating others’ 
ideas. Indicate the degree of importance you attach to the item by checking (X) in the 
appropriate box.  

Note 1= Not at all Important    2= Low Importance    3= Neutral      4= Important   
5=Very Important  

      Cosmopolitanism Scale  [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 

(1) Importance of  making  a contribution to a scientific and 
technical body of knowledge  

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(2) Importance to establish a reputation as an outstanding 
professional 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(3) How important that you succeed in your present university? [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(4) How important is it to you to move up in the present 

university? 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(5) How important is it to you to publish results of significant 
research findings? 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

     Localism Scale  
(6) How important it to be evaluated on the basis of management 

skills? 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(7) How important is advancing to upper levels of management? [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(8) How important is developing and utilizing management 

skills? 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

     Cosmolocalism Scale 
(1) Importance of contributing to the university's status in the 

eyes of the local and state communities in evaluating your 
research ideas 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(2) Importance of improving the reputation of the university in 
the eyes of your profession in evaluating your research ideas 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(3) Importance of helping to achieve the goals of your 
department in evaluating your research ideas 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
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Table 4: Turnover Intention Questionnaire  

Read the following statements carefully and rate your level of agreement and 
disagreement to the statement by checking (X) in the appropriate box. 

 Note 1= Strongly Disagree     2= Disagree         3= Neutral      4=Agree         5= Strongly 
Agree 

  [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
(1) You would leave your university if a job at a higher salary 

were offered to you at a substantially more prestigious 
organization.  

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(2) You would not leave your university if a job were offered to 
you at a substantially more prestigious organization 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(3) Except for unforeseen changes, you have no plans to leave 
from your university 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
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Appendix II: Full Questionnaire 
 
Invitation to participate in a research on “Organizational Study” 
 
Dear Sir/madam 
 
I am an academic staff in Addis Ababa University Department of Management, currently doing 
my PhD dissertation on Organizational Study at the University of Tilburg, the Netherlands. 
 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to collect data from the academics working in the academic 
arena of the public academic institutions in Ethiopian. In addition to complementing the 
requirements to fulfill my PhD, the result of this research is expected to bridge the theoretical 
gap in organizational studies, and serve as a valuable input to proper policy interventions in the 
governance of higher education in Ethiopia. 
 
Note 
 Completing this questionnaire will take you less than 20 minutes. 
 Please be assured that strict confidentiality of the records will be maintained and only the 

principal investigator will have access to the data.  
 If you have further inquiry regarding this research, please don’t hesitate to contact me 

with my address shown below. 
 
Lakew Alemu Birhane  
Cell phone +251 919 33 85 80 
E-mail: lakew.alemu@aau.edu.et 

 

  

Thank you in advance for your Participation!! 
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Questionnaire 

Please make your choice by checking “X” in the appropriate box. 

Name of Your University______________________ 
College/Institute________________________ 
 
Gender: Female                         Male   
 
Your Educational Level: BA/BSc               MA/MBA/MSc                      PhD 
Your Academic Rank: Graduate Assistant            Lecturer       
                                  Assistant Professor             Associate Professor         Professor 
Age in Years: 
Less than 25          26-30             31-40          41-50         More than 50 
Tenure in Years: 
Less than 5          5-10          11-15          16-20        21-25         More than 25 
Your Adminstrative Responsibility: 
No        Department Head          Assistant Dean        Associate Dean         Dean         
Director         Vice President             President       
Other (Please specify)________________________ 
You acquired your highest Degree: Locally             From Abroad 
You are mostly involved in:   Research           Teaching          
                                            Teaching and research approximately equally 
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Read the following statements carefully and rate your level of agreement and 
disagreement by checking (X) in the appropriate box.  

Note   1= Strongly Disagree   2= Disagree    3= Neutral     4=Agree         5= Strongly 
Agree 

  1 2 3 4 5 
(1) I help other colleagues who have been absent from their job [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(2) I willingly give my time to help other colleagues who have work-

related problems 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(3) I adjust my work schedule to accommodate other employees’ 
request for time off 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(4) I go out of my way to make newer employees feel welcome in the 
work group 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(5) I show genuine concern and courtesy toward coworkers, even 
under the most trying business or personal situations 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(6) I give up time to help other colleagues who have work related or 
non-work problems 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(7) I assist other colleagues with their duties [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(8) I share personal properties with other colleagues to help their 

work 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(9) I attend functions that are not required but that help for the 
university’s/institute  image 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(10) I keep up with developments in the university/institute [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(11)  I defend the university when other employees criticize it [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(12)  I show pride when representing the university in public [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(13)  I offer ideas to improve the functioning of the 

university/institute 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(14)  I express loyalty toward the university/institute [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(15)  I take action to protect the university from potential problems [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(16)  I demonstrate concern about the image of the 

university/institute 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
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Read the following statements carefully and rate your level of agreement and 
disagreement to the statement by checking (X) in the appropriate box. 

 Note 1= Strongly Disagree     2= Disagree         3= Neutral      4=Agree         5= Strongly 
Agree 

  [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
(1) You agree that it is the right of the professional to make her or his 

own decisions about what is to be done on the job 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(2) You have no interest in moving up to a top administrative post [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(3) You believe that professionals are better evaluated by professional 

colleagues than by management  
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(4) You would feel better making a contribution to  society than your 
university 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(5) It is unfortunate but true that there are really very few people in 
your department with whom you can share professional interest 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(6) You get most of your  intellectual stimulation from your 
departmental colleagues 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(7) You get most of your intellectual stimulation from professional 
associates at other institutions 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(8) You would leave your university if a job at a higher salary were 
offered to you at a substantially more prestigious organization.  

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(9) You would not leave your university if a job were offered to you at 
a substantially more prestigious organization 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(10) Except for unforeseen changes, you have no plans to leave from 
your university 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(11) You would leave your university if a job at a lower salary were 
offered  to you at a substantially more prestigious organization 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(12) Relationships among faculty are almost wholly cooperative and 
friendly 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
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When you evaluate your own ideas how much importance do you attach in determining 
whether or not the idea is a good one? But if you are not usually originating ideas, answer 
the items in terms of the amount of importance you attach to them in evaluating others’ 
ideas. Indicate the degree of importance you attach to the item by checking (X) in the 
appropriate box.  

Note 1= Not at all Important    2= Low Importance    3= Neutral      4= Important   
5=Very Important  

  [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
(1) Importance of originality in evaluating your research ideas [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(2) Importance of new breakthrough in knowledge in evaluating your 

research ideas 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(3) Importance of contributing to the university's status in the eyes of 
the local and state communities in evaluating your research ideas 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(4) Importance of improving the reputation of the university in the eyes 
of your profession in evaluating your research ideas 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(5) Importance of helping to achieve the goals of your department in 
evaluating your research ideas 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
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Answer the following items in terms of the amount of importance you attach to them. 
Indicate the degree of importance you attach to the item by checking (X) in the 
appropriate box.  

Note 1= Not at all Important    2= Low Importance   3= Neutral    4= Important    5=Very 
Important  

  [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
(1) Importance of  making  a contribution to a scientific and technical 

body of knowledge  
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(2) Importance to establish a reputation as an outstanding professional [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(3) How important that you succeed in your present university? [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(4) How important is it to you to move up in the present university? [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(5) How important is it to you to publish results of significant research 

findings? 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(6) How important it to be evaluated on the basis of management 
skills? 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(7) How important is advancing to upper levels of management? [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(8) How important is developing and utilizing management skills? [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
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Read the following statements carefully and rate your level of agreement and 
disagreement to the corresponding statement by checking (X) in the appropriate box. 

 Note 1=Strongly Disagree    2= Disagree    3= Neutral    4=Agree   5= Strongly Agree 

  [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
(1) It is easy for me to get intensely involved in what is going on in my 

community/public. 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(2) I unselfishly contribute to my community/public. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(3) Meaningful public service is very important to me. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(4) I would prefer seeing public officials do what is best for the whole 

community even if it harmed my interests. 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(5) I consider public service my civic duty. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(6) Politics is a good word.  [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(7) The give and take of public policymaking appeals to me. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(8) I care a lot for politicians. [  ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(9) I am often moved by the troubles of the underprivileged. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(10)  Most social programs are too vital to do without. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(11)  It is difficult for me to contain my feelings when I see people in 

distress. 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(12) To me, patriotism includes seeing to the welfare of others. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(13)  I often think about the welfare of people whom I don’t know 

personally. 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(14) I am often reminded by daily events about how dependent we are 
on one another. 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(15)  I have a lot of compassion for people in need who are unwilling to 
take the first step to help them. 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(16) There are many public programs that I wholeheartedly support. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(17) Making a difference in society means more to me than personal 

achievements. 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(18) I believe in putting duty before self. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(19) Doing good deeds is definitely more important to me than doing 

well financially. 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(20) Much of what I do is for a cause bigger than myself. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(21) Serving citizens would give me a good feeling even if no one paid 

me for it. 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(22) I feel people should give back to society more than they get from it. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
(23) I am one of those rare people who would risk personal loss to help 

someone else. 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 

(24) I am prepared to make enormous sacrifices for the good of society. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 
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Appendix III. Psychometrics 
Table 1: Proportion, and Cumulative Variance of OCB Scale 

Componen

t  

Initial Eigen values Extraction Sums of Squared 

Loadings 

Rotation Sums of Squared 

Loadings 

 

Total % of 

Variance 

Cumula

tive % Total 

% of 

Varian

ce 

Cumul

ative 

% 

Total  % of 

Varian

ce 

Cumul

ative 

% 

1 3.050 43.578 43.578 3.050 43.57 43.578 2.705 38.646 25.66 

2 1.452 20.736 64.314 1.452 20.73 64.314 1.797 25.668 64.31 

3 .648 9.255 73.569  

4 .586 8.367 81.936 

5 .484 6.915 88.852 

6 .439 6.267 95.119 

7 .342 4.881 100.00 
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Table 2: OCB Factor Structure and Factor Loadings  
                     

Observable Variable 

Rotated Factor 
Loadings 

OCBO OCBI 

OCBO 15-I take action to protect the university from potential problems .849  

OCBO 16-I demonstrate concern about the image of the university/institute .845  

OCBO 14-I express loyalty toward the university/institute .783  

OCBO 13-I offer ideas to improve the functioning of the university/institute .776  
OCBI 1-I help other colleagues who have been absent from their job  .784 
OCBI 2-I willingly give my time to help other colleagues who have work-related problems  .756 
OCBI 3-I adjust my work schedule to accommodate other employees’ request for time off  .737 
 

Table 3: Proportion and Cumulative Variance of Career Orientation Scale 

Comp’t  Initial Eigen values Extraction Sums of Squared 

Loadings 

Rotation Sums of Squared 

Loadings 

 

Total 

% of 

Varianc

e 

Cumul

ative 

% Total 

% of 

Varianc

e 

Cumulative 

% 

Total  % of 

Varian

ce 

Cumul

ative % 

1 3.724 41.382 41.38 3.724 41.382 41.382 2.288 25.427 25.427 

2 1.890 20.998 62.38 1.890 20.998 62.380 2.269 25.211 50.638 

3 1.047 11.632 74.01 1.047 11.632 74.012 2.104 23.374 74.012 

4 .575 6.394 80.40  

5 .431 4.788 85.19 

6 .409 4.548 89.74 

7 .348 3.863 93.60 

8 .314 3.483 97.08 

9 .262 2.911 100.0 
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Table 4: Career Orientation Scale Factor Structure and Factor Loadings 
                     

Observable Variable 

Rotated Factor Loadings 

Coslocal Local Cosmo 

Po-16 Importance of contributing to the university's status in the eyes of the local and 
state communities in evaluating your research ideas 

.841 
   

Po-17 Importance of helping to achieve the goals of your department in evaluating 
your research ideas .831  

 

Po-15 Importance of contributing to the university's status in the eyes of the local and 
state communities in evaluating your research ideas 

.828   

Po-24 How important is advancing to upper levels of management? 
 

.878  

Po-23How important it to be evaluated on the basis of management skills?  .874  

Po-25 How important is developing and utilizing management skills?  
.809  

Po-19 Importance to establish a reputation as an outstanding professional 
  .831 

Po-18 Importance of  making  a contribution to a scientific and technical body of 
knowledge   .802 

Po-22 How important is it to you to publish results of significant research findings? 
.  .754 
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Table 5: Proportion and Cumulative Variance of PSM Scale 

Compon

ent  

Initial Eigen values Extraction Sums of Squared 

Loadings 

Rotation Sums of Squared 

Loadings 

 

Total % of 

Variance 

Cumulati

ve % Total 

% of 

Varianc 

Cumul

% 

Total  % of 

Varian 

Cumulat

ive % 

1 4.749 29.683 29.683 4.74 29.683 29.68 3.519 21.99 21.993 

2 1.827 11.416 41.099 1.82 11.416 41.09 2.021 12.63 34.624 

3 1.579 9.872 50.971 1.57 9.872 50.97 1.958 12.23 46.858 

4 1.232 7.698 58.669 1.23 7.698 58.66 1.890 11.81 58.669 

5 .874 5.466 64.135  

6 .725 4.533 68.667 

7 .680 4.247 72.915 

8 .615 3.844 76.759 

9 .563 3.521 80.280 

10 .544 3.402 83.683 

11 .513 3.204 86.886 

12 .494 3.085 89.971 

13 .444 2.774 92.745 

14 .431 2.696 95.441 

15 .396 2.472 97.913 

16 .334 2.087 100.000 
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Table 6: PSM Factor Structure and Factor Loadings   
                     

Observable Variable 

 

Rotated Factor Loadings 

SS Comp CPI APM 

PSM-20 Much of what I do is for a cause bigger than myself. .747    

PSM-21 Serving citizens would give me a good feeling even if no one paid me 
for it. .746    

PSM-24 I am prepared to make enormous sacrifices for the good of society. .719    

PSM-23 I am one of those rare people who would risk personal loss to help 

someone else 
.705 

   

A PSM-19 Doing good deed is definitely more important to me than doing well 

financially. 
.653  

  

PSM-22 I feel people should give back to society more than they get from it .652 
   

PSM-18 I believe in putting duty before self .578    

PSM-13 I often think about the welfare of people whom I don’t know personally  .774   

PSM-12 To me, patriotism includes seeing to the welfare of others  .759   

PSM-14 I am often reminded by daily events about how dependent we are on 

one another. 
 .729 

  

PSM-3 Meaningful public service is very important to me   .814  

PSM-2 I unselfishly contribute to my community/public   .740  

PSM-5 I consider public service my civic duty   .724  

PSM-6 Politics is a good word    .845 

PSM-8 I care a lot for politicians    .834 

PSM-7 The give and take of public policymaking appeals to me.    .603 
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Table 7: Proportion and Cumulative Variance of TI Scale 

Component 

Initial Eigen values Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative % 

1 1.923 64.092 64.092 1.923 64.092 64.092 

2 .668 22.257 86.349    
3 .410 13.651 100.000    
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 
Table 8: TI Scale Factor Loading 

Items Factor 

Loading 

PO 9- You would not leave your university if a job were offered to you at a substantially more 

prestigious organization 
.849 

PO 8- You would leave your university if a job at a higher salary were offered to you at a substantially 
more prestigious organization. .831 

PO-10 Except for unforeseen changes, you have no plans to leave from your university .715 
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Table 9: Discriminant Validity: Rotated Component Matrix for all Study Variables 

 

Component 

SS OCBO CoLoc Local Cosmo Comp APM TI CPI OCBI 

psm21 .755          

psm20 .748          

psm24 .705          

psm23 .704          

psm22 .645          

psm19 .618          

psm18 .569          

ocb15  .820         

ocb16  .787         

ocb13  .745         

ocb14  .726         

po16   .799        

po17   .779        

po15   .775        

po23    .870       

po24    .850       

po25    .800       

po18     .789      

po19     .780      

po22     .740      

psm13      .780     

psm12      .741     

psm14      .732     

psm6       .833    

psm8       .801    

psm7       .617    

po8        .852   

po9        .828   

po10        .612   

psm3         .783  

psm5         .681  

psm2         .653  

ocb1          .778 

ocb3          .741 

ocb2          .724 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  

 Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
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Appendix IV: Empirical One Mediation Result  

Table 1: PSM Mediation between Localism and OCBO 

**************** PROCESS Procedure for SPSS Release 2.13.1 ************** 
          Written by Andrew F. Hayes, Ph.D.       www.afhayes.com 
    Documentation available in Hayes (2013). www.guilford.com/p/hayes3 
************************************************************************** 
Model = 4 
    Y = OCBO 
    X = Localism 
    M = PSM 
 
Sample size 
        725 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: PSM (mediator variable) 
 

1. Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .2250      .0506      .2366    27.1217     1.0000   723.0000      .0000 
 
Model 
              Coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
Constant     3.3997      .0842    40.3926      .0000     3.2344     3.5649 
Localism      .1222      .0235     5.2078      .0000      .0761      .1683 
 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: OCBO (Dependent Variable) 
Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .4280      .1832      .4161    59.8231     2.0000   722.0000      .0000 
 

2. Model 
              Coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
Constant     1.6704      .2367     7.0570     .0000     1.2057     2.1351 
  PSM        .5392      .0640     8.4298      .0000      .4136      .6648 
  LOC        .1042      .0304     3.4285      .0006      .0445      .1639 
 
***************** TOTAL, DIRECT, AND INDIRECT EFFECTS ******************** 

3. Indirect effect of X on Y 
           Effect    Boot SE   BootLLCI   BootULCI 
  PSM      .0659      .0156      .0383      .1004 
 
Normal theory tests for indirect effect 
     Effect         se          Z          p 
      .0659      .0149     4.4081      .0000 
 
Note 
1. Level of confidence for all confidence intervals in output is 95.00 
2. Some cases were deleted due to missing data. 
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Table 2: PSM Mediation between Localism and OCBI 

 
Model = 4 
    Y = OCBI 
    X = LOC 
    M = PSM 
 
Sample size 
        729 
 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: PSM 
 

1. Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .2215      .0490      .2367    26.5423     1.0000   727.0000      .0000 
 
Model 
              Coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
Constant     3.4050      .0837    40.6750      .0000     3.2406     3.5693 
   LOC        .1201      .0233     5.1519      .0000      .0744      .1659 
 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: OCBI 
 

2. Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .2586      .0669      .5659    21.1456     2.0000   726.0000      .0000 
 
Model 
              Coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
Constant     2.1252      .2532     8.3932      .0000     1.6281     2.6223 
   PSM        .3636      .0691     5.2589      .0000      .2278      .4993 
   LOC        .0606      .0349     1.7384      .0826     -.0078      .1291 
 
************************** TOTAL EFFECT MODEL **************************** 
 

3. Indirect effect of X on Y 
           Effect    Boot SE   BootLLCI   BootULCI 
  PSM      .0437      .0127      .0223      .0704 
 
Normal theory tests for indirect effect 
     Effect         se          Z          p 
      .0437      .0120     3.6467      .0003 
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Table 3: PSM Mediation between Cosmopolitanism and OCBO 
 
 
Model = 4 
    Y = OCBO 
    X = COSMO 
    M = PSM 
 
Sample size 
        726 
 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: COMPSM 
 

1. Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .2926      .0856      .2276    78.4250     1.0000   724.0000      .0000 
 
Model 
              coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
Constant     2.7712      .1182    23.4446      .0000     2.5391     3.0032 
   COSMO      .2400      .0271     8.8558      .0000      .1868      .2932 
 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: OCBO 
 
Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .4373      .1912      .4119    62.9735     2.0000   723.0000      .0000 
 

2. Model 
              Coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
Constant     1.2749      .2596     4.9104      .0000      .7652     1.7847 
   PSM        .5110      .0661     7.7353      .0000      .3813      .6406 
   COSMO      .1971      .0491     4.0162      .0001      .1008      .2935 
 
************************** TOTAL EFFECT MODEL **************************** 

3. Indirect effect of X on Y 
           Effect    Boot SE   BootLLCI   BootULCI 
  PSM      .1226      .0214      .0876      .1712 
 
Normal theory tests for indirect effect 
     Effect         se          Z          p 
      .1226      .0211     5.8048      .0000 
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Table 4: PSM Mediation between Cosmopolitanism and OCBI 
 
Model = 4 
    Y = OCBI 
    X = COSMO 
    M = PSM 
 
Sample size 
        730 
 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: PSM 
 

1. Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .2931      .0859      .2273    78.9964     1.0000   728.0000      .0000 
 
Model 
              coeff         se          t        p       LLCI       ULCI 
Constant     2.7673      .1180    23.4462      .0000     2.5356     2.9990 
   COSMO      .2406      .0271     8.8880      .0000      .1874      .2937 
 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: COMOCBI 
 
Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .2836      .0804      .5570    24.5265     2.0000   727.0000      .0000 
 

2. Model 
              Coeff         se          t        p       LLCI       ULCI 
Constant     1.6890      .2968     5.6910      .0000     1.1064     2.2717 
   PSM        .3237      .0695     4.6569      .0000      .1873      .4602 
   COSMO      .1815      .0588     3.0849      .0021      .0660      .2970 
 
************************** TOTAL EFFECT MODEL **************************** 

3. Indirect effect of X on Y 
           Effect    Boot SE   BootLLCI   BootULCI 
  PSM      .0779      .0181      .0446      .1178 
 
Normal theory (Soble)tests for indirect effect  
     Effect         se          Z          p 
      .0779      .0190     4.1046      .0000 
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Appendix V: Empirical 3 Mediation and Moderation Results  

Table 1. Mediation of OCBO between Self-sacrifice and TI 

 
************************************************************************** 
Model = 4 
    Y = TI 
    X = Self-sacrifice (SSAC) 
    M = OCBO 
 
Sample size 
        733 
 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: OCBO (Mediating Variable) 
 
Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .3763      .1416      .4489   120.6068     1.0000   731.0000      .0000 
 
Model 
              Coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
Constant     2.5606      .1428    17.9327      .0000     2.2803     2.8410 
   SSAC       .4063      .0370    10.9821      .0000      .3337      .4790 
 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: TI 
 
Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
       .2457      .0604     1.1414    23.4475     2.0000   730.0000      
.0000 
 
Model 
              Coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
Constant     1.0136      .2732     3.7096      .0002      .4772     1.5500 
   OCBO       .3340      .0590     5.6622      .0000      .2182      .4497 
   SSAC       .0915      .0637     1.4375      .1510     -.0335      .2166 
 
******************** INDIRECT EFFECTS ************************* 
Indirect effect of X on Y 
            Effect    Boot SE   BootLLCI   BootULCI 
   OCBO      .1357      .0268      .0844      .1897 
 
Normal theory tests for indirect effect 
     Effect         se          Z          p 
      .1357      .0271     5.0163      .0000 
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Table 2. OCBO Mediation between CPI and TI 
 
Model = 4 
    Y = TI 
    X = CPI 
    M = OCBO 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: OCBO (Medicating Variable) 
 
Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .3956      .1565      .4398   136.2191     1.0000   734.0000      .0000 
 
Model 
              Coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
Constant     2.4131      .1471    16.4081      .0000     2.1243     2.7018 
   CPI        .4117      .0353    11.6713      .0000      .3424      .4809 
 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: TI 
 
Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .2436      .0593     1.1395    23.1155     2.0000   733.0000      .0000 
 
Model 
              Coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
Constant     1.4138      .2768     5.1084      .0000      .8705     1.9572 
   OCBO       .3929      .0594     6.6127      .0000      .2763      .5095 
   CPI       -.0719      .0618    -1.1634      .2451     -.1933      .0494 
 
******************** DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS ************************* 
 
Indirect effect of X on Y 
            Effect    Boot SE   BootLLCI   BootULCI 
  OCBO      .1617      .0309      .1047      .2302 
 
Normal theory tests for indirect effect 
     Effect         se          Z          p 
      .1617      .0282     5.7375      .0000 
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Table 3. OCBO Mediation between Attraction to Public Policy-making and TI  
Model = 4 
    Y = TI 
    X = APPM 
    M = OCBO 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: OCBO (Mediator) 
 
Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .2816      .0793      .4807    63.1544     1.0000   733.0000      .0000 
 
Model 
              Coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
Constant     3.1884      .1182    26.9659      .0000     2.9563     3.4205 
   APPM       .2699      .0340     7.9470      .0000      .2032      .3366 
 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: TI 
 
Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .2409      .0580     1.1412    22.5551     2.0000   732.0000      .0000 
 
Model 
              Coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
Constant     1.1604      .2571     4.5129      .0000      .6556     1.6652 
   OCBO       .3555      .0569     6.2472      .0000      .2438      .4673 
   APPM       .0331      .0545      .6069      .5441     -.0740      .1402 
 
******************** DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS ************************* 
Indirect effect of X on Y 
            Effect    Boot SE   BootLLCI   BootULCI 
  OCBO      .0960      .0207      .0581      .1400 
Normal theory tests for indirect effect 
     Effect         se          Z          p 
      .0960      .0196     4.8875      .0000 
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Moderation of Career Orientations between PSM dimensions and TI 

Table 4. Moderation of Cosmopolitanism between Self-sacrifice and TI 
 
**************** PROCESS Procedure for SPSS Release 2.13.1 ************** 
 
          Written by Andrew F. Hayes, Ph.D.       www.afhayes.com 
    Documentation available in Hayes (2013). www.guilford.com/p/hayes3 
 
************************************************************************** 
Model = 1 
    Y = TI 
    X = SSAC 
    M = COSMO 
 
Sample size 
        723 
 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: TI 
 
Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .1600      .0256     1.1782     5.2483     3.0000   719.0000      .0014 
 
Model 
              Coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
Constant     2.7224      .0418    65.0819      .0000     2.6402     2.8045 
   COSMO     -.0225      .0790     -.2851      .7756     -.1777      .1326 
   SSAC       .2642      .0701     3.7687      .0002      .1266      .4019 
int_1         .0121      .1351      .0897      .9286     -.2532      .2774 
 
Interactions: 
 
 Int_1       SSAC     X    COSMO 
 
************************************************************************* 
 
Conditional effect of X on Y at values of the moderator(s): 
      COSMO     Effect         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
     -.6078      .2569      .1211     2.1211      .0343      .0191      .4946 
      .0000      .2642      .0701     3.7687      .0002      .1266      .4019 
      .5542      .2709      .0882     3.0707      .0022      .0977      .4442 
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Table 5. Moderation of Cosmopolitanism between Compassion and TI 

************************************************************************** 
Model = 1 
    Y = TI 
    X = COMP 
    M = COSMO 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: TI 
 
Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .0334      .0011     1.2078      .2219     3.0000   719.0000      .8812 
 
Model 
              coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
constant     2.7222      .0424    64.2614      .0000     2.6390     2.8054 
   COSMO      .0384      .0854      .4500      .6528     -.1292      .2061 
   COMP      -.0502      .0646     -.7775      .4371     -.1770      .0766 
int_1         .0093      .1056      .0882      .9297     -.1981      .2167 
 
Interactions: 
 int_1       COMP     X    COSMO 
************************************************************************* 
Conditional effect of X on Y at values of the moderator(s): 
   COMCOSMO     Effect         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
     -.6078     -.0559      .0947     -.5902      .5552     -.2418      .1300 
      .0000     -.0502      .0646     -.7775      .4371     -.1770      .0766 
      .5542     -.0451      .0836     -.5389      .5901     -.2092      .1191 
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Table 6. Moderation of Localism between CPI and TI 

************************************************************************** 
Model = 1 
    Y = TI 
    X = CPV 
    M = LOC 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: TI 
 
Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .1250      .0156     1.1886     3.4203     3.0000   721.0000      .0170 
 
Model 
              Coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
Constant     2.7241      .0419    64.9856      .0000     2.6418     2.8064 
   LOC        .1170      .0469     2.4968      .0128      .0250      .2090 
   CPV        .0924      .0690     1.3389      .1810     -.0431      .2278 
int_1        -.0141      .0796     -.1773      .8593     -.1703      .1421 
 
Interactions: 
 Int_1     CPV      X     LOC 
************************************************************************* 
Conditional effect of X on Y at values of the moderator(s): 
     COMLOC     Effect         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
     -.9171      .1053      .1067      .9873      .3238     -.1041      .3147 
      .0000      .0924      .0690     1.3389      .1810     -.0431      .2278 
      .9171      .0794      .0938      .8470      .3973     -.1047      .2636 
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Table 7. Moderation of Localism between APM and TI 

************************************************************************** 
Model = 1 
    Y = TI 
    X = APPM 
    M = LOC 
************************************************************************** 
Outcome: TI 
Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2         p 
      .1456      .0212     1.1820     4.9294     3.0000   720.0000      .0021 
Model 
              Coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
Constant     2.7170      .0412    65.8970      .0000     2.6360     2.7979 
   LOC        .1120      .0460     2.4327      .0152      .0216      .2024 
   APPM       .1305      .0630     2.0711      .0387      .0068      .2541 
int_1         .0453      .0635      .7136      .4757     -.0794      .1701 
Interactions: 
 
 int_1    APPM     X     LOC 
************************************************************************* 
 
Conditional effect of X on Y at values of the moderator(s): 
     COMLOC     Effect         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
     -.9177      .0888      .0914      .9716      .3316     -.0907      .2684 
      .0000      .1305      .0630     2.0711      .0387      .0068      .2541 
      .9177      .1721      .0798     2.1553      .0315      .0153      .3288 
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Appendix VI Interaction Plots 

1. Moderation of gender between self-sacrifice and OCBO 

 

2. Moderation of gender in the relationship between CPI and OCBI 
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3. Moderation effect of age between APM and OCBO 

 


